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I. SUr,mARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The following study w~s undertalcen in pursuance of General Assembly resolution
3508~) of" 15 December 1975 which calle~ for the ex~nination of long-term trends in
the economic development of the world, Economic and Social Council resolution 2090 (~)
of 25 July 1977 and resolution 4 (II) of the Intergovernmental Group on the Least Developed
Countries as further elaborated in the Arusha Programme for Collective Self-rel~ance and
Pr-amewor-k for Negotiations. The studj 'provides",,;" 'series of projections of the major
macro-economic vari~bles covering the 1980s for the least developed countries.

2. The approach adopted is to build.a .mucro-model out of a system of variables, which are
considered as determining e~ch other by mutual interactions l1hile others are treated as
exogeneous to the s,ystem and are used either as policy objectives or as externally
determined. The simultaneous system or model is generally based on accepted technolo~cal

or behavioural relations and par-arneten; , which are estiElated by statistical ana1ysj,s of
past behaviour.

To an extent this science is still in its inf~cy since many variables that ~luence
economic movements like the po.Li t LceL, sccLal., institutional and ecological fact.ors are
not easily amenable to suantific~tion and/or normally elude long-range project~ons. For
this reason, econometric techniQues must go hc.ud in hand >~th u pragmatic approacn based
on a thorough study of the bohc.vi.our- of the economy in earlier years; both approaches
depend of course on the structural characteristics of the economy in the past and on
judgment and common Sense to futur8 devolopments and policies and thus can not be j,solated
from each other. In fact, econometric tech:liques help to avoid inoonsistences in respect
of economic policies and policy objectives and also indicat.e whor-e policies can be meet
effective. It is for this reason that the EGA secretaria~ through repeated visits to
individual uember- countries, endeavour-ed to maintain a di.a.Logue on the projection models,
t~e date and parameter used, and the obtained results of the projectionsQ

3. The period used for this derivation of structural parameters is in most oases the years
from 1965 to 19770 In all cases, the main sources of dRta included the EGA national accounts
data, FAO agricultural commodity production and the respective national statistical and
other pu.blications. It should be noted that in most cases there Here enormous di.fficulties
arising out of the general paucity, unreliability and lack of dissaggregated dz.ta and it is
clear that there is an urgent need to improve the stC1tistical capability of most of the
African least developed countries, TeclU1ical and financial assistance is needed to enable
these countries to efficiently use the traditionc.l instruments of data collectio~namely

censuses, sample surveys and administrative records. It is thought that it would be useful
if the EGA secretariat kept in close touch with the national governments to discuss the
various results of projections and other studies including the data on which these are
based. In this w,\y, means can be continuously sought to build up the statistical
infrastructures anl to improve the data base in directions in which it is most likely to
be relevant and useful.

- iii -
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40 The least developed countries in this study are those enumeratod by the Committee for
Developmont Planning of the United Nations on the basis of the following criteria, namoly:
(a) pe~ oapita GDP of $US 125 or loss in 1970-1972, (b) the share of manufactUl'ing of less
than 10 per cont of GDP; or (c) the literacy rate below 20 per cent of the population, In
this study the 20 African. least developed oountries 'Iere subdivided, for proJection purposes,
into foUJ::. groups on the basio of their per oapita GDP in 1977 at 1970 constant prices, .. The
su"t(d'iy~_s-..~ons \-,ere ?J.S f'o l l cns r

··Group I .: Botswana, the Sudan, the Gambia, Lesotho;
Group II --tho Niger, thoContral Afri~~~, tho United Republic of Tanzania,

Somalia, J,!alu\;i, Ugandr.,
Group III - Benin, Guineu, the Ooinor-on , Co-pc Verde J Chad;

Group IV - Ethiopia, Burundi, Rwanda, Mali, tho Upper Velt,">

It should be notod that the cl~ssification was madc of l1idely different territories simply
on the. basis of their per capita GDP and it should not be inferred that the groups are
territorially, or in any other HOY, homogenous, The classification wae;. made prim3.1'lly on
the basis of a per C"pitL income above (;US 110 for group I, " per capita income between
~US JOO and $US 109 for group II, a per capita income of ~~US 75 to $US 99 for group III, and
a per capita income beloN $US 75 for group IV, It is indeed necessary to exercise cautlon
in using per"capita income c,s the major criterion for clasGification~

5. Some of thIS common feature£: found in the analysis of the Afl'ican Least developed
group of coUntries is the heavy ~ependence on agricultural land in the economy. Out of
the 20 countries, 17 countries h~vc cver 80 per cent cf their population dependent on
agriculture, and another three countries have 70· per cent depending on the ~grieultural

sector, ana in DOSt cases there is a very high correlation between the arable land available
E£! capita . and the income per capite, Secondly, despite the hiGh dependence on agriculture
there uas generclLy very poor perf'ormunce in agriCUlture mostly declining in grol1th rate,
Inciustry in most countries 1·":S gro;iing at a higher rate than GDP ahovn.ng that thero has
been·some structural shift of GDP from agriculture to industry, The service sectors have
been gr-ovri.ng relc.tively fast possibly due to the growth of t er-t Lary infrastructures. Tho
rate of investment has been going up in most countries. Consumption has boen groHing but
not much faster th= population implying an almost insignificant rise in the real standard
of living.

6, A rovi.cv of the nature of per-I'ortnance of the groups as distinct from the ind.ividu~l

countries ,;ithin a group and a. comparison l'lith the least developed countries as a :·,hole 'las
undertakcn to indicate whai kind of problems the groups have and whether there is a C8se
for treating them differently for projection purposes. In terms of GDP gro,rlh between
1965-1970 and 1970-1977 it "as found that· whi.Le in 1965-1970 there vras no association be'tvreen
the d.Lf'f'cr errt per-f'orrnanco of tho groups, in 1970-1977 Hhich Has gener-al.Iy a br.d period, the
poorer countries porforned poorer, It seems that dUG to lack of diversification, th0
poorer economies have less resourCes 2nd capacity to absorb shocks from any sudden shift
either in n~tural conditions or in external economic ir.lpacts>

iv
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7. The sectoral growth rates reveal tnat the less disadvantaged countries among
the least developed countries countries, had better industrial growth rate during the
entire 1965-1977 period. These countries also achieved better performance in agri
cul, ture in 1970-1977 again pointing out their corapar-a tivu streng'ih in hard years.
Investments also follow a similar pattern with almost zero growth in investments for
the subgrOU~ of the poorer LDCs. While investments grew at an average annual rate
of 10.3 per cent in subgroup I, the average gro>lth rates for subgroup III and -ElIb'group P'
were only 2.5 and 0.8 per cent YGarly respectively.

8. 'lh,e s'i:l'ucture uf GDP also indicates that generally s p eakdng the percentage of GDP
going to consumption is higher in subgroup III 'and IV. ':'lius whiJe in 19"'5-1'977 the "'V6-J:~

share of consumption in ODE' for subgroup I wa s 86.7 per cent, it was 96.1 and 91.6 per
cen t for subgroups IJI and IV rre.speortiYely. 'Ihe prcduc tiori. <'L'bI1w"t1lre also E!~CWP, that b:'
and large the countries with relativoly higher per capita incomes have more diversifie~

economies. In, the period 1965-1977 the respective shares of agriculture, industry and
services for subgroup 1 were 39,6, 25.2 and 35.2 per cent, For subgroup :'1, the
corresponding shares were 47,0, 23.9 and 3L9 per cent While subgroup IV bB:l~,.8 pEr
cent of aDP in agriculture, only 18.9 per cent in industry and 28.3 per cent in servicec

9. The model developed for the group of least developed countries tries to capture
the production (supply), consumption and trading structures of the small economies
generally characteriZed by'

(a) a large proportion of agricultural value added in
agricultural commodities acco1mting fur the major
in agriculture,

GD? wi t':l on'Lv i C.i' '
portion of the v",ll1e added

(t) having most of the capital in fixed investments in power, construction,
transport and manufacturing which are considered as an aggregated industry
s ec to r-,

(c) a tertiary sector denoted by servioes which behaves as a residual dependent
on the output in the p£imary and secondary sectors,

(d) import levels which are determined by the availability of external resources
but which tend to Lncr-eaee with income.

10. Production is estimated as value added in three sectors, namely agriculture,
Lndus t r y and services.. In agricul tiur-o , tvo alternative approaches were tried. The

, first alternative obtains total value added in agriculture through a log linear
production function using acreage and labour as the independent variables. Increased
acreage is assumed to involve capital investment and, therefore, the agricultural
production function may be said to be of a simple Cobb-Douglas type, The second
alternative involves the use of the quantities of agricultural commodities. From a
number of the most significant and important commodities (Which should constitute over
80 per cent of gross output in agriculture), the gToss output of agriculture is derived
using the appropriate 1970 producer prices. The final agricultural value added is then
obtained from the gross output estimate by sub~ting an estimate of the inter
mediate inputs in agriculture,

- v -
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11. Value added in tue industrial sector is obtained from tne cumulated ~apital

stock in the industrial seotor (vi~ manufacturing, power, transport, construction
and mining) via the incremental capital! o u t pu t ratio. In the countries where Some
specific activi t i es (,;. g., mining) are very impurtant as a single sector, these are
estimated separately. The value addGd in the service sector is obtained as a function
of the sum of value added in al~iculture and industry. From the sectoral value added,
total output - GDP at factor cost - is obtained by summation.

12. On thf; d emand side uf the e co notuy , {;_18 traditional conaump t Lon f'un o t i on is used.
Total and private consumption are separately regressed on total income (as a ~o~y for
the often used national disposable income). Government consumption is then obtained
as a residual from total and private consw~ption. In most of the cases, investments
are taken as a policy variable. 'f\lI'eVer, in some cases distinction is made between
autonomDuS and induced investments. In thes8 cases the induced investments
are obtained from the system as a function of the level of income while'
the autonomous investment - uswally government development expenditure - is left as
an exogeneous 'policy variable. The model distinguishes two types of exports,namely
historical exports and implied exports. Historical exports are obtained from the expor,
quantities of relevant export commodities of a particular country using the appropriate
export prices. The export quantities uf the commodities are obtained from a function
which relates the quantities of a commodity that are exported and the quantities pro
duced. The implied exports are taken as a balancing item in the national account
identify. Finally, imports are obtained from a functiun which relates the volume of
real imports to the level of real income and the previous year's value of real exports.
In the absence of reliable data on the external resources, the previous year's val uo
of real exports ,Iere taken as a proxy. From the model functions above, the trRde gap
and the domesti~ savings gap are calculated from the appropriate identities and the
more dominant of the two obtained.

13. The details of the resl<lts of the statistical estimation of the various model
parameters for each individual country, fur the subgroups and for the whole group of
the least developed Af'rican countries are discussed in the t ex t of this paper. For
the group as a Whole, the agricultural function showed tnat there is a larger elasticity
for labour than for acreage. The elasticity with respect to labour was estimated to
be almost three times that of acreage. In other words, this shows that labour intensity
is far more important than expansion of acreage for increased agricultural output. The a
total combined elastici ty of botb labour and acreage was 1. 34037 which indicates that
there is an increasing return to scale in agricul ture. This feature o f the agricul tural
function was also noticed in a regional analysis of agricultural output for all developin[' "
African countries. The subgroups of the African least developed countries classified
by income groups did not, however, have a well-behaved agTicultural production function
owing to the Widely differing climatic and soil conditions in countries which might
belong in the same income group.

14. The estimation of the industrial output function ,showed results of relatively high
incremental capital!output ratios. This, of course, can be explained by the fact that
industry in the anaiysis inclUded transport, constructiun, etc., and in the poorer coun
tries there is usually a large amount ui' infrastructural expenditure before output is
significantly increased. The group of African LDCs as a whole Was estimated tc have

vi
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an incremental capital/output ratio of 7·While for the subgroups the ICOR ranged
from 2 (for the first subgroup) to 9· (for the subgroup with the smallest per capita
income).

15. The consumption function results clearly confirmed the hypothesis that the
poorer the countries, the less they can find resources for domestic savings and that
income has to be raised for the poorest countries before domestic resources can be
diverted to investments. The first subgroup of the LDCs was estimated to have a
marginal propensity to consume of 0.75, the second group had a marginal propensity
to consume of 0.87, while the third and last subgroups had marginal propensities to
consume as high as 0.97 and 0.99 respectively. For the group of African least
developed countries as a whole the marginal propensity to consume was estimated as
0.89.

16. The import function results showed that the poorer countries in the African
least developed countries had a higher marginal propensity to import with respect
to GDP which is understandable. There was, however, no specific association between
the level of imports and the lagged exports. Perhaps the greater inflow of external
resources which relieves some of these countries from the tightness of their foreign
exchange position might explain that laggerexports cannot be taken as proxy in some
casus.

17. Two sets of projections or scenarios were made for the individual countries, the
subgroups of countries and for the least developed group of countries as a whole •.
In all cases the first scenario is based on the assumption of no change in the
historical structural parameters and the economic policies pursued. 'This scenario
which is a forecast is intended to indicate,by comparison, the main direction and
areas for policy changes if an improvement in performance is to be achieved. The
second planned scenario tries to simulate and derive the implications for a target
growth rate in GDP of 6 per cent yearly during the 1980s. In those cases where it was
believed that a country has had a drastic break from the past pattern of development
only the planned scenario was attempted. It should be borne in mind that according
to the Report of the Seventh Group of Experts on Programming Techniques chaired by
Mr. J. Tinbergen, "the word 'projection' has been used in connexion with two different
ways of estimating the future value of any variable, namely forecasts and plans.
A pure forecast is sometimes defined as an estimate on the assumption that no changes

in policies take place, while the purest forn of a planned development is an explicit
optimal development. Both uses are given various interpretations, however, which
raises the possibility of a range of different types of projection. A forecast and
a planned development are sometimes contrasted to highlight the need for a change in
policies and such a comparison is often fruitful. When considering pure forecasts
and planned developments, we should not overlook these points: that for longer periods
the assumption of constant policy is rarely realistic, that development policies
usually will be characterized by a multiplicity of aims rather than a single one and
a synthesis of aims must be found if any separately is incompatible with others. The
assumptions about technology and aims made in a projection must be clearly stated if
confusion about the nature of the projection is to be avoided."

- vii -
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18. Tne parameters and alternative scenarios discussed are based on existing and
explicitly known potentials in the countries and also on given patterns of resource
utilization. They do not completely take into account the large possibilities that
are not yet explored. These possibilities include, inter alia, the natural resources,
the human infrastructure and potentials that could drastically change the performance
in a short timeG

19. On the basis of past trends, and in the absence of drastic· domestic and inter
national measures to assist the African. least developed countries. the forecasts
for 1980-1990 were that the least developed countries as a whole would grow slowly
and might just keep pace with the current growth rate of population, For the group
of the African least developed countries as a whOle ari average growth rate in GOP
of 2.9 and 3 is forecast for the 1980-1985 and 1985-1990 geriods respectively. The
historical trends scenario also points to the trend that the different subgroups
already different in per ·capita GOP are likely to grow at rates varying directly
with their present level of GDP. In other words the past disparities in performance
are likely to continue in the future. The first subgroup with relatively high .
per capita GDP is forecast to grow at an over-all average annual rate of 3.9 per cent
in 1980-1985 and 4 per cent in 1985-1990. In comparison the fourth subgroup with the
lowest per capita income is forecast to grow at an average over-all rate .of 2.7 and·
2.8 per cont yearly in the corresponding periods. In other words ~apita income
would re~ain almost stagnant.

20. In agriculture, the over-all performance of the group of the African least
developed countries is forecast to grow by an average annual rate of 1.8 per cent
in the period 1980-1990. The projected agricultural performance varies from one.
subgroup to another. It is apparent that performance in agriculture will depend on
a variety of circ~stances inclUding weather. Industry is forecast to grow at 5.5
per cent yearly for subgroup ~, at 5.4 per cent yearly for subgroup II,at 3.4 per
cent yearly for subgroup III ,and at 4.1 per cent yearly for subgrouPrvduring the
1980-1990 period.

21~ On the demand side~consumption is projected to grow much faster than GDP which
implies that on the basis of past patterns, policies and trends, the domestic savings
of the least develo~ed countries on the whole will decline as a percentage of GDP.
This decline is forecast to be most serious in the ~oorest subgroup. Investments
show higher growth rates in the subgroups with higher per capita GDP. Thus whiloen
thebasis of historical trends the first subgroup is forecast to h~ve an increase of
8.5 per cent per annum in real terms in invcstnents in 1980-1990, the fourth subgroup
with the lowest per capita income is forecast to achieve a mere 0.9 per cent yearly
growth in real investments. The share of investMents in total GOP is forecast to be
around 14 per cent in the 19800 for the group of the least developed countries as a
whole. In spite of the forecast of lower investment, the forecasts indicate that if
the historical trends continue, the poorer countries of the least developed countries
will have an increasing savings gap. Exports are generally projected to lie within
the range of 12 to 25 per cent of GOP in the 1980s while imports are forecast to range
from 16 to 36 per cent of GDP. In general the exports as a percentage of GDP are
projected to be far less for thc poorer countries than for the more better off. For
the least develope·} countries as a group, the trade gap is projected to reach about
7 per cent of GDP i.n 1990 as compared with 1.7 per cent in the base year 1975. In
other words for the group of least developed African countries as a whole and under
this dismal scenario, net external resources inflow at constant prices has to increase
2.3 times between 1975 and 1990, or by an average annual growth rate of over 6 per cent.

viii
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22. In summarY,the over-all picture for the least developed African countries shows
that the rate of growth of GDP at constant 1970 prices will average around 3 per cent
yearly in the. 1980s if the past trends and policies are assumed to continue. The
slow growth is particularly pronounced in agricultural output which is forecast to
grow less than 2 per cent during 1980-1990. Industry is forecast to grow relatively
slowly at an average annual rate of 4.4 per cent yearly during 1980-1985 and by
4.5 per cent yearly quring 1985-1990. Total investment is forecast to grow by 4.7
per cent per annum between 1980-1985 and by about 5 per cent yearly during 1985-1990.
The relative increase in investment iS,however, not' forecast .to-beaccompanied by a
commensurate increase in total output owing to the rather inefficient utilization of
capital. Total consumption is projected to inc~ease only slightly in terms of its
share in GDP from L~e 1970-1977 average of 88.4 per cent of GDP to around 89,5 per
cent giving a low domestic saving rate of a mere 10.5 per cent of GDP. At this saving
rate the saving gap would be around 3.6 per cent of GOP in 1985-1990. Assuming-that
the historical import elasticity for the group as a whole (estimated to be greater
than unity) will not change drastically in the coming decade, imports are forecast to
increase at average annual rates of 4.6 per cent during 1980_1985 ahd4.9 per_cent
during 1985-1990. This will imply that if the historical trends in exports prevail
there will be a gradual increase in the trade gap from around 5.6 per cent-of: GDP- .in
1980 to around 7.1 per cent of GOP in 1990 or over 6 per cent yearly in real terms._
Under these -foreca~ts, it is apparent that the resulting trade gap is dominant for
the group of LDCs as a whole. This points to the need for adju$tments that are
applicable when the trade gap is dominant. These adjustments include additional
import replac"ment, export proI:1otidn or the conversion of savings into conswuption.
Regional co-operation among developing countries would also be of importance in the
pursuit of such policies,

23. The implications of the forecast. on the basis of the continuation of-past trends
and policies are clearly disastrous. P2r carita income would remain almost the same
with ::Jounting mass poverty, unemployment and social upheavals. There is therefore an
urgent Case for making some structural cha~ges. In a scenario of a target growth of
GDP of 6 per cent yearly in the 1980s, it was projected that agriculture and industr¥
will have to grow much faster than in the past for the group of LDCs as a whole.
Agriculture will have to attain a grmvth rate of II per cent yearly while the industrial
sector will have to grow at an average annual rate of about 8 per cent.· To attain these
growth rates require, inter alia, improved capital efficiency, increased labour and
land intensity and product~vitYI a·growth rat~ in rea~ investment of around 7 per cent
and increased domestic savings. A target growth rate in GDP of 6 per c¢nt yearly,
and with the domestic savings rate remaining at the historical level, will result in
a savings gap projected to increase at an average annual rate of 8 per cent yearlY and
approaching 4 per cent of GOP by 1990. The trade gap will only be brought to
controllable levels if a specific, and perhaps-optimistic assumption of an average
annual growth rate of 7 per cent in real exports is fulfilled. Under this assumption,
the trade gap would stabilize at around 5.7 per cent of GOP in the decade.

iX-
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This does not mean that under the planned scenario the volume of net inflo¥ of
foreign resources required would be less than under the historical forecast. In
actual fact net resources inflow at constant prices for the planQed scenario of
6 per cent growth rate in GDP for the African least developed countries would have to
bG incre~sed almost three. times between 1975 and 1990r.or at an average annual
rate of expansion of 7.4 per cent. In the 1980$ the average annual rate of growth
in net resource inflow would have to be about 6.6 per cent or nearly double in the
decade. This emphasizes that an initial big push in net resourcce inflow in the
early 19805 is essential for an immediate crash programme. In addition it should
be borne in mind that those estimates of the trade gap and the derived net foreign re
sourcee requirement do not include debt s0rvicing and other factor income to
abrOad which could actually augment the bala,ce-of-payments gap. Also, it should
be emphasized that if the high export growth rate of 7 per cent does not materialize r
th~trade gap will be higher than the above estimates.

24. The two scenarios give some indications of the implications for the eradication
of mass poverty, basic needs satisfaction and the necessity for regional co-operation.
The historical scenario implies a nearly stagnating per capita income and hence no
mitigation of mass poverty. The second planned scenario of a ~arget 6 per cent.
growth in GDP implies an average annual increase of about 3.6 per cent yearly in
real per capita income (taking a 2.4 per cent average growth in the total popUlation
of the African least developed countries). ObviouslYt even this accelerated
increase in real per capita would not seem to be sufficient to satisfy basic needs
and at the same time raise domestic resources required for a self-sustained growth
andsclf-sufficioncy at thG nntiona1 level.

25. The parameters and the implications of the alternative scenurios cle~rly show
that the African least developed countries have had, and may well continue to have v

a very poor economic performance unless special measures; policies and development
strategies ar~ formulated and implemented, The policies that emerge as critically
important relate both to the short run and the long run. Of paramount importance in
the short run is the necessity for the African least dove-loped countries to achieve
self-SUfficiency in food. This calls for urgent action to increase. over-all .
agricultural output to grow by about 4 per cent yearly over the coming decade which
in turn, necessitates (a) inc~easing tho productivity of both land and labour,
(b) substantially increasing the arable land area through irrigation and land reforms,
(0) increasing investment in ~griculture with a better and more rational balance
between investments for export-crop production and investments for food-crop production,
(d) extensive planning of integrated rural dev~lopmentprogrammesr (e) increasing
extension $~rvicos and agricultural research, (f) improving the rural/urban terms of
trade, and (g) making better organization and training . end the fuller utilization of
raanpowez ,

x
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26. In the Arusha programme endorsed by UNCTAD 'T, the least developed countries
themselves specified the kind of emergency assistance they needod on the basis of a
crash programme, These countries cnphasized ;the nC2d for c~andcd assistance for
projects already identified,or in the pipe-line,in the fields of nutrition and health,·
education, transport andcoll1munication, housing and the creation of employment. .In
the field of agriculture'they'emphasized the need for massive support for fertilizers
and assistance :to improve oanagcment{ maintenance and repair .and tQ ,improve the
efficiency of.existing infrastructure. It was also pointed out that financial and

.. ccmmoodty support, on an extension bas i s was necessary for local small-scale omp.Loymcnt;
generation. These due needs, and the -rnany others ,cf the least developed countries
deserve strong recommendation anq support.-

27. From the earlier observations it seems that the poorer countries of the group
of least developed, countries are more likely to suffer ,from a savings gap ,while the
less disadvantaged countries are more likely to feel the constraints·of.atrade gap.
Hence appropriate approaches to development assistance might Seem desirable.
Investment in the.poorer countries is miserably low and their consumption ~ropensities,

both average and marginal, are high. For these countries it is desirable that
international aid for capital dev~lopment should be added to that already given for
the purpose of meeting essential consumption needS. These countries require aid in
sufficient quantitJ.es to enable them to cross over frol!l the leV'll of almost zero growth
rate to moderate rate of growth in investment. For those countries where savings are
being generated at some level, international efforts should assist these countries'
earnings through exports by giving them better prices for their products, by the
creation of such funds in order to stabilize the prices of their exports and by
offering them better terms on a preferential basis.

28. The countries themselves will need to undertake considerable and drastic changes
in their consumption levels. Specifically, there will be a need to lower both the
marginal and average propensities to consume to around 85 per cent. Concomitantly,
imports and particularly the marginal import rates for consumer goods have to be lowered
substantially. These efforts on consumption and imports of ccnsumer goods must also be
accompanied by an increase in the efficiency of capieal so as to ensure growth and to
improve the real standard of living. Some of the factors causing the high incremental
capital/output ratios in the economies of these countries have to be improved. These
include the minimJ.zation of undercapacity utilization through, inter alia, integrated
regional approaches to industrial development and improved management of the productive

• enterprises, reduction of long gestation periods for projects making more suitable
projects that lead to quick production of physical commodities. Also, realizing that
in many instances; the poor utilization of manpower potential is at ~he C0re of e~forts

• to alleviate poverty in particular and to improve econo~ic performance in general, these
countries' policies should emphasize the fuller utilization and better training of their
manpower resources.

29. The long-term policies for the group of African least developed countries mainly
concern the task of achieving a fundamental restructuring of the patterns and life
styles of development. The UNCTAD resolution nr.122 (V) noted in this respect that
the most il!lportant feature was the need for transformational inves~ent to lead to
(a) fuller exploitation of the natural resources, (b) development of an industrial base,
(c) establishment of optimal production units like small-scale industries linked to the
relevant sectors especially agriculture and the informal sector.

xi
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30. The present paper is just an att~mpt to throw some light on some aspects of the
problems of the African least developed countries. Its limitations lie, ~ntcr alia,
both in the methods used and in the fact that it deals mainly with macro-variables.
It is ciearthat using more elaborated techniques both quantitative and qualitative
and more detailed data would give mor~ precise and more concrete recommendations at
nation.;J.l and re>gioral levels. However, the study presented here poLnts to the fact
that Unless drastic structural changes are undertaken, the African least developed
countries are likely to fac~more serious problems in the 19805 than those faced in the
19705. It also suggests that there is room for the achievement of these structural
changes especially in making more efficient use of the enormous natural and human
resources of the continent. This, obviously.·,;cannot be achieved without domestic
policies for increased self-reliance and self~sustainment an~ the strengthening of
regional co-operation as was empha5i~ed in resolution 332 (X!V) entitled "Development
strategy for Africa for the Third DevelOflnlQnt Decade" adopted at the fourteenth session
of the Commission, by the fifth meeting of the-Conference of Ministers, held in Rabat
in March 1979.

xii
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II. OBJECTIVES ANIJ PitvBLllilS LJF Q,UANTITATIVE ANALYSIS AND PROJECTIONS

11.1. Iptroducti0~

The pres en, study was prepared in r-espon., e to General Assembly resolu tion
3508(XXX) of 15 Deoember 1975 whioh oalled for' the examination of long-tem trends
in the economic development of the vorLd , to Econonn,c and Sooial Couno i L resdlution
2090 (LXIII) of 25 July 1977 and resolution 4 (II) of the Inter-Governmental Group,
on the Least Developed Countr.i es as further olabora ted in the Aruaha Programme for
Colleotive Self-reliance and Framework for Negotiations. It seeks to provide a
series of projections of the major economi~ variables ooVering the 1980s (the Third
United Nations Develop~ent Decade) for the least developed countries.

The en.i an c e of· oc.oriom Lc p r-ed l c tions is 8 t f.Ll, in its infancy as many of t~e

variables whiG~ influenc8 GGonomic movements of a regicn are political, so~ial or
insti tutional in charaoter and are no t easily amenable to quantLf'd oa t.Lon and
forecasting. Furtherm'Qre, the c Lfma t e affects most economies depencing heavily' on
agriculture and normally oludes lcmg-range pr-c jec t Lon , Implicit, therefor<>,in all
such projectio"" lO a reasonable level of constancy in those exogenous faotors Which
cannot be properly introduced'into 'he models o1fing partly to lack of reliable
quantitative and qUe itative information.

II. 2. l!!.M tive pro.j eo ti2E._me thodB.§lnd eoonometrio methods

Projectiqns are o f' t en mad e through a single variable approach, that, is,. eaeh
of the important variabl es is taken up sinily, and, efforts are made by rule-of-thumb
prooedures to pzo j ect them, attempting a r-econco.Ld a tri.on among them on ao.ad hop basis.
~Jhil e thif: ti"i8 horiot.r ed ~J18 tb.':Jc. cannc t be .~() ta... 1y d i.eca rded it is nowadays admi tted
that it has severe handicaps, Firstly, the rule-of-thumb approaoh to forecasting
impl i.8C an in tui t i ve appre"cia"ticnof the various facets of the economy of' a country,
whioh is' a pr-o duc t of deep understanding and experienoe. Such methods canao t 'bO'
s tanda.r-d Lz ediand pea s ed on from one person to another. Further, the impli"i t
premises ana assunptions of such methods are never clearly stated ani cannot, therefore,
be exam in edvand sc ru t.incz ed, 'rhus A,ey c anno t be .celied upon for routine work of'
l'Ql:'cy f'o rmtz.Lat ton ,

The other approaoh is to seek to build a maoro-model out of the system of
\~riables, to con8ider.so~e of tpe.v~rtah18~ as de~ermining eaoh other by mutu~l

interaction and to have a set of variables, which is treated as exogenous to the
system and .i s t's(~. En.theT d.C> pcLi.cy ohjectjve:, or ex t e rna.Ll.y determined sets of values.
Roconoiliation of the major va~iables among themselves is built into the system by a
set of mutually d8termining eQuatiqns or identities whioh may be solved for given
values of the exogenous variables, The cona t.ruc t-ton of such simultaneous systems is
based on gen8rally accepted teQlmological· or behavioural relations and parameters,
for t,hese r e'l a tions a re es tima ted by s ta tis tical analysis of the past behaviour of the
variables, The p~ramete"s are satisfactorily estimated and a measure is also given
of their 'error' or the order of reliability.

11.3. Proj~~~i9n models <:lnd th8~~t~~~tapped resouroes

Th VlTh?~t ext en t can the potential r0Frl1JrCeS of a"regi0n be incorporated in
projeotions is a qUEstion whioh is pertinert in any type of prOJection of the eoonomy
bu t only a qttaI j fi-Ad. 3.n8"\,Tf'l' J8.~1 lip f~'i ~,"P~l. c Tf t.her e 8,1.'8 resources which ar e known
and are b~ing arloited, then the parameters are already a,~ilable and the amount

.o f investment that "il~ be made, perhaps au ronoucus l.y, may easily be inoorporated
'into the ITL..,d..3";'. I: theI'O a r c, ho veve r, .cesources recently d i acover-ed which are to be
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implemented in the future, suoh resouroes will need inoorporation into the. model as
additional seotors apart from those already existing. If, however, there· is an
unknown but apparently impressive potential, .it may be inoorporated only on the
basis ofexperienoe in foreign countries, keeping in mind also the gestation period
of such resoUrce development.

II.4.The data situation

It must be remembered that the data base for many of the least developed •
countries is sometimes unreliable and a lot of reoonstruction has to be made to
the data, which should be checked by visits to countries. Even then, only very
simple aggregative ·models are the most that the data oan be used for. It is realized
that any attempt at introducing sophistication will defeat its oWn ends.

In all cases, national accounts data we e available for the main maoro
variables. The main source was the ECA 0tatistios Division, which oompiled the data
either from oountry reports or by estimating some of them. Also, oountry data usp-d
are all at 1~70 constant local currenoies or at 1970 constant United States dollars
for the global and subgroup data. Ho"ever, in some cases, there is inconsistenoy in
the national accounts data estimates and corrections were made by cross-checking with
country publications and other sources frGID international agencies especially for
coun tries wi til poor or very weak statis tical infras true ture (e. g., Cape Verde).

, Sinoe, as Explained beloW, the country models try, when possible, to· use
more specific and disaggregated data, some difficulties arose .as to their reliability
and cons;i.stency.

For agriculture, the data on active rural population and acreage was the most
difficult to obtain. Where there is no information in country reports on these
variables, FAn publications or print-outs were used. In general, countries where
these data were avai13ble in their reports have good statistics in this field
(e.g., l:thiopia, Rwanda and ~he United "epublic of Tanzania). In addition to the
-diffioulty of findin5 data on acrea~e and the rural labour force, some of the
regression results on agriculture turned out to be unsatisfactory because of the
lack of information on mul tiple crop land areas. lihere data on acreage andche
rural labour force are not available or reliable, an attempt was made to get
information .on the main agricul~~ral oommodities. In many cases, it was possible
to obtain series on quantities and current values of outputs for these commodities
~specially from FAOpublications. However, this solution was sometimes constrained
by the small size of the data series. In addition, the problem of deflators made
it difficult tq tet these outputs at constant prices.

Another difficult problem enoountered in data collection is the disabgregation
of total investment into investment in agriculture 0n the one hand and investment
in manufacturing, energy, construction, mining, transport and communications on the
other hand. Some countries have very good statistics in ttis respect in their: annual
statistical bulletin (e.g.,Malawi, the United Republic of Tanzania, Botswana and
Lesotho). In other co~ntries, development plans were used to estimate the share of
investment in the industrial seotors in total investment (e.g.,in Mali, GUinea, Rwanda
and the Sudan).

F'inally, as for agricultural cammodi ties, data on export commodities were
generally available exceyt for som~ countries like Cape Verde and. the Comoros.
However, the p~oblem of computing these data at constant prices was sometimes diffioult.

•
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In brief, there is a need to improve the statisticaIcapabili ty of most of
the African least Jeveloped countries. K~ny of these countries need technical
assistance in using efficiently the traditio~ali~stru~Gntsof data collection,
namely censuses, sample surveys and administrative rec~rds.

The exoGennu8 variables are often given an alternative set of values defining
alternativ" scenarios, for consideration by the policy_making authorities.

Tne inevitable question that arises in any sU5gestion tnat is made for
further strengthening the data base and projections based on them is the relevancp
of this kind of work for the least developed countries.

Since the emergence of planning for development, national ac~our.ting syst"ms
have b~en developed to assist policy formulation on a national scale.

Ary development work or 'any policy formulation having economy-wide' implications
must have a basic statistical framework and requires mutual fe"dba..ks in order to
evaluati> the:' resul ts of particular policies that may be followed. TJnderdeveloped
countries which are embarking on developmental poliaies with economy-wide implicatio~

must have before them a model of the basic struoture - however approximat~ - in ordpr
to make some assessment of' the results that are likely to follow. To the ext on t
that the basi<' framework and the possible feedbacks are poorly estimated the
proJertions will be liable to error. But despite tnis objection rouch an initial
start has to be made.

Tne data system and its development have to be viewed as a continuous proces~.

Tb the extent the data is fo~d to be useful and relevant,the national authoritie~

will be k e on to develop the necessary infrastructure to pr-odue s t he sam". The
development of the data base and its use is thus a mutually interacting procer.s.
The more the data base is used the more effort will be made to elaborate and' Lmp.ro ve
it.

Th": preparation af any reports and p ro jec t i.ons must be viewed as a step L
the process ofcarrJing on a dialogue with the governmeri ts and thus helping them
to use projections and makinfl," cl1an~e.G in the model dnJ. the data base in" such a way ax
to make it most useful to them. It should thus be the task of the international
organizations tc keep in close touch with the gnvernments, to discuss the results of
the projections and the data on which they are based to"ether wi th the ways of
improving it; to help them build up t.h e statistioal infrstruotures they need and to
elabr-·rate the data na s e in d i rect i.ms in wn i ch it is most likely to be relevant and
useful.

A further point in devel,-,pint:, the da ta base is to be aware that accoun t s
and projections made from them are related only to existing activities in the economy.
Undeveloped resources and a quantitative evaluation of such resources are not a part
of these projections except insofar as it is possible to see past trends being
oontinued. An imaginative approach may be made at subsequent stages to go deeper
into ",he outlook for specific sectors, to identify furtnerpossibili ties for develo::,ment
and to incorporate all such elements in long-ranGe projections. This dynamic output
of the development process must find a pIece in these more elaborate sectoral studios.

For the purpose of a continuous building up and improvement of' the data base
therefore the more contact t4ere is between governments ar-~ the specialized agencies
the better.
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III. THE: LEAST DbVEJ,')P~D COUNTRILS, IDENTIFICATION, ANDREVI];;,) r)F PAST
PERFORMANCES

•

111.1. Criteria of identification

.The .Committee for Deve.l o pmen t Planning of the United Na tions enumera t ed threo
general criteria, at least one of which must be satisfied by a country for,·inclusion
in the group designated as least c'.eveloped coun t r t e s . These are: (a) per ~apita .
GDP is ~US '25 or less at 1970··1972 pricee; (b) the share of manufacturihgis
1 ess than 10 per cen t of. GDP; (c) the 1 i t e racy ra te is below 20 per cent of the •
popula t.ton ;

For border-line cases the Committee for Developmen.t Planning used an additional
criterion which is that the rate of. growth of GDP should be 6 per cent per annum
or less.

In USing per capita income as the major criterion for classification certain
caution is necessary, It must be remembered that many economies have a J.,arg8
~qn-monetiz~.-l. sec to r and a part of the function of production" consumption or capital
forma tion go es onxin. many economies only indirec tly 1 inked to .the mone tiz ed economy,
The ,per capita ancome is therefore an inadequate expression of the sum to tal of
~conomic activity. in these developing regions •

. , .By' ihe above criteria the following African countries were designatod by the
Commi tt'ee for Devel c prn en t Planning as 1 eas t developed: Benin, Burundi, Bo tswana,
Cen tral African RepUblic, Cuad . the Comoros, Cape. Verde, Ethiopia, the Gambia, ",
Guinea, Lesotho, !f,alawi, Mali, the Niger, Rwanda, Somalia, the Su,-:an, Uganda,the
United Republic of Tanzania and Upper Volta. Other countriG~ such as Angola,
G>tinea-Bissau, Djibouti, the Sey0helles and Sao '[bme and Principe which applied for
inclusion in the list of least developed count~ies may be studied when dat~ and the
n ec eaaaz-y resources a.r-erava'iLab'l e ,

111.2; Major chaIa~teristics

A heavy d ep ecd enc e on agricul Gural land ill the economy lies, inter alia.at
the root nf the Inwer:E-er capita income of the countries of this group. Table 1
gives the per capita .together with the available arable land per agricultural worker
and the percentage of population depending on agriculture and also the land per
person working in agriculture, .

Several p"intsm",y be noted regarding the influence of available land on
per capita income.

Firstly, it may be seen that of the 2(1 countries listed here 17 have over
80 per cent of the:,:>pulation dependent on agricul ture, another three have over 70 •
per cen t depending on agricuJ. ture ,

. . Secondly, the arable land available per capita is correlated to ter caf7ta
income except for the Niber (3.24 1/), Chad ( 1.nj}T, the UPI'"r Vol ta ~1.701) and
Mali (2.001/) whose Ier. capita income is much below what one would expect from .
their available land. per c"1.'ita. But as all these four are in the' region designated
as- drought-prone, the discrepancy is logical since in these countries r~latively

more land is needed to maintain a family.

Apart frcm the drought-prone countries, the other countries out of line with
this correIa tion are Cape Verde ('.18), whi.ch is an island wi th compaz-a tively lower
dependence on agriculture (59 per cent) and the Comoros with 65 per cent in.agricultur~.

11 Figures in bracket refer to Ier capita acr~age.
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These countries can thus be listed as having a different economic structure. For
the rest one can re,scnably forecast the income from the ar-ab l o land ~capita
and propensity to drought,

Thirdly, it may be noted that in the drought-prone areas there is a much
larger acreage per worker as a rule, .but in other cases relatively smaller
acreage per w9rker -shows more diversification in the economy. Thus Benin has

• relatively more d i.ver-e'i.f i ca tf.on and lessdcpendence on agricul tur-e ,

Fc.)Irthly, by and large all the countries have heavy d ep end c-ic e on agr-Lcu.l ture
and the ~ap~~ GDP depends on a,ailable arable land or the land-man ratio.
A multiple ~e5ression e~uation was fitted with ~ capita land, proportion in
agriculture and pro~ensity to drought as independent variables. A dummy variabl~ was

Table 1---

Arable land
Arabl " Per<'l-')ntage of per agri-

P<:r capita land pur..rla tion cul ture PE>r<>€n'tage of

f;~i1) ;tu =pita d"pcnd.ing en worker li tera t·1S
COlt'::.t..I:¥__ in· ac r es- ; agricul ture in acres (adult)

:Sotswana 324 1.636 84 1.86
Sudan 166 0.416 80 1. 64 15·0
Camb La 118 0.512 80 1.26 10.0
Lesotho 113 0,.313 87 1.17 40.0
Uganda 110 0.462 84 1.31 25.0
Uui, ted Republic

of ,Tanzania 109 0.394 84 1.12 49.0
Niger !':J 106 3.24 90 11.42 ...
Central African

Republic 101 , -: ?1 90 6.72- ~ - .
Somalia 102 O. ,3'\2 83 1.03 5·0
Ma.lawi 100 0.469 87 0.65 22.0
Comoros _ 93 0.54 75 1. 20 ...
Guinea 84 0,946 83 2.48 "....
Care Ve::-dp 81 0·177 79 0.77
B !3L1J,..L 80 ').9629 78 4.24 ...
Chad !':J 78 1.7(,61 87 5.26 7.0,
Ethiopia 70 0.492 82 1,40 7.0
Burundi 67 0.331 85 0.78 10.0
Rwanda 67 0.218 91 ".45 23.0
Mali !':J 59 2.0559 89 4.19 10.0
Upper Volta 49 1.70S. 84 2.03

Source: UNCTAD :::.o~unpJ,n t TIl/B/Ae. 17/10.

!':J Prone to drought.

for drought-prone areas which were given a value of -5 while other regions were
givei1 a valuo: of O'. It was seen that~! capita GDP was positively correlated (as'to
be expecte~ with agricultural dependeacy positively correlated with per capita
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Land wi th rropensi ty (where drough t proneness i.s given zero Or a nega tive value).
Tne !,,,,g're€l"!,i,on equa tion was oompu ted as"

Per oapi ta

43.53 (R~! capita land ~n acreage (1)) + .29 (proportion in
agriculture (2))+ 2'[ 34 (propensity to drought (3))

•
The t value ShOWD hj'b:''-;Y significar:t relationship between pe!'_oapi t~ GDP

and che firs":; and t.h.i rd variable.
"

Fifthly, the adul t I 'i, ter!>oyra te for the majori ty is below 15 per c en t.

In the present repo!'t, count!'~es have been a!'!'anged in the following groups to
focus the homogen i ty of the country in economic I evel on the basis of their per capita
GDP in 1977 at 1970 constant prices,

proup I - Bo tsvanu, the Sudan" t".C Gambia, Leso tho;
. . Group II ", the Niger, the Cen t paI African Republic, the United Republic of

Tanzania, Somalia) _~Iala:w,j_, uganda; .
Group III .- Benin, GUinea, the Comoros, Cape Verde, Chad; ._
Group IV - Ethiopia, Burundi, Rwanda, Mali, the Upper Volta.

~t is to be noted that the olassification has been made 01 widely different
terri tor-i.ea simply on the basis of their ~ c"pita GDP and it should not be inferred
that the groups are territorially 01' in any other way homogenous.

The classification is made primarily on the basis of a £er capjta income
above "1' a for group I, a E.':!_capi ta income between ,;100 and -11110 for group II,
a per capita income of $75 to ~99 for group III and a ReI' capita income of below
J75 for group IV.

111.4. The socia-political ba~kgro~1d

As noted b ef'o z-e, for sound projections it is essential to look into the past
performance of an economy in a cri ticaJ 1/ay as only such a review revoals the
direction towards whioh social and economic forces are moving and such an understanding.
of the social and economic movements is a prereqUisite in every method of projection.

·An e,l1alysis of the historical past of the least developed African countries
since independence br;,ngs up the following features. All of these countries except
Ethiopia,the Sudan and Guinea achieved independenoe from 1968 onwards.

The time category is as follows:

1960-1964 -" Benin, Zambia, tho Central African RcpubLdc , Ugarida, the'Uni tee!
Republic of Tanzania, Somalia, Burundi, Malawi, Rwanda, the Niger, Chad, the Upper
Vol ta, Mali;

1965-1969 SwaZiland, Lesotho; the Gambia, Botswana;

1970-1976 ,. the Comoros, Cape Verde.

Ethiopia has been independent throughout its history except f'o r short intervals
and the Sudan and Guinea achieved Lnd ep end enc e in 1956 and 1958 r-espec td val.y, Most
of the other countries of this group 'thus have less than 20 yearg experience as
independent politital 'ntities.
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_~~, '?tl1.€l.r _ins t;i. ru tional fae tor relating to . these coun tz-a.es haBbe~n the
sharp change in political institutions over this period, mest countries having more
than two to three sharp turns over this period and Some of' them even more. Naturally,
!~_~se .~p.?-rp '~ns haVB a gre], t. Lmpac t on the economy as a1 so on the ordering of
priori ties. in the objectives. These make the projection of' economic variables,

. which-·are highly sanai.t:.va to pol i tical parameters, extr-emaLy difficul t to predic t.
These factors should be borne in mind when considering the various projections that
a~e to be made for the next decade. A necessary condition for good projections is
that ,the basic political parameters defining institutions and basic government policy
be r~asonably stable, during the period of projection.

111.5. Thp. performanoe of the major economic indicators

Keeping the grouping on the basis of the present per capita GDP·of 1977 y
a critiM.Lreview of the major indicators of growth during the period 1965-f777-ltiJ.l
lay the basis of the projection model to follow..,·

The indioators to be reviewed are: (a) the growth rate of theGDP; (b) the
growth rate of the population; (c) the growth rate of the three major seciors of' .
GDPi ~.e,agriculture, industry and services; (d) the growth rate of investment; and
(e) 'tlie growth rate of imports and exports.

III.~. Review of performance of countries of group I

It may be seen that the average growth rate over the period 1965-1977 has
just kept -paee wi th the grow.th rate of the population in the 'Sudan and Lesotho but
has fared bette~ in Botswana and the Gambia though even _their ,pereapi tao growth
rate has been modes t , lliey have shown a modest rise during 1970-1977 except for
~otswana, which declined slightly over the period.

Tabl e 2

Coun tries in
group I

Growth rate of GDP
1965~1970 1970-1977 1965-1977

Growth rate of' population
1965-1977

:Botswana
Sudan
Gambia
Lesotho

10.6
3.2
3033

-1.1

9.3
3.4
5·13
n.89

2.79
2.76
2.01
2.23

~able 3 gives the growth rate of the GDP by sectors (i.e.,agriculture,
industry and 'services) to review the structural snifts that have taken pla.e' during
this period.

~ UNCTAD Document TD/B/AC.17/8.
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Table J

'. . ._....._---_ ......

Gro,,,th rate of GDP
Coun tried :tn ·1965-·1910 1970-"1977

--~---
group, I Agr. Ind. Services Agr. Ind, Services Agr.

--....,...

Botswana 7·7 9,·4 15·4 4·7 ~l 4. I': 7·0 5.9
Sudan -0.6 4·5 7.4 0.8 5.5 5.] 0.21')
.Gambia 1.65 4~ 15 6.14 7.39 5.42 5.12 4.96
Lesotho -9.9 7.7 10.4 0.7 5.2 3.1 -3.38

Ind.

13.5
5.07
4.89
6.20

.', ,

Ser:vices

·10.4
6.18
5·54
6.07

.It may be noted that 13o-tswana; ·the ·Su.dan" andLesO'th6havs-·a.lrmaa-e some progress
towards.a stlNcturalchang€l over the period a.nd achieved a higher growth rate for
industry and services but the Gambia has not been able to achiev..... it excvp t ~erhaps

in a er-vi.o es Which, while improving Lnfras t.ruc tura'l facHi"ties, may not have much
Lmpae t in the physical volume of pr-o duc tcon . In abricul t ..~(), Bo-t.swana and-vthe Gambia.
have' grown- f'as t ez- but the rate of growth of others is modes t ..

Tabl i.. 4 pres en ts tL8 a-a ~8 Ul gZ'0w~ll o i (;0i.oSump-i;{ca,· inves im'en t, expo r Matid
Impo r t c ,

Table 4

--~---,-----~----~--_.~-

. 'I •

:Botswana
Sudan
Gambia.. "
Lesotho

Consumption

1\).0
4..38
6,23
7·91

Inv€stmen t

15,1 
8,"40
2.M
4A6

Export

.30.2
3.87
8.56 
1. 6~

Import

58.2
7.39

10.24--..,..
10.iU·'--_ .._,......_..-_-~~:......_--_._--~.,--------.......;.--

Comparison of table 4 with table .3 reveals, ~hat Botsw~na, the Sudan and Lesotho
have gener'ated a moderate amount of invesUn8Dt and thj.s has gon e sUbstantially into
indus try whi.c h regis tered averafj·e gr;Jwth ro..t8.J of. 5 t<., -I.) per c sn t per annum. But
the low investment growth rate in t~e Gambia has ~ed to a low growth rate in industry,
although it has a hitjll growth in at:,ri-eul turc, Except for-llotswana, the general
picture in both tables is on the whole modest when the population g:;rowth rate is
taken in to acccun t •.. At additional faa e tis tha t , whil e Bo t svana and : the -Gambia. ha vo
achieved'easonable growth rate inexports,the Sudan and Lesotho have experLenced
a very slow rise. The import growth rate in all countries is higher, showing a
growing trade 6ap for all the countries of the group except Botswana.

111.7. ~evlew of.~~rfor~ance of countries of g£~~

The countries listed in group :r ar e Uganda, Central African Republic; the Niger,
Malawi, the United ;{epubl ic of Tanzania a~:i Somalia, Their ~r capi ta income ranges
from ';;110 for Uganda to ~~1 uO for MpJa'·r}., Th"y :";12.;'( "be considered to be in the
middle group among least developed countries.
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Table 5 gives the growth rate of the GDP and the growth rate of the populatio~

for the countries c:uring the periods 1965 1970, 1970-1977 a"d 1965-1977.

The ~edian growth rate of GDP for this group is 5.2 per cent per year with a
corresponding population growth rate of around 2.76. It should be noted that th~

performance had a d~cline, during 1970-1977 compared with 1-965-1970 for all the
States 'except Malawi. Compared to the growth rate in 'group 1, ~hich has higher
Rer capita GDP, the performance of the middle group is on a somewhat better level.
It will also be seen thc.t the resul t of per"capi ta GDP is not associated with a
higher growth rate. .... _ ... -.-

Table 5.

e. g.,

2.21
2.7~

2·52

3.15
::2~8J

-
.0

. .. -Orowti': ra to of population

~ ' ..
1. 51
3.40
6.58

1965-1977

Table 6

0.40
2.49
8.2

4.6 5.2
.. A._-. L._.~ __ .i ~.' - ·~-t.P~·")·;-·

··!f

growth ra;te:,b'y ind.us·trial" 'origiri,

1970-1977

Growth rate"O'f -eDP ... -_ ..._ ... ",.

...

Countries of
group II

1"-... . ...;tf:.,. -," ...

Table 6 gives the di,str~bution of·the
agricul tur.e,. industr;r.·.jl-~.q~:~ertia~ sellvice. , .

~,

Uganda
Cent ral African·

Republic
Niger
Malawi
wni t~. :R,e:p~Q.lic.

of Tanzania
Somalia

;'1
...

Growth rate of CDP 't per~:~n tag'e per annum)

1965-1~70 • 1970-1977 ., 1965-1977

Countries of Agri- Indus- 3er- Agri- Ind1.ls-, Ser- . Agri- Indus- Ser-
group II eul ture try vice cu I ture s try, vice CuI ture stry. vice

Uganda ... e •• ... ... ... ... ...
Cen tral .African

Republic -1. 18 6.81 6.18 6.05 ~3. 53 . -0.57 1.27 0.05 2.19
Niger 3.32 3.70 8.78 1. 57 7.90 1. 53 2 • .30 6.13 4.49
Malawi J.5 12.8 5·9 6.1 1o. 1 8.9 3.74 4 •.35 6.64
United Republic

of Tanzania 3.9 10·9 5.8 2.7 5.r 6.0 3.2 7·5 5·9
Somalia 0.9 9·5 5.1 . 1 .5 6.7 4.6 ..... 1.2t . 7.88 4.82

Pez-f'c rmanc e in industry in' the middle-income group has at times been better but
it has been very poor in agriculture although not worse than 'in the first gr()Up.
IndustrY.1:.la!Lalso suffered a c.eq1'-ine' in the'158COnd'half of the par-Icd wEne .
t1g;i~~l turehas improved. Here. ~'gain, once mOl'e'tl1 e rank in liar capita GDP is no t
matched by the· rate of industrial' expansion or even service ex~ansion for the States
in this group.· The level of inObine wi thin the' group has been too small to
influence the rate of expansion or divesification.
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Table 7 gives the major macro-variables for this"group e s g, consumption,
investmen t, exports and. .impoTi:s..

Table 7

Growth rate 1965-1977 (percentage per annum)

Countries of
...-,g.roup. II., . Consumption Investment Exportl'l

.,
Importp.

'~"u~~~~~_ .... ... ... • ••
Central African~

Republio 2.30 1.98 '-1.92 2.10
Niger 4.52 2.43 4.88 7~43
Malawi 5.23 9.96 1o.6ti 7.23
United Repu~l:ic

of Tanzan~a . ~;. 4.7 8.7 4.9 3.3
Somalia

~::5_0.-

8.74 ().42 4.42,.. ===-",*",,,, ..
• 6 .. ', .. , J I

Once 'again,.n,nk.of _~ itJ. per capita GDP has not b~ll grea~],y
ass.ocCiated with the'~wth I'a.~~oj .any ofthemaQro-va.ria.bl~B·Yithill the group. I.
most. of. the~ co.Im.£ries cone~'i.on is expanding at around 4.5- per cen t, and '
investment is expand.ing quite .adequately ,in threllJ cou.atriea"rna.moJ.y Malawi; th~

Uni ted Republic of Tanzania _aM .,Somalia. Imports have not been g.nerally expaJ\ding
faster than exports in spite of a higher rate of' investm~t. The higher rate of
investment in Malawi, the Uni~od Republic of Tan2ania and Somalia is leading towards
greater industrialization ass~n il:\ tal:r.A~ 6 thou5h a higher rate of expansion in
industry in the Niger is not euppor-ted iby. the relatively moderate growth rate of
investme'nt: :The Niger if'! hl'l.ading for a' lar.ger tradlt gap' aM the impor t
growth, rate ,ex-ceeds the export--growth z-a t e , " '

. "'.. '..

III.8~ Review' '~f performance o,i.c.ountries of group- III

The third group of countries classed together are the Comoros, Cape Verde,
Benin, .Guinea and Chad•. , The .per capit..!. GDP for this group r-anges f rom $93 in the
Comoros to ~58 in Chad. Table 8 g1Ves the gro~th rate of the GDP and that of
the ps;,;'lla tion.

Table 8

Ccun tries in
group III

Comoros
Cape Verde
Benin
Guinea
Chad

1965-1970
3.59,
0.87
5.65
0.4
4.1

Growth ra te'of" GDr

1970-1977
0.52

-2.50
2.52
3.1
2.7

1965-1977

1. 79
..,.1 .11

3.78
1.65
3.3

Growth rate of populati0n

1965~1977

2.60
'1.79

2.79
2.54
2.12
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There is a dAcline ir. growth in the second half of the period for all countries
except Guinea. The growth rates do not substantially diffp.r from most of the otner
groups. Table 9 gives the s ec tr r-a.L ,:.>ro'..r~i rates 'cf countries of the Group •

.... w •••• ~ _ ••••;, "" •• :,'--- )
.... _. • n ..

GI;;w:th rate of the CD? in perc en tage per annum

___l.9 65-1970 197n~1977 1965-1977

Countries of Agri- Ind- . Ser- Agri-' ::Lnd- 8er- Agri- Ind- Ser-
@,roup III cur tur-e us try vice cul ture us try vice cu l ture us try vice

----'-_...--
Comoros 2.38 7.15 .2.95. ...2~58. -0.84 ~1..75 2.50 3.42 ' .. o. ~9 .. .
Cape' ' .VerdI?

_ .•.
~6·~·8"4 . .. "24'·17 -2.31 6.66 -2.76 -6. ~'4 6.74 7.88 -4·50

Benin 6.82 3.·81' 5.'·] 0.10 5.80 2 r 61 2.85 4.57 3.61
Guinea 0.2. 2.1 ().6 2.3 6.9 4.1 1.30 3.02 2.65
Chad .4.9 -6.5 6.5 rJ.2 9.48 -+.2 J.3 2.5 5,1

Over the entire period the rate of expansion has on the whole been wors(: for
t4is g.rol,lP· in. agrLcuLtur e as well as in indus try. In the period 197'-1-1977 indus trial
growth seems to have been severely aff?ctp.d in the Comoros, the Central African
R~~u~li~~f- Care Verdn. Where industry has done well, agriculture has fared badly
and vice ver-sa , The fac t that higher rates of grouth have been ach.i eved in the
poorer group in some cases seems to suggest that international support rather than
dome'8'hc--sav·i-nghas been at the roo t vo f' this relatively' better performanc,,~' a fac'-t which
can be checked from table 10 •

. ..... - "~.--'':''PT·"-:·''':-'''O_''-''''- .'..,-
,

.• 'I"

.Table 10

Countries in
group III

Como ro s
Cape Vc::r;de
Benin
Guinea
Chad

Con sump t i cn

2.4,)
2.72
3.33
1.19
3.5

Ra t s of growth in p er-cen tag8' per annum

In ves tmen t :export Import ..
n.81 3;08 4.12
4 21 2.25 2,83
4.23 1'.78 4.12
2.99 4.83 7. '.;.3
i ,.., 8.0 6.2,I. L

In all coun t r i es oxccp t i3enin imports have been growing faster than exports
showing that foreign capital inflow has been playing a si~nificant part. The
moderately larger rate of investment growth has caused a savings gap to emerge
'Which has been met by international f'und i ng ,

111.9. Review of performance of count~1-es of group~V

The fourth group of coun tries havang a 'per capita GDP of betwe -::1 J49 and nO
consists of Ethiopia, Bu rund i , Rwanda, Hali and the Upper Vol tao

Table ~1 gives the rate of grollth of their GDP over the periods 1965-1970,
1970-1977 and 1965-1977,
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Table 11

2.39
2.60
2.94
2.54
2.32

1965-1977

Growth rate
,of po pula tior..

Ccun t r-aes in
Growth rate of GDP

group IV 1965-1970 1°7'-1977 1965-1977

Ethiopia 4.0 2.2 2.• 9°
Burundi 4.7 , C! 3.67< •

Rwanda 15.5 2.:; 8.01
Mali 3.1 2.9 2.98
Upper Vol ta 7.24 -('.65 2.57

Bx~ept for Rwanda, the growth rate has barely exceeded the rate nf growth
of population, and in some cases have been lower. l'he:e has been a uniform slowing
down of the growth rate durinb 1970-1977, a feature to be borne in mind for
pro j ec tions in to the fu ture.

Table 12 gives the growth rate of GDP bJ sectors during the per:i.odll 1965-1970,
1970-1977 and 1965-1977.

Table 12

Growth rate of GDP

1965-1970 197(1-1977 1965-1977

Coun tri-eR in A{5ri- Inchs- Ser- Agri- Indus- Ser- Agri- Indue-. Ser-
group IV culture try vice culture try vice cu I tur e tr7 vice

Ethiopia 3.1 10.8 1.5 '1.8 1.8 5·1 1.80 5.5" 3.90
Bu~Cj. 1.8 14.8 9.1 1.4 8.(' 3.6 1.6 1o, 78 5.85
Rwanda 14.5 18.4 18.7 3.3 1.4 2.0 7.86 8.13 8.64
Mali 3.7 1.5 3.4 1.4 2.9 5.f) 2.31 2.34 4.20
Upper Vol ta 5·54 14.65 5.41 -3.22 ('.56 2~15 '1.34 6.21 3.49

It may be noted that over-all rate of growth of industry has been much higher
in most cases than in agricul ture. In Rwanda the crowth of all the sec tor-s have
been maintained whil e for others industry has grown and agriculture stagna ted. 'I'he r-e
has been a shift in gr()\,th rate between '965-197(1 and 1971J~1977 with a sharp decline
in every case in 197·'-1977.

Tab I e 13 gives the "rowth ra tes of consumption, investmen t, exports and imports
durinb the period 1965-1977.
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Table 13

Growth rate during the period 1965-1977
Countries in

,

group IV Cbhsu:nption Investment Exports .. Impoirts

Ethiopia 6.23 2.61 8.56 10.24
Burundi 2.75 11 .70 4.20 4199
Rwanda 8.83 12.71 8.65 10.85
Mali 2.93 2.7J 11.26 7.2'1
Upper V91 t a .2.43 7.75 5.82 2.40

It seems that over-all investment rate has been growing and exports have
been ac tua.I Ly rising faster than imports in l-lali. and the Upper Volta. A breakdown
is not available but investment and exports may be assumed to have s~fered during
the s~cond half of the period in line with the rest of the economy.

';"

111.10. Summary of the performance levels

The pommon features of the countries of. the group which are imp.rtant for the
purpos~ of proje~tion are:

(a) In all the coun tries generally speaking agricUlture has been'-deingpobrly,
mostly declining in growth rate.

<:~) Industry in most countries has been growing at a higher rate than GDP
showing that some structural shif't of' GDP from agri.culture' to industry has been
taking place, slowly.

(£) Service sectors have been growing fa~ter showing partly some increase in
the growth of t"r~iary infrastructure which goes to build up a modern industrial
economy but means large expansion in government current expenditure.

(:!) The rate of mves tmen.t. has been growing in most countries, possibly
with a bias towards industry. Most countries already have .a trade gap or are
approaching a trade gap partly owing 'to indifferent functioning of exports and partly
to rising imports. Consumption has be en growing but not much faster than the
population so that, if there ls any rise in real standard of living, it is
insignificant.

(e) Therre.umt level.ofGDP in some countries does not seem to have any
influence on the rate of investment, shOWing that by and large investment is
occurring mo r e as a government policy irrespeotive of income. The role therefore of
induced investment in industry is still very low.

Because it is o"ficlal policy, the rate of industrialization has not varied
much relative to ex.i.sting levels of GDP.

While for specific countries the above comments are relevant,it will be seen
later in the aggrepated group figures that per capita GDP does indeed have a profound
influence on econoLic performance of the group as a,whole.
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IV. THE STANDABD PliUJLCTIDN M,)DEL; A THBJRETICAL DISCUSSION

IV.1. .The econemetric'lOOd"l

The .. modeJ. f'ormu.La ted· for' the 'group of leas t developed countries tries to
capture the production, consumption and trading structure of economies generally
characterized by:

A large praportion of agricultural value added in total output;

'Unlya few agricultural commodities account for major portion of the
value added in agriculture; .

.Most of the capital is in fixed investments in power, construction,
transport and manufacturing,' 'Which :u"s"-cons'idered as anaggregate<i
industry sector; ..

There"is a tertiary sector denoted,by: service which behaves like a
residual dependent on (a) and (b);

Imports are determined by the availability of external resources but
tend to increase with income.

• The fun.tions used in the projection model are explained below • •

Production function for agriculture

Production is estimated as 'value added' in the three sectors agriculture,
industry and services. For agricul ture, this is done through a production func tion
of the Cobb-Douglas type whenever possible using acreage and labour as the independent
va.r i ab'l es , An attempt has been made to estimate it by the following mod e'l e:

or,

where,

Ln YA = a + b log Ac + b2 log Lag 1, ag' ,ag

YA = value added in agriculture
Ac = Acreage under crops'

L = Labour employed in agriculture.

then

where, I'

n

Increased aoreage is assumed to involve capital investment and, therefore, the
production function may be said to be of a simple Cobb-Douglas type.

Where, however, the function is not found to work and is not well-behaved,
production is estimated as' follows:

YCQ't = (YCQ. t 1) (1 + r), (i = 1,2, ... ,n)
]. J., -

FAO growth rate of quantity of commodity type i,
number of commodities having a total share (a) a.8)of total,

. -agrLcu). tural ou tpu t ,
'0'

YCV' t = YCQ. t P .
]. ~.].

whe ..-e p~ = producer price of commodity i in the base year 1970.
~
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1
n

~

YA~ ( _::>, YCV
it

)a i::l

where YA'iE total gross output, in agriculturet
and YA = (1 - p) YA'iE

t t

where P is the proportion of intermediate input in agriculture.

Production function for industry

The industrial sector is estimated by

YIND = a i nd + b1, ind

equation of
"t=j

~ lind

the type,

Where YIND is the value added in industry and I. d is the investment in
l.n

industrial sectors (inoludes manufaoturing, power, transport, construotion and
mining where not treated 8~paratAly).

In oountries where one speoifio aotivity, e.g., mining, is overwhelmingly
important or where one speoifio aotivity in agriculture is overwhelmingly important
theSe are estimated separately.

Tertiary services are then estimated as:

= a + byso 1, yso

= YA
t

+ YIND
t

+

Where YDF t is totel GDP at factor cost

where T
C

YD

= Indirect t=es
Subsidies
GDP at market prioe.

Consumption funotion

For the demand side of the eoonomy the traditional consumption funotion
is used:

C = a+ b1 YD
t" , c

Private consumption is estimated. by;

CPt = a + b YDop 1,op

Use is made of the identity,

I = I a + lind where ,Ia = investment in agriculture
lind = investment in industry

Services are assumed to r equ i.r-e no investments, as construc ta.on, transport,
eto.,are inoluded in industry.
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Export function

Functions ar-e also f'at t ed to export, based on production or h i.a tor-r caI ',re!1n"
although they are not used as part of the model but are used as checks. They are
as follows:

EQ. = EO' +E. YCQi + E2l.PCOMi
t ~ f" t ~ ld'= expor 0 .. ~ n commo ~ ty

= output of ith commodity
price index of commodity L

aEv. = EQ
i

1E PX,
~ ~

value of exports of commodity i at 1970 pr~ces

for comm: di ty i

Ev.
~s

= 1

export prics
Xl.
't,1

E
v

1970

wheJ."'e Ev.
~

PX~
~

where EQ
iYCQ

PCf)M~
~

where ~ is the total share of thB n export commodities in total export.

Import function

Import functions are an integral part of the model and are constructed with
GDP and previous year export as derendent variables. •

M = a + b
1

yD + b
2

. EV - 1
ill ,ill ,.ql.

An al ternative function wi th net capital inflow as an explanatory variable ...i
addition to GDP was tried but was not found statistically significant in most cas~s.

This is due to some unreliability of" data on financial resource flows. l{here the nec
capi tal inflow seems to playa crucial role in financing imports, it was fel t that
the level of lagged exports can be considered as a partial approximation of the flow
of financial resources. Impc r us are a function of consumer capital and .'.n termedia te
goods demand so the total will vary in line with the many factors affecting these thres
headings in the economies concerned. All imports can be subject to fore'gn exchange
and import controls when ba.Lanc e of payments considerations make this necessary. T'ne
volume of imports in many cases is only partially correlated to that of net capital
inflow.

Balance relations and adjustors
Identities and gaps are formulated as,

Y C + S where S = Savings
Y=C+I+E-M

SJ = Ssvings gap 1-S, TG = Trade gap = M-E.

IV.2. The adjustment of historical and implied balance of trade.
The set up of the econometric model s ta r ted with' the balance aqua tion

Y = C + I + E - M • C + S
It has been seen that independent estimation has been made of YAG, YA an.dYSO

with exogenous variables and C and M has estimated with Y and E_
1

,

What remains therefore is the balance
E = Y - (co + C

1Y)
+ (M!) + M1Y + M2 E_1) -1

= Y (cO + Me) - (c 1 - M1) Y - M2 E_1 - I

E is now determined, from the modeL E thus becomes here .the implied export
that the country must acbi.eve , This is checked against the historical estimate
of exports made b~ functions prepared in the model.
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This is a logical approach as it has been seen that so far invest:nent is not
so much a private sector activity as a government se"tor activity and its volume is
determiU"!id---'from-",--ii-esired'-r"rte of -gx'owfh crfagricul ture arid industry. - Al t erria tie"
sc enarios can -then be- made of the g:rovrth ra tE'S and the associated in ves tmen ts
computed and finally the export figure is derived from the model. Any failure
to achieve that export now automatically gives an estimate of the trade gap M-E and
the gap tLus_..sigl"l__ifies the volume of foreign assistance required to close the gap.
For given rates of investment the E1 implied by the model can thus be computed.

An independen t. es timate of E
2

(his torical) can then be made and E
1

- E
2

will
denote the excess of imports that may not be financed by actual "xports growing
historically and _must be added to M as fo~eign assistance or a special effort
should be made-t~ change the historical growth rate of export. The export equations
comput~d thus are equations for checking the realism of differ~nt scenarios.

V. STATISTICAL ESTIMaTION ,.IF THL PARAMETERS - F INDIVIDUAL C'JUNTRIES
° ;

V.1. Statisti~al estimation of the parameters of countries of group I
In discussing the estimation of the- parameters for the model the groupin~s

of the countries are retained as before and the estimates obtained for the
coun ti-ies"orOtliegroup -for production, - consumption and- "inves tment -ri:r-,; °evaiiia:ted, ----
w.:>ing on to projections in subsequent sections. Taole14 f,"ives the parameters of
the agricul tural produc tion func ta.on wher-e they are well-behaved. Countries whi.h
did not-§'i;ve r"liaole functions are denoted by n.a.

Table 14

Param_eters of the
Log YA a + b1ag ,ag

production function
log AC + b2 log, ag LA

•

COu~ltrnjB

Botswana
Sudan
Gambia
Lesotho--

YA AC LA If--

n.a n.a n.a n.a
5.13883 .13883 0.04346 _.1466

-5.052199 1.67773 1.38159 .867
n.a n.a n.a n.a

As a whole the results are disappointing. The R2 for the Sudan is very low
and that for the Gambia is high, but the elasticities seem to be rather too high
for both acreage and labour showing an increasing return to scale of more than 2.2.
For other countries of the group no meaningful parameters could be estimated. Foz
such cases, -"the cornmodi ty projection by FAG was adopted and aegregated to fit the
historical trend. Details of these projections are given in the annex.

Table 15 gives the parameters of the- industrial- production function for
countries of group 1.

Excellt the Sud.an which has a rela tively low incremental capital ou-tput ratio
of 2.5 all the others have an IC"rt ranging from 6 in the Gambia to 7 and;: in
Lesotho and Botswana. On the whole these are not un~easonable figures for future
pro jec tion as transport and cons truc ti or. and infrCi.L' truc tural developmen t are included.
In the case of Bots>lana the industrial output omits minine; \lhich has been taken
exogenously from given growth rates.
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l'able 15

Parameters of the industrial production function
n-1

YIND ~ a. d -I- '01 . d . 0 IP. d
In ,lrl 1= ~n

Countries a
i nd '01, ind If

Botswana . ~ 5~ 3~831 o. 122/~6 .6506
Sudat,1 .82.26764 C.39399 .8651
Gambia. 15.2895° 0.15883 .9794
Leso tho 2~43844 n.13838 :9010

Table 16 gives the estimate of the parameter for other serviceR.
...

-, ~ ': r··:.
Countries

..,
. _. I , .

Parame terR fa r de termina tion of tertiary s """ to r
YSO = a + b1 (YIND + YA)yso ,yso

B·o·t'swana... ··· .
Sudan
Gambia
Leso-tho ".-"'- ...

The' "tigure for the SUCe.1. ~s clearly unaccepcabl e so an average r'a td.o has b~~n

taken as in the case for Lesotho. For the o t.he r a, tertiary sector output is seen
to be marginally rather too tigh indicating an unheal thy fea tur e in an underd~ve16ped

economy which leads to unnecessary proliferation of aotivities which mayor may
not materially affect actual pr-o duc t fo-i ,

Table 17 6ives the consumption function for the countries of group I.

Parameters of the consumption function
C "" a + 11

1
bY.

c ,c

Countries

Botswana
Sudan
Gambia

'Gambia
Lesotho

a
c

-7.75745
-21.08°57
-27.19020

o
-57.39728

~ :rt
1, c

.7813 .8683

.9091.3 .8317
1 .20720 .8916
.929

1 .70770 .9650
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The consumption propensity (marginal} fOT Lesotho is Been to be greater tharr
0!10 ... This is' due to the fact that GDPj n Lo so t ho 'is sma-'lL compared to the ea.rnings

,,ef migrf"Ots; from'Lesotho in neighbouring South Africa whdc do not get into the gross
.' dcmes tic produot nor alma.;ys j 11to the r-eco rri sd ir~WJ :,:,tfig'.lres. The pcraiDet;er thus

i;iyes 'a ne50. tive savings rate met b;y a hypo thet~cal inflow from abroad which is
,.00Ut right. In projection for Lesotho, however, care has to be taken to define the
o b j ec t Lvo cf Ta:"sir~6 1D? a s a.gainst the income from abroad to dampen the consumption
;'\m o tion and provide more empl oymen tat home,

In a similar situation in the Gambia there was a large negative intercept
~~-hi[;h was O!:lit.ted and it was aS1:H,lIl'lE2<l that. m.p.c. :::;a_p.c J.I' .'Ihe. consu.mp-tionwas
therefore fi tie';' to ''Y'In l'inear homogenous form C .:::: oY, thus reducing the parameter
GO' a va.Iue l-e'ss -than 1'- F8r the 0 th8r two countries the parameters are r eaaonab.l.e
~~d may be accepted. '

~ble 18 gives a comparison of m.p.c. (total) and m.p.c. (private) and the
l~siQual, which is m.p.c. (~ve~p~ent).

Table 18

._~._-_._-- -~-----------""-----------------------

m.p.r>.
goverll,men t

.0316

.29494

.09447)

.15900)

.09483 .

m.p~c-"'··'

private

.74956

.61869
1. 21243)
.77000)

1.61287

m·.-pvo e "

total

.. •7B1}b"'
·90913

1.20720 )
0.92900)
1 .70770

Cc ui: tries
-----_. "---~-,---;:-"",,","=~~~~-- "c-tswe,l1<':t"--- - .. .•..• - .

~;u,Lm.

."'-_._----"':;:
M.,'."', c.( C)':-J::nt~r,lt) seems to be unreasonably higa for obvious reasons of' a

IJolj.tioal·ahd. institutional cha.rac t ez-.. Private ms p s c , seem to be in order and of
~eosonablc Inagn~.tude al though. rather on the ~ow side.

The import :t nc tion is gi ven in tal.: 1 e 19.

Tabl.e 19

. .___• .... - __ •• c__ ....._ ....__ •· .... • '. _

----_.~----'-------'--

Parameters of the import function
Kt '" a -!- b, Yt + °2 Et 1m . ,m ,m-

b b R
2 ..

1, m 2,rn. -~-

.54386 0 .7331
0.33594 .4'186
-.14420 1.44458, ..5378
1. 25728 ,08642
1,_ 18281 ,.919:1.

am

3.45979
-101.98891

62.12682
~69 ~ 73705
-;J7.84036

Cd. f 1bia

L~'-"f) tho

I~ () tst1ana..
01·J.dan

---~----~----,,.--~-- ---_._.........---------~---

.'-------~------_._---_---:_---_._---~~-----,---:-----

The Gambia and Lesotho give an, import prOliE?ps:i,.ty Which is greater tha.n 1.
~:th these countries) as was explained s~lier, had· a high -inflow in their bal~nce

:jl' ;Jayrnents and r epr-eaen t economies buttressed by external employment. The Sudtm
.J", -·n:;· do remarkably lowma:rginal propensity to import while Botswana has a pr-o p en s i ty

. I ];1 :~.p.~ - ~~~gi~~. ~rcp~nsity to conRume.
a.;:-c. - ave rs.ge propensity to consume.
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to import on the margin of '0. 54J.b6. 'Irr f'ac t it seems that the Sudan's imports are
d ec i d'ed by its exports mor o than by GDP~ shIJwing a very tight foreign balance posi t i.on ,

Exports in all the countries were compiled commodity-wise and no function
could be fitted in a satisfactory way.

The nature of the parameters gives some ideas about Ghe background for the
projection and the policy implications for each of the countries in recommending
their future course of action.

V.2. Statistical estimation of the parameters of cquntries of group II ..
Below is the statistical, estimation of the parameters for group II. .'fu.ble 20

gives the r.esul t of the model on produc tiori func tion.

•

!

i

Parameters of the production function
Log YA ~ aag + b1, a g Log AC + b2, a g Log LA

---~---a b b
ag 1, ag 2, agCountries of group,II

Uganda
Central African
Niger
Malawi
United Republic
Somalia

Republioj

of Tanzania

Acrea68 data n0t available as a series

2.0740 2.04767 .55875
Data on acreage not available as a series

.9200

The table shows that, even for such a very simple model, basic data on acreage
is not available for a number of countries. Where t~e data is available the
estimatio~ of the parameters shows a good job with R = .9200 for the United Republic
of Tanzania and increasing return to scale particularly with respect to acreage,
where elasticity of acreage to production is over 2 while that of labour is only
.55. The data on other countries yielded no meaningful prod'cJ.ction function. The trend
of agricul tural value added was therefore taken from rAJ growth rates as explained
earlier. It may be poihted out that there is a major gap in the data base for any
valuable plannin€i or projection work. ,For projection of those countries which did
not have a good data base 'r~90urse,was taken to .historical-trends as given for each
commodity.

I t s eems however tlii:l.t .the .ind.us trial produc ticm function has given somewh_at
better performance on the whole. The parameters of the industrial produotion function
are given in'table 21 for countries of group II.

The first point to note is that the crqde production function for industry
pc epar-ed ~n the model functions reasonably w€ll for all the, countries. The magnitude
for the incremental output/capital ratios given by indus~r:;r,(Ind)shows, a lower
capi tal/output ra tio-·'·for 'CDunt'f'"iEis .which have 'higher per capita income because in
the case of countries with Lower ,:per capita income, moreinf.rastruc tural investments
are involved, which raises the'ratio.

The marginal output/"'lapital ratio var i.esttrcn 0.38 to' i).f)3 giving a marginal
capital/output ratio ranging from about 3.3 to 9.0, the much hi~her marginal capital
output ratio emphasizing the higher weightage of infrastructural component in the
investment f'Lgur es has been explained· as before., 'R varies from ',.22 to ~). 96 which
is sa tisfae tory.
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Tabl" 21

~jodel YIND =

Production function for industry
t-1

a i nd + bind lind
t=O

Countries in
R2

group II a I ND + b1,IND

Uganda -34.44020 .29482 .94473
Central African Republic 8637.01000 .02790 .21770
Niger 9618.30469 0.27061 .8757
Malawi 35.99767 .23721 .9648
United Republic of Tanzania 1683.70435 0.11100 .9161
Somalia 332.61646 .37981 .6793

In all the ca.s es ther"fore the projections of. industry have been based on the
production function outlined above.

For the tertiary service, table 22 gives the estimates of parameters fitted
for the model in the form below:

YSO t = ayso + b 1,yso (YA t + YIND t)

·,Ihere this func tion has no t given reasonabl e parame ters a simpl e average proportion
over the .last five years .a~ been taken from the time series.

Table 22

Countrij;ls ill

groUIJ II

Uganda
Central African .'epublic
Niger
Malawi
United Republic of Tanzania
Somalia

Servioes value added estimated from the
Model YSlJ t = a + b1 (YAt + YIND )yso , yso t

a b Ifyso 1,yso

... ... ..,
-4549.58203 .81910 .5674
19934.78125 0.121CJ4 .2150

-12.61862 .41280 .9885
-1'27.75195 .61568 .8927
-465.74805 1.35962 .8962

The 'service' ratio to primary and secondary sector has not been uniformly
satisfactory. In the case of Somalia actually the marginal ratio of t~rtiary to
the 0 ther componen ts of GDP is nearly one and a half. From an economic s tandpo in t
this high value raises quee t i on s regarding the data and regarding the structure
of the economy. One possible explanation of such a high value of services which
has to be sustained with goods from other sectors indicates the presence of large
subsidy elements from outside, a factor vh i ch is true in a number o f cases. It is
for an undeveloped Economy a very unhealthy state of affairs. Lven if big subsidies

are present in projections it will be desirable to have policies to reduce this
ratio by relatively larger expansion of primary and secnndary sect0rs. It was seen
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9arlier that in Somalia the service sector is growing faster than agriculture and
is nearer to that in industry. In general in less deveJ:"Oped a:.':'eas the service
sec tor grows around the same rate -1.8 GDP in nor-na.I c:;,f3ep.

To follow up the parameters of the c ..msurnption function, simple linear consumption
function has been fitted to the GDP level of the least d eve.lop ad countries. The
linear form has been' used asth'e simples'tsuj_tabj,c f o rm for the group as a: first
~pproximation. Table 23 gives' the parameters for the countries of group II.

--------------......;.------
Parameters of the consumption function

C = a+ b~ YD
o I j G

C,;u~. trips of
gTOU;; II a

c

--'-------,~---- _.__ ._._---------
b-

1, c

-------~---------------_._._-- --_._-,-'--~_.'"_._--.---

Uganda
Ce'1tral African RepUblic
Niger.
fiTaJawi
Unit8d Republic of Tanzania
SOf'lalia.
c(j:nal La

-3649.88?01

7168·5
~ q7?~1

.08547
,-,97.67969

< (1

• I': 0

0988G7
1 • O~87:,

(\~B3t1

·97024
1 , , ;02)'9 )

.92(10242 )

,,7229
.9030
Q9846
.9782
.9640

As may he expected, :':-:',', IJC011')m"Les al.·2 .:11-. ;1',,;', , 'T if;i 8.'"' hich ma-rginal
:propensity to consume; the Lo wes t being in Mala'iTi whtch is .:;till 0.848. At least tuo
ccun t r i es , the Niger and Somalia; a re shm..;ring a mar g i na.l co nsump t i on propensity gr' eater
than 1, Since by d ef i n i, tion consumption should no t exc e ed income, this obviously
r a i.s e s p rob.l ems as it leads to a nEgative s ta t tc multiplier. These <;W0 functions
nave been refi tted in the form C = ky, a asuming thu t ,r:erage p.ropen s i ty and marginal
propensities are equ.alto.giv8 the r~duced.v2,L.., of 0;,),>39 ~_'or the Niger and' .92002
for Somalia. In all such cases wha t has probablYb:::::Bl:<.:'. is t ha t income data is.f·.
pa r t Ly under-·e8tj.mated owing to. the omi.s s i.on <;>1 subc i s t eno e produc t i on and has to be
reconstructed from available sou:rces of Lnf'o rme t i.o n , 'I'ho o tne r- elemsnt is the
p r e s enc e 'of larger subsidies ,in to consumption f rom in t e rna t i.ona.I sour c ea ,

In or-d ar to ~.ook rl::>.c'8 closely il,-:': t:._2 c.:..L:':';'l~ly, p:Cl':.:t.c ccr.cuicp t i.on :-.ad total
consumptio~ propensities for the countries in this group a~8 givGn below,

It mEW be seen that the total propensity ati:he mar-g.in "\Thich includes the
g o v-ernrnt;nt is· subs tan tially hither than that of priva te ma::..~g:i.nE11propensity.

by

The. to~al m.p.c. may

d (C+ C) den +_' p g _.:::.J;:..

dy dy

de "'- ric - de---K .__:E.
dJ" 'dy dy

be written as?

dce., so that government prcpensi~y ~c~ is given
dy dy
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Table 24

Priva te and goverrJffiCr. t r .c,v"nsi ties

Couri tz'Les 'in ' mpc mpc
group II (private) Tntal
-- --_. -_._-_..._-----
Uganda ...
Cen tral African Republic . 98867 .72210
Niger , .84440) .90.339 )

(J .89753) 1.0287.3 )
.81096) .84834

Malawi .84834 .91096
Unitad Republic of Tanzania .83844 .97024
Somalia .73678) .92002 )

.54896) 1.00299 )

Dif'fer€t'lc e·

.26657

.05899)

.13120 )

o .3738
.13180
. 08323) •13180
.4541 )'.454(17

In the case of the Niger this works out as .13 and in the case of Somalia at
.45403., It is thus -obvious that in both the cases government consumption' is, pa:r-tly
responsible for the excess over income. It was note earlier that Somalia'has also had
a high marginal ratio of tertiary services. It is quite possible that a lar~e
amount of the tertiary services are explained by incLsasing government consumption in
one way or another. It seems that added t.o the very high m;p~o. which a .low-incom€ courrtzy
has, high gqvernment consumption has increased ill .p.o. to great~r than 1'00 pe'r'-cent
GDP. ObvaousLy, therefore, 'in all such bases the national income iden ti ty can be
balanced only by an excess of impo~t3 over exports. Si~ we havb

y ~ C + I + L - M
y-c ~ I + E - M

If Y-C40 then I + E - M~ 0, or I + E"- M

Since we have in all the cases I)' (), E is still less than fvl.

T.henational income balance here thus Jepenqs on -the import flow of consumer
goods -arid ' for· t'u tune pro je.c tion it should be borne in mind that a reduction in
e;ove:r.nment spending is desirable to reduc e the subvention to consumption from abroad.

The next set of e~uatiQns pertinent to the model are those on imports.
The followin.~ table gives the parameters of the Lmpor t function for group II.

Table 25

...
'-4009
.578
.8297
.5676
.8789
.8719

;,.82713

.52098

.10671

.93785

.1·~510

.26524

.13161

.36758

.37427

Parameters of the import function

M "" am + b 1, mYD + b....;;2;;..,/l,....;;m;;..E_-_1~ ~ _

a b b
m 1•m 2, m

-2H\9.32422
-7338.41797

16.89679
l,9.95728

-2nO.28296
-182.57664

Uganda
Central African Republic
Niger
Malawi
United Republic of Tanza~ia

Somalia
Somalia

Countries in:
group II
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It seems that generally labged exports determine thB volume nf imports
more than GDP. A laaged export has a big influence on the 'Volume of imports and
refl ects the Lmpac , of oxpor t ear-n i ng s in thf, impo:l:ts that are ac tually made.

Table 26

-----_._----- ----_._-----------------
Countries in group
II

Parameters of the export function
E ~ a ~'b1 YD

e i 8 .-----_._--_._----
..

E E. R2
0 J--,----_. -

Uganda Estimated b,:,: commodi~y

Niger -'3465,j9 .23Q86 .4165
Malawi Estimated by commodity
Chad
Dni ted Repub.l i,c of Tanzania Estimated by commodity
Somalia Estimated by commodity

In only two cases the value of total exports has been computed from the fitted
function. For the Niger the fit is rather poor but it gives a marginal
ratio of 0.23. For other countries separate commodity estimates have been made.
The valueE by commodities estimated have be~n added up to botain the over-all trend
of exports in the projection •

. ~ .'
V.3. Statistical estimation of ~he parameters of countries of group III

As rega."ds the projection of abri(;ultural ou t pu t none of the countries in
this group yielded any reaonable pa~ameters of the agricultural production function.
Recourse was made to the earlier method of compilation c~mmodity wise based on FAO
estimates.

Table 27 gi',es the estimc:.tes of' tb; pr duction fune ~ion in industry for the
g..:-oup.

Tabl e 27

Ccun tries of
group lIT

Parameters of the £roduction function for industrl
YIND a. 1 + b. d I. d

:;.nc,~:l In

Cape Verde
Comoros
Central African Empire
Benin
Guinea
Chad

49.38808
1400,73535
e637001 GUO
9702~3"O469

1163.3081 1

b. dl.n

.18861

. (12790

.41 000

.17 674
• f)8 §i

.30970

.2177-0

.06453

.74180

.97610

~Lxcludes mining which is independent with parameter 1.15515.
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As noted before, parameters of the production function in industry give too high
a marginal capitalloutput ratio, and in . he c~tH~of the Comoros and Guinea particularly
it i l?...Jp.,~. J,Q.o .1.CJ..rg,e.·1;.Q "be ac.ce.ptable ~he... :Lit.il',. IT,Qr',+.. r;c.ro.es .is..al.ao .rat.hex. :poor·.. . In ... '
th~ case of,G~i~ea it should benqt~d that mining has b~en added as an independent
variable to the function giving the above par~neters~

Table 28 gives the paramgters for the 1ur.ction determining other services.

'j,lable 28..... _.....__ ..~

---------------------------_._--

Countries in
._ group III

Cape Verde
Comdt'tfs "". "
Benin. .. , .. _.
Guinea

Average
~87.92261

-6596.• 29688
-328,91455

.45965

.·77926
,73222

', 2~59'
.5885
.1°36

As noted already the ratio of servico sector to other sectors seem too high and it
may be better in the case of Guinea to work with an average for the period than on the
regression~

Table 29 give's ,the parameters of the consumption function for the group.

-----------_..--.
Countries in

eg'oup III

---.:..;;,.,-~-~.:..----._~----........_-------

Comoros
Benin
Guinea " - -
Cape Verde

-670009766
5795,44141

. .. -55D~ 23047··
~-4l, 1097

},01208
,,84009
,,88454·· .. ···..

L34564

.7161
--9771

. · •..8478..
.7131

The marginal propensity to consume fOr at least two countries is greater than 1.
This may not be fortuitous as. both the countries are heavi11 subsidized and consumption
is maintained aubet arrt i e.Hy by excess of imports over expor-t e. As exports increase and
imports decline the parameters of the function must be chanoed to bring it to norma1~

For Guinea and Benin, m,poc. is reas~nable,

Table 30 gives the difference between the marginal total propensity and marginal
private. propensity to consume and the marginal government propensity as a difference.
It J:!1aY be. noted that the government m. p-c is r-eLat i ve Ly im:ignlfica..'1.1; an all the
countries.•
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'iabLe .30--
________....A__ ............ ._. _

Countries in.
group III

M"p.0.
Total

lVio p. c,
Private

Iil~ p" c ..
Government

------ - ...~---...--_ ..._,--------
Cape Verde .
Comoros
Benin
Guinea

_vi-·'" "'1'- ' •• ; .•• ,. .

1·34564
,,76991
.. 84009
080454

1. 24836
.. 706C"9
,,78306
,,85737

o 09728
.06382
·°5703
.02717

..

'l'able 31 gives the import function for countries of this group•

.~-----------------

Countries in
group' III"

Parameters of the import function
~i<-i'--", a + b;:- YD ....

_ 'bm _ •• , m

,$om' lim' ~-'Ri._'..".....

Cape Verde
Comoros
Benin
Guinea

18,3.15723
'-4120" 79688
3393h1l719

-1425,,495

... 65874
<85130
,,25410
.. 42797

.. 5169 .
~ 6ieR
.4465
.. 7699

V.4 • .§!atistical e.!3timation of parameters of coUntries of group IV

The average per capita income of this group lies between ~10 and $490 In two of the
coun-t'I'ies,Ethiopia and Rwanda, the more" generaJ.rz~ed production function could be set up
with acreage and labour, with the folloWing parameters~

Table 32. .....-.-..1._....,......

Countries in
group IV

Parameters of ~he production function

Burundi
Rwand.a •.

Ethiopia.
Nali .
Upper Volta.

-5,,46515
-0" 1099

n,a~

1..~!>7607

°,,5°8651
n.a"
n.a"

1·90599
0.39212

The. parameters for Ethiopia give a decreasing return to scale with higher elasticity
for land than for labour, which is reasonable as ther~ is considerable amount of cultivable
land in the countryo The economy of hwanda has it seems an increasing return to scale
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also accompanied by a much larger return in ,J.,a.Q.o:ur. than in Land, But as noted below,
the figures in most cases are subject to large errors and are to be taken with some
caut-i'l)!l~ . ._. .. . '. . .

For Mali the agricultural products are mainly cotton-seed and cattle and ~ri

culiural- output fitted tothes~ two g~ve the following function:
." " '.' . . . .. .... . " . '" ... '. - .,- "2" ......' -" . . .

YA = 2456106054 + 10c32824 YVSC + 1071345 rvCA with an R of 0.8667 which was
used in the projection.

For the othel' countries of the group-, i~e, ~ the Upper Volta and Burundi, FAO groWth
rate for each commodity were computed separately and are given in details in the annex.
The FAO historical growth rates are often based on national figure.s.?. .. .

Coming to the industrial pr-oduct i on f'unct ion somewhat more reasonable.. data gave
the following values of the parameter~.

1 •

• •• F •

Countries in
group IV .

Va::l..ue of ~b.t:; para!ll~ters of the ~ndustrial roduction function

..'-.......---..•- -~ -- --~-_ .._------,-._._---",-------..,.---------.-"""--
Burundi
Rwanda
Et hi.o.pi.a
Nlali
Upper Volta

1024,0049
17526 0 86719

72~o 29349.
21927069531
-6079-0' 60938

~ 77799
,28-890
.011888
010105
d 21807 ."

.8631
08740
~ 7.Q82.
Q7756
.3545

Once more the incremental output to capital ratio ranges from .10 in Mali to .28
in Rwanda giving an IeOR of 10 as the upper range and nearly 4 at the lower rangee AS
the countries are the most backwar-d among the least developed and capital formation .
involves a substantial component of infrastructural capital this is not unlikely. The
multiple correlations are most h~gh except for the Upper Voltao

--_._--_.---------_._---------------~-----------.,----

Ccuntr-i e s of
group IV

"" I

Burundi
Rwanda
Ethiopia
Mali
Upper Volta

-967.94214
-770'L,97266

3669.54688

e 59899

065495
"56612
.39133

,,8417

,,8151
07035
.,6068

--~-----_.__.- ---------..-------------
The ratio of tertiary sector to the other two sectors over the period seems to vary

from 039133 to .65495~ In the case of Ethiopia the ratio seems to be on the high side
and is probably due to an underestimation of income as will be evident from the next
table giving the parameters of the conSumption function.
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Table 35

Parameters of the consumpt t on f'unc t i on c ~ a + 1
c c y

Countries in b
R2a

group IV c l,c

-115.78125 0095854 0.9908 •Burundi
Rwanda 1736,71094 ,(:7058 .9863
Ethiopia -589,75391 1,02876 ,9716
I~lali 17808.8125 •tl440 0.6357 "
Ui'Pcr Volta 833.31250 .9333 ·9123

~'or most count r-i e s of the group there is a high marginal propensity to consume ,
ranging between .81 in the case of Mali to .95854 for Burillldi, In two cases at least'
m p. c, came to be greater than 1 in simple regression. In the' case of Ethiopia 'the
large negative intercept with m.p.c. greater than 1 seems to indicate that possibly
the large negative intercept is responsible form.p.c. exceeding one. In such case it
has been assumed thc" aver~e m.p.c. is equr ". to the marginal to start with and c ~ bY
was fitted' isivi~g, 903L( i;stead-;'Y-l~0281ti in ih an-Interciipt(if-:::)~'15:" _...• ,-- _._- .•

For the other countries in the. groupm,p.cs, are less than average and decline
·"dh i.nc ome, "'The'nature of the government msps c , is given i·n·table below~···

Table 36
--.--...--

Countries in Me po CO b'I. p", c~ M. p. c.
group IV Total Private Government

Burillldi .95854 .92661 .03193
Rwanda .87658 .83947 .03111
Ethiopia ( .9°3385 .796789 .106596)

(1.02876 012363) .
lyiali •81440 ,65i)1l .1583
Upper Volta .. 9333 ,,83217 .10113

It seems that private m.p,c. is larger where government m.p,c.· 'i,; smaller in general.
'I'hi s-eeeme to imply that I while total m.p. c,i'" partIy close to each other, government
mopoo. varies widely and the variation is absorbed by adjustment of private m.p.co The
mcrease-fn government consumption does· not seem to follow any relation with per capit'a
income and is largely a matter of policy.

It has been assumed that imports are a function of CDP only, Table 37 gives the
parameters for members of the group.
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Table 37

~Parameters of import function M =

Countries in
group IV am

b
I,m

a + b YDm I,m

Burundi
Rwanda
Ethiopia
Mali
Upper Volta

-514.753:'11
-4392.23438

227.96786

-2353.94922

.16776
035957
.07183

Growth rate projected
.24056

·5733
.9460
.4039

.4487

The marginal import propensity varies from '.07 to .36. Except Ethiopia, there
seems to exist a negative aaaoo i at'i.on between .per capita income and marginal propensity
to import. This is not unlikely as in low-income countries there is a general widespread
scarcity of much needed goods which are not locally produced owing to lack of diversifica
tion and they have to be imported. With low income the propensity to import can therefore
be high.

The export function has not been fitted for total exports of any countries.

Commodity exports have been es't i.mated for each .and .seem to give estimate for total
exports with a mark-up for res.id.u,a,J; .items.

V.5_ ferformance of the groupE and the least developed countries ~as awhole--

A review of the nature of performance of the groups as distinct from the countries
within the group and a comparison with the least developed countries as a whole would
indicate what kind of problems the groups as a whole have and whether there is a case
for treating them in several groups for development purposes.

Table 38 gi.vea the rate of growth rate of GDp' over 1965-1970 and Ino-1977 for the
groups and for countries as a whole.

Table 38

Group Rate of growth of GDP Rate of growth
1965-1970 1970-1977, 1965-1977 of popul.a'td cn

Group I 0.94 5.97 3.85 1.07
Group II 8.92 3.05 5.46 2.87
Group III 1.60 3.58 2.• 75 2.41
Group IV 5.00 2.11 2.20 ~ 2.34
Least developed countries

4.06 3.23 3.58 2.35as a whole
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It may be seen that, while in 1965-1970 there was no association between the
different performance .of the groups ..lith GDP 1 in J 97O-J577; which was generally a bad
period, growth rate suffered most in the groups ':lith lowest ~r c~,P~!j;.,eG1JP~ In" any "
critical period, the poorer countries suffer most c 'l'hi s is natural as they are Lea.st
diversified' andllave no rasources tcrabsorb shocks frcmany sudden. shift either in
natural conditionslik~ ~9ught or in external economic impacts through foreign tradeo
There is thus a strong case for special' support to the'ieast developed'oountries and'in
pa~ticular the poorest among them to meet any strong external economic or natural shocke

As stated earlier, most of the African least developed countries have potential
most of which should be first identified and then exploitedo Some countries have not
yet made a complete survey of their natural resources, oth~r8 with long coastlines may
consider taking advant-age' of the 'potentialitie-s already known, like fishing and.
marine servicing. Some other count r-i,e s which are located in drought--prone a.reas have
possibilities for production based on underground wa.ter reserves~ There are possibilities
for sectoral and intrasectoral div.ersi.ficat.ion in African least developed countries to
which technical and financial assistance could ~e gainfullydirected~

Table 39 gives the rate of growth of GDP by sectors for the period 1965-l977~

The detailed growth rates reveal that the wealthier countries in general had a bett~r

industrial growth rate and service g rowt n rate for the entire pe r-i od, 'I'hey achi eved a
better performance in agriculture in 1970:.:.1977 ;'which were distress years for the entire
area, pointing out once again -their' comparative .~tI'e.ngtl:1.in. difficultyE;;ars" . _A.~_,.f~ ~s

groups III and IV are ..Q91f9~p;:,ned. ~here is no very significant difference in sectoral
performance over--e.Ll , In agriculture,·over·the·-entire~·-period.,the picture is blurred but
in'industty and ser"l7ic'esthereis a better·performance .by.groups.I and II as.compared to
groups III. and IV.

It may perhaps for policy purposes therefore even be suitabla to take groups III
and IV when considering non-agricultural developmento It has also to be remembered that
in this classification questions of drought and civil dlsturbance have not been given
consideration, which m~ to Some extent blurr the generpl association found so far and
explaintheirre~~it~,es-" ..
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T:,,='J_(~ ~ ')....-.-',---

. . ~ ......-,.- ..,-"'" ... -, -_.~." -~. .....-

..,.~~ .... i:,.i, • •

,Group I "
. group II . '> ,

,Group III
.Group IV
Least developed

countries
......._--_-.::.------

... " _...... -.._.. ,' .... - ,-
While there are some devi3.tions frO:il t::3 oLasai.f i cat i on it is l;ltiU ..clear that the

P.\90reI;,;the grQup the lower has 'been 'thei.r r.ate8f'·;,nvestm~nt growth. both d~ing 197C
1917 ~d 19p5"'l971~ In fact, fST' th6:9oor:;;htG~oup~ the :!jn:estm~nt groWtp.J;ate almost
st opped and consumption growth rate cDclinad· If t ne popL'.ation groWth rate is taken
into account it will indicatethA.t '~l;e pooTe-.:" count r i.ec have auf'f'e red. worst.. .There .t s
no lleri,r' oLear« picture' f01" import c'.ld export' grOl·rth :..-at e s e..s the three ibwer groups have
no regularity in.' perfoI"'lumce. ' . .

• ' • - I

Growth rate may be con~i~e~ed t~ h~v~ a nc~~i:v~ a~n6ciation with the +evelof
'Per capita GDP and the poorer a count ry tho more it suffers both in standard of living
and in future expansion possi bni~ie.s~ rph~s makeo :.t essential that even in dealing
withthe'group .attention shou.Id be g i ven in paz-ti cu.l ar- to the lea!;ltdeveloped am-ong '.
them" ..

Table 41.gives the structur2ofODP with a bz-eakdown of oonsumpt i.on tnvest,ment,
imports and exportsfc 1965.:..1977 '

'liable 41-.. -..,... - -" ~--~

----- ---'~----~'------"--~--'-_._--------------

Group
t 'k' ..- ••

Group I
Grou.p II
Group III
Group IV
Least developed countries

86d2
86,90
9p.\1

. 91L-67,
. 89~4'4

1')009
14043

.1,0,,41

H>35
12,,58

.20..57
23~89

29048
14065

21.27

18,,02
20.61
22.21
11.91
17.45

• -......__r-""iI~:_:_ _..,.,~-.JI"~---')oo--.-~ ..-----.,"':"'h... _~~-__..~~--- __--__

. The structure of GIIP al.so makes :i t very dr,ar ina'G'f genera:'ly speaking, the
percentage going to ccneumpt.i on is hJ.gbGT. :tJer,08=,,tagc go:'ng 'Goinvestlllent is lower, and
there i'~ a grea.ter import pJ'opensity~ In the case '):th~·laet·group the decline in
imports mai well" be an indica,tion of -~he tightness c...' the foreign: exchange position
sin?e that 'group has.. the lowest per-cont ago fWj.ng· t e .inve:tment.,
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....~_ .... ,... ,_...... - .., ....... -,

•. JOe

, • Percentege of GDf at f,actor cost

Group I
.Group II
.Oroup III·

...G.roup IV

.'
Least developed
. countries

-
38.5 39.6 26.4 25~2

45.0 47~0 23.. 9 22.6
35.6 37.7 25.0 23.9
31.9 5208 18.8 18.9

4409 46~4 23.1 22.0

i.

35~O

31.1
39'}
2804

31.8

35.2
31.9
38.4
28.)

-______.....-..a- ~.........- _

The structure of the economy shows that by and large the wealthier countries also
have a more diversified structure except for group III, which has a higher component

-of'services. But group III has the two island countries, the Qomoros and Gape Verde~ and
a semi-arid zone,Chad, so that, although poor, .it .simply has no possibility of
developing agriculture and the service preponderance in group III possibly shows merely
an index of unemployment of those pushed out from agriculture. Otherwise, groups· If .
II and IV, which are normal groups, show poverty a6 by and large poorer countries are
more dependent on their foreign trade and have the smallest amount left out of GDP for
expansion.

The above review makes it clear that even in the least developed countries a
differential approach is necessary far stimulating development. 30me of the poorest
countries need specific technical and financial assistance in order to diversity their
activities and to make their economies less vulnerable to natural and external
f~uctuation6. other countries need major improvement in the management of their
economies specifically in making their economic activities more productive.

Vlo MODELS FOR GROUP OF LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES: Review of parameters, projections
and policy implications.

TJI.16 . ,!{.l=lv,iew.pf :the parameters of the macro-model, for each group and for the least
developed countries as a ~hole

As stated abov~the production functions were generally not meaningful and in
several groups they came out with very poor fits. The following discussion will
therefore be confined to the parameters for the least developed countries as a whole6
They. yielded t~efollowing agricultural production function:

0.89910 + 0.35895 Log A +c
0.88142 Log"LA.

There is therefore a greater elasticity for labour than acreage. It .1S possible
that higher labour employment productivity hide~ some portion of better equipffiento
Elasticity with respect to acreage is almost a third of that of labour. The total
elasticity is 1.340~7. which indicates an increasing return toscale~ In a regional
analysis also the same feature was noticed. The regional production function m~ have
failed as the least developed countries as a group have widely different climatic and
soil condition. With a more homogenous grouping it may give better results e
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Industrial production function parameters. ,

..

••

b . d1,l.n-----------------:0-----------.-.-._"
Croup. T

Grou\J II
GI-O- J ::-11
, r c j,~ r?

.69550

.08811

.19896
,.11276

.7389

.2410
• tl363

. i! 714[.

~_8t developed countries
• .. .13559

•• • q us

Leaving aside the second group when the fit· has been very ~oorJ the poorer countriB~

require pigher incremental capital than the wealthier one a, 'l'h;1s ~s well 'explained by
1;21e fact that industry includes transport r construction, etc,. and even among least
developed a larger amount of infrastructural expenditure has to go in before output is
increased. This emphasi~es the need for greater aid for infrastructural dp.vel~pment

(trf.ro~g the least developed countries, and more to t he poorer ones.

Table. -44givas the -parameters of the oonsumptionfurict'lon, aV'ai'iable·.c~~~el.i... ,
_ d.at.ed .to ...GUP•.

Table 44

.c •••• dO

Group

Consumption function p&rameters
b1,0

-
Croup I
Group II
Group III"
Gro1Jp Iil
Least developed countries

.75177

.87266 .

.96891

.99399

.89-307

.9395

.9423

.9200
9952

.8931

The conS1.Ul\.ption functions clearly confirm the hypothesis advanced that the poorer
tile count r i e a, ,the .less they find resources for saving-sand· thai; income has to be '
raised for the poorest cO\U1triesbefore domestic resources can be diverted to'invest-'
rnerrt s , ll'his points to the need for generating more income by external aid' for the
pcore st member-s of the croups.

function parameters
b

12m

-Import
a
m

Group' ."
, ",,~.."r~~------------------:;..._=_..;,-.__:'__:::__~~--.,.._-_:_----------

Grou.1J I
}l'OUp II
Group III

Croup IV
: ~~ '""l••. ~ (-_~~-';:;-,li)~t~~~

-245 1)263
<16>.12646

-L:C.24609
-l.4G. C19285
-358• 60'205-

" • 3.)131
(' '" 'C ~ t:._ •.r L 1\ '-'

o~4225"'"I

O.172fS
0.· 2i~.>~+J-.

.3354
• ;;079
.9328
• ~1)4.3
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It seems that the poorer countries have"a"higher margina.l propensity to import
corresponding to GDP which is under-s t andabLe al t hough there iB no specific associa
tion with lagged export in.3Li:eJcJ:.,~1J.:'-:Ps-...oL.:..he.. gxe..:'.te:"'.,;;'n.f:.lml-of,, ext er-na.L assistance
which relieves them fI·om the tightness of their forei..gn exchange position"

,.,. -.. ._ _'_~ _,_ __ , ..-.._ ~._ _ _._ ~T_.~ _,,_~,~ __ -0 •• • _-.,.~ •••• •• r O
' ,

It may geno.ca.l Iy ba concluded that the thr,ee equations of the system have yielded
conl?i"?te~t_aJ'].9-.. me.anilld'ul.-Lla.rawe.:t.e.rB._ar:uLthat. an., even. be.t~.. s.t1id-Y-·aJa.r··-&&-lflade·' b.1' a
or-os s-scov-rt ,'Y study of the par-ams t er-a so that a si.1.gle f'unct i on may be estima-ted for
the whole of the least developed countries •

•
VI,2.. Pr.9ject~£L.~:r::.?ups2:PdfoUhe least de't'el~p!'d countries as B whole

, .
The following section contains a comparative picture fol' the historical, projection

on the basis of the model for the four groups alo1'lg with the total:'fbr' 'th~.,:;:~g~fm as ....
a whole~-"-The"·t1bject"~-e1Te'en:i'""crs~~rs-f6"foctis 'at'feritron-not~oriry<;n the prospects
of the least developed countries as a whole on the basis of present data but also on
the differential'S even,within'thegroups; which are accentuating 'as nCii~~{e8.+'!ier. f1'1;1e
analysis will. also: indicate~the'main d i r-ec't r on f'oz- policy both fbr gr9upas a whole as
also for thei different subg-roups within:, ' .. '" "

I' .; .-

:.. !.ab1-e~.' . ' " , ",

growth rate of the GDP projected in p~£ge?t!:t?~_and rate of s;rowth of 'populati.c;n

. Rate or
growth of
population1980~1985

r .......

h , ./..~_._'_..... .~= ..c. ~ ~ ....",......,.. _

1975-:i980

Group'.] ....,. ,
Group II
Group III
Group IV
Least- developed

countries

. ~ ......,......,_...5•.,J.Q. ..".,.
3~14

2" 77
2,,46

.. - •• p' .... ~ .-...... ..

3.56

3.93..
3~ 63
2,,78
20 77
2~93

.... , 4~ O}

3".78
2,78
2~80

3~02

"·1.72
2.87
2.41
2~ .34.

2.35_____~_'_4 _
The table makes it quite obvious that the' least developed countries as a whole

are pro ject ed to grow S!O'rIJ.y on the ~·J.:.~is O.L pt.s't po:'i(:-~es and trends and may .jus't keep,
pace with t ne (,u.!t'rent growtl" rate of the population. But what it also emphasizes is .. tha~.
the different subgroups alr~at1.y·indiffe:;:-ertt ,~L.~@~ GDP" groups .are" also destined
historically to grow at rates varying directly "lith their pr-eaent level of GDP" That is
the groups with higher 2.er capita GDP will grow faster than those with lower GDP~ The
world-wide phe~omenon of widening disparity in growth of GDP is also working even within
the least developed countries as a whole '.

z.a1?l~_,4:.1

Q.:s.~~h rate in :p~c~nt~e'p€~~.
---....- P :•• r ... __ --'-~'--- "'"----~..,-~-·-~~._'----.."..-:~8~-::."'=.~,-----

. , ... ' . _-!2]j::;.1,9e.<L.:", ..;:.;;,~ __,:,;.:.::.12~Q.,,19 ,~".~.:. .. .:-. ~.__-.:..19_2.::..199.0_.:......:-_
Gro~p ~_ M£1-.~~~!El.,,_ ,_...~.g.~_,_!.::dustry_, _,--M:~_1.!:.dustry
Group I 2069 . )a54 .2.,69· .. -5J·~4 ...2,,·69' '5054 .
Group II 3··10 5, 38 3~ 10 5d8 3·.10 5038
Group III 1,.44 33[5 1044 3,,)6 L44 3 36
Group IV 2~ 20 ~ ,] 0.6 2.20 4c 06 2~ 20 4~ 06
Least developed

countries 2.,42 5·,40 l-8~,._ 4,45 L.83 4,51
~_.r
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On the basis of the above table it may be said that least developed countries as
a whole will have around 2 per cent growth rate i~ agriculture and.4.5-5 per cent
growth rate in industry. But it also seems that at least in industry and services
the groups with higher. Eer ca'pita GDP will be growing faster than the less fortunate
ones. Performance in agriculture will vary depending on a variety of circumstances.
Thus, the forces of modernization and diversification are better placed in regions
with higher per capita GDF within the developing countries•

'l'able 48 ....
• .. vz_ ....

Growth rates per annum
!!f'P -....

Group
1975-1980 •

Consumption Investment
1980-1985

Consumption Investment

Group I
. Group II.,

Group III
Group IV
Least developed

countries

7010 3079 6.77 8..66 7.21· 8.54
3.26.. "" .--.Jo 78....... , ·A.58 4.73 4.,90 5002
3025 1070 4.. 71 .3-.. 10 5.11 3.62
2.51 0.,88 3.75 0.88' ).96 0.88

4.79' ),,81 4.24 4.66 '4.55 4090

The Bame story is consistently repeated as regards rates of growth of both
consumption and investment. The poorest gi-oup will have very slowly rising consump
tion growth rates, being less than half that of the richest, and their investment
growth rates will be less than that of "the"richest within 'the"least developed group.
AS investment i's the main engine of sel"r":reliarit progress it is obvious that,'onthe
basis .of historical performance~ the, poorest will stagnate. while the better off will
slowly move forward~

On the basis of past policies and trends the savings of the least developed
countries as a whole will decline as G percentage of GDF, but the decline is due to a
decrease in the poorest groupe The same observation also applies to investment ratios,
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which will remain a'l rnos't constant at 14 per cent of GDP for the least developed
count rd es as a whole .but it wi l~ ~c'~naJJ'Jr decEne :iI:',;::: ;"owez- g:;:,oup::;~ Tho;; invest·
ment int'l;le poore,r countries will noton1y deoline but their savings gap will continue
to increase .in spite of their.lo,"lel~ l"lVestment., 'Phis is borne ou.tbytable 50c

___________.~ ~ _..T_-~. .__~~-__ .~ ~_

-------.-.-.._ ..........---------_._--Group 1975··, 1980 1990-------_._-
Gronp I --. ·-a.,5····1~·7'

---elroup"II" ,. ..' ,~_.,.- --""-,.... 3,,1" "...._-- "1~'6'

.G:r<.mp.Ur-·,._ "~."_'-'_' -~~..·7e5~-·,···· · .. §07 ~.

. G:roup IV 2~1 104
Least-developed 'M\11rtl':tEis'" . ' •. , •. ' . 2".6'-- ., -)'~:2'" ,...

,.10.7...... _.... '
2,,0
4,,9

."~~3 ....
3,,6

.. '

"

. "The general" feature of t~e tableis~,.that the poorer the country the greater: the
savi~gs gap and. fhe lower the"rate of i'P¥estment ~ But :in Burundi the trend is reversed
not because of increased saving but because of t'ae decrease in investment to. an
insignificant share (0088 per"cent) of GDP,. ,',

_ .' ._...... ,._.~..... .c. ._ •• ' , • '"", y _ T _- •• ~.........

Table 51--
!~,rt and impprt as a. per.2:.r.:.:Lage of GDP

-----_._-------
Group 1980

1'1 G E E.
1990

M: G,_~. ._..;._.o._ '__ _

Group I 21~5 24,.1 2~7

Group II 17~1 21~9 4,,8
Group III 21.7 2909 8~2

Group IV 12.,'" 15.6 209
Least de,:reloped 17~ ,·"'22~i. 4~.7

. -comrtrle'S"'''' .... , .....'t..

210.1 25...3 402
16~620~8 4,,2
34,6 'n~T}' 8~4

12e6 15,,6 3~1........ ' .. -' ...,' -.......... " ,"

, 16...9 ..22,.5- .-5" 6

21~1 26Q4 504 20.6 27b3 6~7

1404 19~0 4~5 1205 17,,4 4&9
2500 34~8 9r.8 24y4 3603 1200

12~8 16':.? ...3.c4 12,,8 16~7 4... 0

16"..7 .-2:3",0.. ~Q 3- .-16·d·'·" -23..4--1,,"1-'"

F •._--..-;.,---_.--~.....--.,---,--------~~- --~-"~..,.-._---------.----------
E =E~J2.ortsr. M.=....t!11.pQps.and. G. ;::..trade gap (imports. rmzrus- .exports}

The table shows that exp~rts will,genera!ly be within ce~tain ranges for moat
countries but 'will ge~erally be less ~or the poorer cQuntries ,as a percentage of their
GDP than for t'he richer ones ..'., ~

Impoz-t s of the ri'cher countries, 'as they 'are partly f i nanced by their exports,
wip .be h;g.p.e.~. thar,L. i!hilL th.ose, of- the poorer countries~· T·lle· trade- gap of th~' faster
growing, richer countries will generally inorease~ The trade gap of the poorer
countries ~ill also increase b~t as percentage of GDP they will be less than for the
richer members" .Phe richer count r-i e s will ther~fore suffer more from trade gaps
whereas the poorer .count r-i. es are. mere. likel.Y_tosuLfer frOln"a savings gap,
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VI.3, Over-all~~,c~~heleast developed African coun!ries as a group

This study has so far discus~eci (a) th~ forecasts up to 1990 based on past trends
and poli~ies; and (b) 'planned projections to aChieve the'Second Development Decade
targ,et of growth rate in GDP of 6 per cent yearly in the 1980s for subgroups of the
20 least developed countries cLaas'i f i ed by income group. In this section, a regional
summary for the 20 least developed countr~es taken as one group is attempted. The
discussion and projections, of each individual African least developed covntry are given
in the last part ,of this stu~y.

The forecasts and projections for the group as a whole were based on an over-ell
macro-model discussed earlier and with all the variables expressed in United states
dollars at, 1970 constant prices.

According to the foreoasts based on past trends and pclicies in the least developed
countries, the z-ate of growth of GDP at 1970 constant prices will average arouhd 3 per cent
yearly in the decade 1980-1990 for the group as a whole. The slow growth is particularly
pr-onounced in agricultural output which is forecastto grow by less than 2 per cent
during 1980-1990. IndustrY'is also forecast to grow relatively slowly at an average a"
annual rate of 4.4 per cent yearly during 1980-1985 and by 4.5 per cent yearly during
1985-1990.

Total investment 'is' forecast to grow by 4.7·p~r cent per ann~ between 1980-1985
and by about 5 per cent yearly during 1985~1990. This small growth in investment is
not accompanied by commensurate increase in total output owing to the rather ineffioient
utilization' of capital in manY of the countries. The share of total consumption in
GDP is forecast to increase only slightly from the 1970-1977 average of 88.4 per cent
of GDP to around 89.5 per cent,thus giving a sevfngs r-at e of a mere 10.5 per cent of
GDP. At ,this savings rate thesavin[!Sgap would be around 3.4 per cent and 3.6 per cent
of GDP,in'1985 and 1990 respectively. Assuming that the historical import elasticity
for the group as a whole which is higher t~an unity will not change drastically during
the coming 10 years, imports are forecast to increase at average annual rates of 4.6
per cent during 1980-1985 and 4,,9 per cent during 1985-1990. 1'i,e historical trends of
total exports showed a growth rate of 4 per cent per annum which, if it prevails in
the 191?Os, will imply a gradual increase of the trade gap frcm arcund $US 85b million
in '1980 at 1970 constant prices to 1;US 1.64 billion in 1990 or from 5.6 per cent of GDP
in 1980 to 7,]. per cent in 1990. '

It is important to note that under the historical forecas,s, the implied trade gap
is. dominant, being about twice as large as the savings gap" This points to the need for
adjustments that, are applicable when the trade gap is dominant" These' include additional
import replacement, export promotion or the conversion of savings into consumption.

Obvio{isly the' continuation of past trends and policies would be disastrousfol'"
the African least developed countries. Per capita income would remain almost the same
.Iith mounting .maas poverty, unemployment and' social upheaval.. Hence" the necessity of
the structural changes recom~ended below.' To attain the target of 6 per cent in ,tho
1980s, agriculture and industry have to grow much ra..ter than in the past for the. least
d~veloped countries 'individually and as a group. Agriculture would have'to attain a
growth rate of 4 per cent yearly while the industrial sector would have to grow at an
average annual rate of 8 per cento To attain these growth rates requires, in addition
to improved capital efficiency and increased labour and land produotivity, a growth
rate in investment of around 7 per cent in real terms throughout the 1980so The
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financing of such an investment, if the saving rate remains at the historical level,
would result in a" saviiigii--gap"whfcli"lS pr6::;ect€d.'t6 increase-oat 'average annual rates
of 8.5 per cent and 8 per cent yearly in 1985 and 1990 respectively. 'I'he compar-ab l e
rate of rncrease in the. savings gap in the historical scenario is 5,8 per .cent yearly
for both the 1980-1985 and .the 1985· 1990 periods. 'I'he share of the savings gap in GDP
is projected to be around 3.5 per,cent in 1985 and about 3.8 by 1990.

IIi th the target average growth rate of 6 per cent during 1980-1.990, imports are
projeoted to grow at around 6.9 per cent, implying an import elasticity of slightly
over 1. Under a specific, if perhaps optimistic, assumption of an average annual growth
rate of -7 per cent in exports during 1980.1990, the trade gap is brought to a relatively
low level•..Its. share .Ln CDPstab.i.l.izes at around 5.7 per cent in the decade. However,
in absolute terms, the trade gap will reach $US 1,6 billion by 199J at 1970 constant
prices which, assuming an average annual inflation rate of 10 per cent would amount to
about $US 10 billion in 1990 at current prices,

It should be borne in mind that the estlmated trade gap does not inplude capital
transfers, other lendings and debt servicing which may actua.Lly augment .the balance-bf
payment gap, It should 'also be emphasized. that, if the high export growth does not .'
materialize,; the trade .gap will be higher than the estimate above. All in all, the
international community on one hand will have to sustain a minimum level of capital
assistance of around 6 per cent of CDP of the least developed countries as a whole
if these. -countries areto.break away from the historical GDP growth rate of about 3
per cent. per annum compound to a target of' 6 par cent in the 1980s. 'I'he countries
themselves wiil, on the other hand, have to adopt dynamic export promotion policies and.
to reduce their import elasticities to le~s than 1. A more efficient utilization of
capa t a'l ,,,ill also be a necessary condition in achieving the target,

The trade gaps under the forecast based on pas. trends and policies and under the
planned scenario are about the same at around $US 1.64 billion at 1970 constant prices
as against$US 566 million in 1975, which implies that ext arnaL inflows would have to
increase at an average annual rate of 7 to 8 per cent yearly over the decade. The two
scenarios also clearly show that aid alone will not be sufficient to' achieve acce.Ler-at ed
growth for the least developed count r-i es in Africa. External assistance will' have'to be
supplemented by appropriate domest.Lc policies for increased self-reliance and self-.
sustainment at both the nat i ona.I ar.d the regi,onaJ level·, ~'hese policies shouLd t be
designed so as to Lr.crease dc.ne s't i c eavings' and capital efficiency and t c snLa,10G regional
co-operation,

In addition, the two scenarios implicitly give some indications of the implications
for the eradication of mass poverty, basic needs satisfaction and the necessity for
regional co-operation, The historical scenario implies a nearly stagnating increase
in per capita income and hence no mitigatiun of mass poverty, The second 6 per cent
scenario,given a 2.4 per cent average annual growth in the total population of the
African least developed countries, implies an average annual increase of 3.6 per cent
in real~ capit!!: income between 1980'ahQ 1:990, Yet, even this acce.lerated growth in
per capita w~uld not S8em to be sufficient to sa~isfy basic Leeds and at the same time
raise the domestio resources required for self-sufficiency at the national level.

•
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Similarly, it is clear that, at the low growth rate forecast on the basis of
historical trends, no structural changes can easily be achieved in the 1980s, It is
only at the target rate of 6 per cent average growth in GDP that some signifioant
structural change can be attempted. It is thus apparent that the projections in this
study confirm the aoundness and importance ·of the Ar'Ilsha Programme of Action and
Framework of Negotiations which, inter alia, outlines the Crash Programme and the long
term policies to enable least developed cOWltries to attain self-sustained growth.
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v; A Some policy considerations for ".frica,n least developed countries

The preceding analysis of parameters and the alternative scenarios projected
show that 'the, African least: developed countries have had and might continue to have
\"ery pootei:c)nol(lic perfbrmance. unless specda L measures l poLi.cdes and C1.evelopment
strategies are.i evotved and implemented. These policies have, inter alia', to address
~hernselves to th8 task of redressing the ~attern of economic stagnation of the African
least developed'countries and restructuring their econoMies so that they can attain
aece Lcrat.ed de~···~lcpment;< becU'ne less dependent en ,:f;o;eign aas i s t ence ann eventually
be abl~:to take off into self-sustained and self-reliant growth.

The pazamet.er s end alternative scenarios discussed earlier are based on
exi.sting and explicitly known potentials in the countries and also on given patterns
of resources utilization. They do not completely ta~e into account the large possibi
lities that are not yet explored by the African countries and most specifically by
the least developed cOlmtries. These possibilities include,inter alia the improvement
of the physical and hum~n infrastructure through better allocation of investment
resources to tre agricultural and transport infrastructure and better utilization of
human resour80B o The latter aspect calls for a radical change of e~phasis in
designing e~d org~ni~ing training courSes and methods~ Also, better planning
techniques need to ., used. Often, the sta cstical data base _elatin~ to national
accoi-nt.s , nat.ur a L reSO\ll"ces or adnu..JLL~:)"cral.:J..uu is noc efficiently used or is too
inadequcte for use either at macro or the micro levelo African countries have to
}J!:oduce b?ti:eJ: s·tut.i.stics and make better use of them in the analysis of the structural
anC behavioural relations between key economic and social variables. It is often the
case that statistics and other qualitative information on African countries are
anaLyi.cd out'?"; d~ t hc countr i es concerned and used by outs.rdcrs noc f::al1il i.e'::'.:' with local
situations for ?olicy recommendation to these countries 0

The p~li~ies that emerge as important are of two types,namely the ffi~dium-term

poJ.ici8S anc t~e long-term ?olicies~ The short-term ?olicies constitute a substantially
new proSramm€ of ac~ion by the countries themselves and the international comrounity at
Lazqe while th2 long~term policies r,~late to more fundam~ntal socia-economic structural
~hange;'";.

Of parer-ount. iDportance in the short term is the necessity fur the Af:cican least
devaloped countries to achieve self-sufficiency in food supply. For Llany of these
countries fon:1 i~port.r.,. c'-'nst5,tut:e 2. ~lP.r'j large ::>a~t o~ t,h"-·i.--: -tr:>p,:),-:-ts and this has led
to a very ~arg8 ~~Que deficitG To achieve self·-sufiiciency ~n food ther8 is an urgent
i1QSC ~o increase over·-all agricultural output to grow by about 1 per cent yearly over
the coming deoada. This, in turn, would require (a) increasing substantially the
az abLe Land area through irrigation and land reforms; (b) increasing the productivity
of both land nnd labour; (o) increasing investment in agriculture with a better and
raoze r'at.Lona l, balance between expoz t; crop and food-cr0r' production; (u) e~l':t\;n.qive

planning of int8q~ated rural development programmes, (e) increasing extension services
ar.d agricultl'!:al rese"rch; (f) improving the rural/urb"n terms of trade; and (g) making
ft.,11er US2 of nlan:!OI;,rer 6

In the Arusha ~rogr~e the least develop80 countries themselves s~ecified the
k i.nd of emergency a:". they needed on the ba:;;.s of a crash proc amme , They emphasized
tr: ne cd for e:·~p2.l1dec. ;:.SS2.S::'·~.::2 [or proj:.ct.s alrea"':y identified or in the :f,Jipe-line
which are being delayed in the fields of nutrition and health, education, transport and
commundcct.Lon hous i nq and the creation of E:'l?lloyment Ln the fr2mewor~ of minimum needs.
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In the field of ag"icult'"re they emphasized the need fo~' massive support for
fertilizers and pumps ai1d ~ssistance for irnp~ov~ng "management, maintena~ce and
repair and i!TIpr:O'~eIFnt of the 8ffic:iency of existir,g. infrastr: ct.ure ; It was also
pointed: out that' financial and ;cn~'l':}::-)dtt:· r;1.l~T)(':"'-. ""'1 .'J.'.: ::;"{+.h':,:sirm 'bqS:Ls,vaS necesaazy
for local small-scale emplo~ent g~neration. The due needs of ,the least developed
countries brought out in this programme deserve strong recommendatipn~

Given that;. the availabilit.y of inveswcnt resources will be one of the major
e Lemerit.s ':i.n ~:hc g_t;Oi,rth .J?rocosc o f t~e least dcveLoped courrcrL '2S spec i.f i,c policies
ha'i~ to b~ urgently dla""r~L'.1! ~.4ith regard to how these count.rc.es can mob.i l.Lze and
effici'ently utili.z->3 financial rbsourC83e

As not.ed earlier, the poorer countries of the group are more likely to suffer
from a' sa"l".rings qap wh i Le the :Icss dasadvant.aqed countries are feeling the constraint
of a 'trade gap. Hence a differential approach to development aid is necessary..Tor
the countries wherosavings are being generated at some level, the internationa+
effort must concentrate <en expanding their receipt through expo"ts by giving,them
a better price for the minerals and materials being produced, by the creation of '
such funds as will ~ta~ilize the price of their 'eh~orts and by offering better terms
on a preferential basis. This however does not mean that these countries will then
be dropped out of the group of least developed countries becaUSE of their relatively
favourable situation. Instead; becaus~ of their development needs such as imports
of capital goods they will have to face large trade deficits which, without the above
mentioned' preferential measures aimed at improving their export earnings, will impede
the over-all gro~~h lli~less the funds for development can contin~e to be prOVided from·
grants or in the form of sof~ loans.

For the countries which dre among the least developed in this group the problem
of accelera~ing growth h~~ 80me under two constraints. AS it was seen for a number
of countries, esp~cid~ly ~ung the poorest the rate of grovrrh of investment is
miserably low &nd their conswnption propensity is high be8ause of their being on the
borderline of eubs l.ct.ence . E'or such countries the trade gap that they face is not
so much due to any pr6g~arnrne of i.nv'?:;t:ment hut. is J~~~Y foz- t.he pUY.1?Cf>e of coverLnq
their esseatial consu~ptibn needs. In these cases, it is necessary that international
aid for capital develo~ment should be added to that already given for the,purpose of
meeting essential COtI3t.....-npt-Lc-n need5 ~ Development aid in sufficient. quantity. to enaJ:)lc
them to cross crre: froll the level of almost zero investment growth rate to at least'
a moderate rate of growth of i.nvestment amo~~ting todo~ble the aid now being received
is n8,-~e.Gsa.cy f~)I: tr:.C:...0 cor.nt.zLes to emerge from their prese~t state' of stagnation.

Mostly for the group of African least developed countries as a wh~le, this will
necessitate a cnnsiderable and drastic change ~n.consumption levets~ Th~s shoulq
however be accompa~icd by ~ real growth in income and, in particular, :per,c&pita
income ill order to impr::lve the general standard of living of the people. It Is obvious
that 'if the lowering of the ma~ginal and average propensities to consume is to be
enforced together \'li~:h an improvement in mass poverty , .t.he level of income has, ·to be
increased. Specifically, there will be need to l.owez both the marginal and the average
propensities to consun~e to ~round·8S per cent so as to generate adequate dpm~stic
savings. Concomitantly, imports and particularly the marginal import rates for consumer
goods have to be lowered substantially. This mobilization of resources must also be
accompanied by an increase in the efficienoy of capital, In this respect, there is
need (a) to' reverse the trend of increasing capital/output ratios especially in the
industrial sector; (b) to reduce the rampant underutilization of capacity and to
develop and imi?rOve management skills.
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An over-all growth of 6 per cent in total output for the least developed
countries as a whole in the next decade. would rsquire an average growth of around
7 per 'cent"·per annum in real expcrt.s ,.' Thi..., clearly inui.cates that the Afric~n

least developed countries have to Eoz.muLat,e posat Lve po La.cf.es including regional
co-operation to bolster real exports from the 10N historical average annual rate
of less than 4 per cent.

It is important to identify the major factors causing the 11igh incremental
capital/outru~ r~tios in the economies of these least developed African countries.
Some uf ohe factors like the 'substantial increase in the cost of capital goods and
the world inflation are exogenous to the countries and hence do not lend themselves
to domestic policies. Other factors like the need for a high relative investment
in infrastructures are inherent in the level of economic development of the countries
concerned. Nevertheless, there are factors on which the individual countries can
act so as to arrest the trend of further increases in the capital/output ratios.
Firstly, the undercapacity utilization can be minimized through, inter alia,
integrated regional approaches and improved management. Second':'y, the long gestation
period can be reduced by suitable choice of projects meaning that countries could
concentrate on the implementation'of projects that lead to quick production of physical
commodities. '

In addition to the above ,domestic policies, the projections show that there is
a need for substantial assistance to the African least developed countries as a whole.
Assuming that the 7 per cent export growth implied by a 6 per cent growth target can
be achieved by this group of countries, the trade gap for the group which would need
to be filled by external inflows of resources amounts to around $US 10 billion.
Indeed, if the 7 per cent export growth is not attained,the implications for aid
requirements are much higher.

The long-term policies for the group as a whole concern mainly the task of
achieving a fundamental restructuring of production to enable them to attain self
sufficiency and sel~-sustaining growth. Fi~stly, the Arusha rrogramme noted in this
respect; that the most important £0atu:n"~ was the ;:,cuu. fur -..:ransformational investment
to lead to (a) fuller exploitation of the,natural resources, (b) development of an
industrial base, and (c) establishment of optimal production units like small-scale
industries linked to the relevant sectors, especially agriculture and repair services.
Secondly, realiting that in many instances the poor utilization of the manpowez'.rpotientida L
is"at the co~e of efforts to alleviate mass poverty in particular and improving economic
performance in gen8rcl~ long-term'policies should put emp~asis on the fuller and more
optimal utilization of the human factor. Thirdly, efforts sbouLd also be directed to
the prospects for regional approaches with a view to increasing economic efficiency •
and growth. More specifically, tIle African least developed countries which,as stated
before,inolud~ 13 land-locked or island countries, must concentrate on building tile
necessary infrastructure to enable then to overcome, in the long run, the physical
obstacles to their development. Also these countries and the region as a whole, must
engage in a basic goods industriai strategy in order to reduce their dependence on
imports. This, hopefully, will facilitate the economic and physical integration of
the African region. -

OWing to some very special characteristics and problems of subgroups of the
African least developed countries, there is, in addition to the general policies
outlined, need for some additional policies 'specially designed to moet the unique
needs of these countries more adequately.
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The first pf these subgroups is the drought-prone countries,namely the five
Sahelian countries (~!ali, the Upper Volta, the Niger, Chad and the Sudan) plus
Ethiopia, Somalia and Botswana. For this subgroup urgent action has to be taken
especially with regard to their food requirements. It seems desirable to create a
special· fund to cover the likely short-term food deficit in these countries and also
to minimize the high fluctuations in their food supply. These countries themselves
also need to diversify their agricultural production by cultivating more varieties
of food crops.

The second subgroup is that of the l~nd-locked and island countries which
total 13 out of 20. For this subgroup special attention has to be paid to transport
and transit facilities. Arrangements should be made to enable concrete agreements
to be reached between these countries and their neighbouring coastal countries. It
is hoped that the on-going Transport and Communication Decade for Africa will address
itself to this problem adequately.

The subgroup of the least developed among the least developed African countries
needs highly increased financial and technical assistance. For these countries, the
projections point to an enormous trade deficit l~ading in· some cases to more than 20
per cent of their GOP. It is also in these countries that technical and managerial
skills are seriously lacking.

All in all it is clear from the analysis that there are many structural bottle
necks in the economies of the African least developed countries and that appropriate
action needs to be urgen~ly taken. In this connexion, it should be remembered that
the Arusha Programme of Action and Framework of Negotiations as well as the African
Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade adopted :at the fifth ·meeting of
the Conference of Ministers in Rabat in 1979 have outlined some very fundamental and
important approaches for self-reliance and self-sustained gro.~h•
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ECAPROJfoCTIONS
country: African LOCs - Group I

Scenario: Historica1 Trends

VALUES OF SELECTEDVAP.IABLES AVERAGE ANNUAL
VARIABLES {MILLIONS OF 1970 USDOLL~l "U'.TIOS TO GDP GRDvrH BZ\TE

1975/ 1980/ 1985/
-1,975 1980 1985· 1990 1975 1980 1985 1990 1980 1985 1990

GDP factor cost 1902.8 2402.3 2912.7 3~49.1 100.0 1)0.0 100.0 100.0 4.8 3.9 4.0
Agriculture 763-.7 . 872. i 995.8 .1137.2 40,1 35~3 34.2 32.0 2.7 2.7 2.7
Industry 514.5 673.7 882.2 .1l55.1. 27.0 28.0 30.3 32.5 55 5.5 5.5
Other services 624.6 856.6 1034.7 1256.8 32,E, 35.7 35.5 35.4 6.5 3.9 4.0
GDP market prices 3254.3 4551.<: 6329.9 8982.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.9 6.8 7.3

.Total consumption .2642.7 '3693.0 5030.1 7024.5 81.2 81.1 79.5 73.2 6.9 6.4 6.9
private constW!ption 2256.9 3126.0 4299.9 6051.1 69.4 68.7 67.9 67.4 6.7 6.6 7.1
Government consumpt.Lon 385.8 567.0 730.1 973.4 11.9 12.5 1l.5 10.2 8.0 :J.2 5.9
Saving 611.6 858.4 1299.8 1958.4 10.8 lEG9 20.5 21.8 7.0 8.7 8.5
Investment 683.8 935.6 1405.8 2107.2 21.0 20.6 22.2 23.5 6.5 9,5 '3.4
Saving gap 72.2 77 .3 106.0 148.8 2.2 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.'. 6.5 7.0
Imports 859.9 1156.7 1679.2 2458.5 26.4 25.4 25 .. 5 27.4 6.1 7.7 7.9
Implied ol<ports 787,8 1079.4 1573.1 2309.7 24.2 23.7 2"L9 25.7 6.5 7 !" 8.0
Historical exports 688.0 953.6 1321.6 1831.6 21.1 21.0 20.9 20.4 6.7 6.7 6.7
Il'lports ",inus historical

exports 171.9 203.1 357.6 626.9 5.3 4.5 5.6 7.0 3.4 12.0 11.9
Implied exports minus

.. historical exports 99.7 125.8 251.6 478.1 3.1 2.e 4.0 5.3 4 .. 8 1l'.9 13.7

.. ,
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ECA PROJECTIONS

Country: African LDCs - Group III

Scenario: Historical Trends

VALUES OF SELECTED Vl~IABLES AVERAGE ANNUl,L

VARIi,BLES (I~ILLIONS OF 1970 US DOLIJL~S) RATIOS TO GDP GROI!I'H Ri\.TE

1975/ 1980/ 1985/
1975 1980 1985 1990 1975 1980 1985 1990 1980 1985 1990

GDP factor cost 904.0 1036.3 1188.7 1363.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 2.8 2.8 2.8
Agriculture 305.4 328.1 352.4 378.5 33,8 31.7 29.6 27 .. 8 1.4 1.4 1.4
Industry 244.3 288.2 340.0 401.1 27.0 27.8 28.') 29.4 3.'1 3.4 3.4
Othor services 354.2 420.0 496.3 583.7 39.2 40.5 41.'3 42.8 3.5 3.4 3.3
GDP ~arket prices 1096.8 1295.4 1603.8 2028.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 3.4 4.4 4.8
Totnl consumption 1066.5 1247.6 1546.5 1958.1 97.2 96.3 96.4 96.5 3.2 4.4 4.8
Private constlIP-ption 885.5 1038.9 1307.4 1677.3 80.7 80.2 81.5 82.7 3.2 4.7 5.1
GOVGxnment consumption 18LO 208.8 239.1 280.9 16.5 16.1 14.9 13 .8 2.9 2.7 3.3
Saving 30.3 47.7 57.3 70.5 2.8 3.7 3.6 3.5 9.5 3.7 4.2
Investment 112.1 122.0 142.1 169.7 10.2 9.4 3.9 8.4 1.7 3.1 3.6
Saving gap 81.8 74.3 84.8 99.2 7.5 5.7 5.3 -1.9 -1.9 2.7 3.2
Imports 328.0 427.0 557.4 736.8 29.9 33.0 31.8 36.3 5.4 5.5 5.7
Inplied Gxports 246.2 352.8 472.6 537.6 22.4 27.2 29.5 31.4 7.5 6.0 6.2
Historical exports 237.6 318.8 400.5 494.4 21.7 24.6 25.0 24.4 6.0 4.7 4.3
Imports minus

historical exports 90.4 108.3 156.8 242.5 8.2 8.4 9.8 12.0 3.7 7.7 9.1
Implied exports minus

historical exports 8.6 34.0 72.0 143.2 0.8 2.6 '« 5 7.1 31.8 16.2 14.7
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ECA PROJECTIONS "

Country: All African LDCs

Scenario: Historical Trends

VALUES OF SELECTED VARIABLES AVERAGE ANNUAL
VI,RIABLES (mLLIONS OF 1970 US DOLLARS) , RATIOS' TO'GDP GROl')TH RATE

1975! 1980/ 1985/
1975 1980 1985 1990 1975 1980 1985 1990 1980 1985 1990

GDP f act.o.r cost 9588.8 11419,7 1319/,.8 15314.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 3.6 2.9 3.0
Agriculture 43·a.4 4692.6 5356.6 5864.7 45.3 42.8 10.5 38.3 2,1 1~_8 1.8
Industr;l 2162.7 2812.6 3'!96.0 4358.2 22,6 24.6 26.5 28.5 5.4 ,1.4 1.5
Other sGrvices 3084.7 3711\.5 43/2.2 5091.7 32.2 32.5 32.9 33.2 3.8 3.2 . ~

-'.~

GDP noarkGt prices 12061.·~ 15052,,9 18533.1 23158.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ..~." 5 -~" 2 . 4.6
Total consumption 10656.4 13466.7 16574.8 20705.3 88,,1 89.5 89./. 89.4 ' . -1,,2 /" 5...; ~ , .
Gcvc·:cnment consumption 1527.6 2063.9 2553.8 3204.8 12.7 13" ) 13GS ]),8 6.2 4.3 4.6
Saving 1105.1 J.586.2 1958.3 2452.9 11.6 10.5 10.6 10.5 2" ,', 4.3 4.<5
Invaetroant; 1713.9 2065.S 2593.7 3295.2 14.2 13.7 11.C 14.2 3.8 ·1.7 4.9
Savings gap 308.8 479.6 6:-,).4' 8 ~2. 3 2.6 3.2 3 .."} 3.6 9.2 5,8 5.8
Imports 2660.5 339(, 2 4251.1 5,~12.1\ 22.1 22.5 23.0 23.4 5.0 4.6 4.9
Implied exports 2351. 7 2914.6 3625.8 4570.0 19.5 19.4 19.6 19.7 ·1.4 4.5 !.:" 7
Historical exports 2093.9 2547.6 3099.5 3771.0 17.4 16.9 15.7 16.3 4.0 4 .. 0 u.O
Imports minus

historical exports 566.6 84·6.6 1161.6 1641.3 4.7 5.6 6.3 7.1 8 j. 6.5 7,2
Implied exports minus

historical eX90rts 257.8 367.0 526.3 799.0 2.1 2.4 2.8 3.5 7.3 7.5 8.7
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ECA PROJECTIONS

Country: All African LDCs

Scenario: Planned projections for Agriculture, Industry and ExpOl:ts

VALUES OF SELECTED VARIABLES AVERAC:E ANNUAL
VARIABLES (MILLIONS OF 1970 US DO~r.AR S) Rll.TlOS TO .GDP GRmnH RATE

1980 1985 1990 1980 1985 1990 . 1980-85 1985-199'-

GDP factor cost 11419,7 15101.6 2\.1097.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 5.8 5.9
Agriculture 4892.6 5952.6 7242.2 42.8 3S.4 36.0 l~_~ 0 4.0
Industry 2812.6 4132.6 6072 .2 2·1.6 27.4 30.2 . 8:0 8.0
Other services 3714.5 5016,4 6782.7 32.5 33.2 33.7 6.2 6.2
GDP ~arket prices 15052.9 20439.9 27940.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 6;3 6.4
Total consumption 13466.7 18277.7 24976.5 99.5 89,4 89.4 6.3 6.4
Private 'consumption 11402.8 15455.5 2]098.5 75.8 75.6 75.5 6.3 6.4
Government consumption 2063.9 ~822.2 3878.0 13.7 13 .8 13.9 6'.5 6.6
Saving 1586.2 2162.2 2964.3 10.5 10.6 10.6 6 •.J 6.5
InveO'tment 2065.8 2882.9 4020 .• 6 13.7 I,•. 1 14.4 6.9 6.9
Saving gap 479.6 720.7 1056.3 3.2 3.5 3.8 8.5 7.9
Imports 3394.2 4"137.2 6608 .• 7 22.5 23.2 23.7 6.9 6.9
Implied exports 2914.6 4016.5 5552.4 19.4 19.7 19.9 6.5 .6.7
Historical exports 2547 .• 6 3573.1 5011.5 16.9 17.5 17.9 7;0 7.0
Imports minus

historical exports 846.6 1164.0 1597.3 5.6 5.7 5.7 6.6 6.5
Implied exports minus

historical exports 367.0 443.4 540.9 2.4 2.2 1.9 3.9 4.0
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VII. DIS~USS~ON OF INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY PROJECTIONS: historical trends and planned scenarios

VIj. 1. General framework of country projections

The follcwing country projections were made in two different ways, namely historical
trends forecast and ~lanned projections. The historical trend forecast is based on the
assumption that no major changes in policies and past parameters will take place. It stould
be borne in mind tnat the historical trend scenarios aiDl only at identifying the major
imbalances and bottlenecks that might appear or that mi qht; be domi.nant; in the long run in
order to enable the policy-makers to make tho necessary structural changes or adjustments
in policy decisions~ .

Although the historical trend scenario helps to highlight the need for changes in
policies, it is based on constant policies over long periods and this is probably unrealistic.
Therefore, a second scenario based on international targets or on each country's potentia
lities is constructed for the futureQ For example; every planned scenario aims a't
achieving an o'ler-all average annual growth rate of about 6 per cent in the 1980s "ith
consistent sectoral targets projected for agriculture, industry, exports and imports but
keeping in mind the important producing sectors and known potentialities of each country.
It is hoped that the outcomes of the planned scenarios will help to avoid inconsistencies
as regards economic policies p to Lnd.Lcat.c wh...:re these poli.cies can be rioat; effect.tve and
to identify in which sectors additional and detailed analysis is needed in order to achieve
the above-~p.ntioned targets.

Before the dis~ussion of each country projecticn, a brief presentation of e~ch

country's past perfor~ance is ~nce. Generally t~e r2SG ~c~~nc for this preE?ntation is
1970-1977. It should however be noted that due to the use of different ~acp1e p9riods
~nd terminal yea~s, the computed paraneters may not necessarily correspond to those
presented i.n the r eqxoss i.on results.

VII.2 BENIN

Benin is in the th~rd quartile of the group of least developed countries. It had
a m0derate growth rate of 3.78 per cent in 1965-1977, although there was a sharp decline
in agriculture durLnq J.970-1977 (2.52) as compared to 1965'·1970 (5.56). In industry
growth rate is incl.'oas.:tng but export.s and imports and investment have a Ll, :Sl.lffer~.:d a
decline during 1970-1977' compared to 1965-1970. The projection of the gro...,t::1 rate through
the decid.e on h:i.si:orical: trr:'nd~3 shows a rate of 3.5 pe:z' CQI:,l. O·'·C?· 1980-1990 ~'lir~ agriculture
at 2.8 and industry at 1,1 per cent on average. With such a growth rate the savings gap
still continues to grow at a gradually increasing rate from 9.4 per cent of GDP during
1975-1980 to 10-11.8 in 1980-1990.

At thi.s his~orical trend imports which depend mainly on export earnings may grow
at only 3.1 p",r cent in the 1980s cOMpared to 5.4 per cent in the 1970s. This is due t.o
tl,e fact that the major export is palm kernel and palm oil. During 1970s Benin installed
plants and started processing before ex~ort, which initially led to a spurt in export
earnings. But as the slack in the raw material has been taken up, this expansion rate of
over 20 per cent which wa~ achieved cannot continue indefinitely.. Now the expfu,sion
z-e.t;e will be determined by the growth rate 010 the palm kernel output itself.
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The export growth rat¢ is presumed to grow at 7 per cent during the entire period.
:1t, current ra't~s this growth still Leaves Ben:'_n with an export surpLus r and, provided
that Benin can stimulate savings and use'this export surplus for expansion purposes,this
may enable Benin tdachieve a higher growth rate. An attempt ata growth rate of 6 per
cent in GOP requires' Benin to achieve a rate of 5' per ceht in agriculture and 7 per cent
in industry over 1980-1990. At this growth r~te, however, Benin will show a fairly large
tride gap during 1980-1990. To cover the trade gap th"re is scope for moderately

.in¢reasing sav1n':fs ';';1ich will grow'at the r at.e of about E' per cent in 1985-1990 against
an,investment growth rate of '12 per cent,

• It.' seems 'in fact that over the period the rate of savings shows a tendency to
de¢line. As the 'average propensity to consume is larger than the marginal, this is
le~ding to a slight increase in total ccnsunpcdon before the latter stabilizes. At this
grtwth rate imports show a tendency to grow in absolute siz" but at a decreasing rate.
IttSeemshowever a,fea'sible target for growth forB.enin, on the assumption that the
un sual decline in 'industry owing to a fall in productivity in investment that occurred
du ing 197(»-1975: will be arrested and the earlier gro'<th path of 1965-1970 will be
~esumed. rfthis proves true, Beninwi11 do well to aim at a 6 per cent growth rate
during 1980-1990 with good chances of'success.

However, tha discussions held with country planning officials on the projection
results have shown that the target of 6 per cent average annual growth of GOP in the
1980s seems ambitious. For Benin planning officials this tarqet requires a high growth
rate in savings which seems unrealistic. Hence, the G per cent target might lead to a
relatively larger saving and trade gaps. Nevertheless, one can reasonably assume that,
because of the increasing confidence. of. financial institutions in Benin, the capital
requirements'derived from the planned scenario (Le., about 13. per cent of GDP) could be
financed from external sources.

VII, 3 BOTSHANA

Botswana tops the list of the l~ast developed countries with a per capita GOP of
$US 324 against the next country in the group with a per capita GOP of only $US 166.
Botswana attained a growth rate of 9.3 per cent in GOP over 1965-1977 with 5.9 per cent
in agriculture including animal husbandry anc 13.5 per cent in industry, which includes
mi~ing. Both its imports and exports ~rcw at over 14 per cent and were guite close,

"though imports as a percentage of the GOP at factor cost exceeded exports by 28 per cent.
The import elasticity is also high at 1.21. 'fuile making up the projections for the
historical period however several problems in tho growth ,of Botswana have to be taken

"into account. The country has a narrow industrial base and the dynamics of its growth
are based mainly on diamond mining. Its agriculturo is poor although it has a good
livestoc.:' sector; but the country is a drought-prone area and therefore over a ten-year
span water scarcity may very well constrict animal stoGk breeding as also agriculture,
which is already growing fast enough. Considering these handicaps the 9 per cent growth
rate planned for Botswana may be considered to be somewhat ambitious. ThO projected rate
shows Botswana growing at 6 per cent during 1980-1985 and 5 per cent in 1985-1990 with
tile average amount growth rate oj agriculture accelerating from 4.5 to 4.7 while industry
pushes up from 4tp 8.:1 over the two halves of the decade.
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The savings gap will widen. In 1985-1990 the share of domestic savings in
GLP is forecast to ~0 0.02 p8r CCut compared with 7.8 per cent for investoento The
trade gap will also grow as the export growth rate will bo ~.9 pcr cent in 1980~1985

and 3.2 per cent in 1985-1990 against an import growth rate of 6 and ~.8 per cent in
the corresponding periods. The share of imports in 1990 will therefore run at 72.2
per cent Or ·GDP a~ market prices, whereas historical exports will run only at 49 per
cant. Large-scale capital inflows will thereforo be nO'3ded in growing volume even
to ill'L'.~·'·~i.. ~_-"" t~.v r'""ocrate grc'i,'lth rate note:d above.

For th,~ 19808 it" is assumed that a 6.S per cant; growth rate of GOP at factor
C0St is feasible and shoulc be aimed at. This will require a growth rate of over
7 per cent in industry and over 6 per cent in services, and a growth rate in agriculture
accelerating from 4.49 to 4.76 over 1980-l985 and 1985-1990. This .will however imply
an average annual growth rate of 9 per cent in investments over the decade requiring
at leas~ a savings growth rate of over 7 pcr cent. At such a savings effort the
sa"ings gap will. have a sharply declining growth rate, decelerating from 43.8 per cent
per annum in 1980-1985 to 19.• 7..per cent per annum in 1985-1990. Imports are assumed
t.o ..row ,at,·.6.•5 per cent or thereabouts over the whole decade while the growth rate of
historical exports will also decline. The trade gap will continue to exist. and may
have increased slightly over the period. Thus the excess of imports over exports
e~(pressed as percentage of r;DP at market prices \vill move up from 19.08 to 27.9.
Botswana will thus ha~e to exert itself quite energetically even to attain the growth
rate of 6.5 ,per cent suggested above.

One, element that needs, emphasis, as noted by tho Dotswana officials, is ,the
strl'.ctural changes that the Bots\lana econOMy is likely to undergo over the projection
period 1980-1990. It is believed that the mining sector will grow fast due to some
expansions "hich are envisaged around 1985. This expansion in mining is expected to
bring theshcye of mining in total output to around 36 per cent by 1990. Conversely,
the share of agriculture is likely to drop to around 15 per cent by the same period.
Tnc officials also ~"phasized the fact that one of the major constraints likely to
hamper the real.i.zation of the pr:ijPcted gro\'1th rates Ln Botswana is the inavailability
cf skilled (technical and managerial) manpower. This aspect rather than capital is
likely to constrain the iILplementntioD capacity of most of the programmes.

.

Burundi .is one of the group of 18~st dcv~loped countries, with the lowest ~r
capita GDP a~~ng the cembers of th~ group estimated at $US 67 per annum in 1977 at
1970 prices. It is also land-locked, sm~ll in size with a population of about 4 million.
Agriculture dominates the .economy with 80 pcr cent of the population depending on it,
but the availability of arable land is limitod. Durundi has also one of the lowest "t
literacy rates (15 per cent).

It achieved a very moderate average annual qrowth rate of GDP of a mere 3.6 per
cent; during 1965-1977 against a population gro>Tth rate of over 1.9 per cent and a·
rather poor perfornlance in agriculture" Industry had a faster growth rate amounting
to 10.78 'per cent per annum over 1965-1977, but as t.ho industrial base is very small,
this higher rate of grewth had no impact en tho oV8r-all growth rate of the economy.
There seems to have been a very definite decline during 1970-1977 particularly in
industry, possibly duo to the ecession in the OpeD countries which affected its exports.
A3 a result imports steadily ~x~eedcd exports and the gap amounted to over 2 per cent
of the GDP in the period of 1965-1977 as a >Tholo, The incremental capital/output
ratio rose over :970-1977, indicating possibly some underutilization of capacity in
those years.
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Assuming a historical trend, it Seems ~hat Rurundi 's GDP io likely to grow at
3 to 4 per cent over 1980-1990 wit.h iaJ.t:.oSit"j ~.I:'-lJ\liii~ c. ....I..Jlli'l:. 0 ~ ~I.l:.:. L.2~.t yearLy
and agriculture 2 to 3 per cent Yearly over the same period. This would require
investment at constant prices growing at the rate of 7.5 per cent per annum against
the 9l:'0wth rate of saving at 2 to 3 per cent per annum. Th,:,s." h1"torical growth
rate of 4 per cent, per ennun o.f GDP is feasible provided' that the low domestic capital
foz mzrtLon is suppLcmerrt.ed by: J_r1r~~" ext-~rna1 ccpitdl inflow a By historic'a1 tr~n(ls,

exporc,s !!Jay rise hi' only 1 a 8 to 2037 per cent y·~aY.'ly aqa.i.nut; a 2 to 3 a 5 per ccm;
rise in Lmpoz-t.s , .'idening the trade gap to about 9 to 12. 1, perccc:t of GDP over the
years 1980-1990.

This higher rate can be sustained if agriculture grows at 4 to 4.8 per cent
yearly and industry at over 9 per cent yearly during the period 1980-1990 as a whole.
Investments would have to grow over 8.5 per cent per annum. As Sa7ings are growing
slowly and constitute only 5 per cent of GDP, the country's savings gap require
increasing,external.capital inflow to supplement the domestic saving effort. Since
most investments are expected to take place in agriculture dnd"in small-scale industry
using labour-intensive techniques, the capital/output ratio of throe to one whi~h is
assumed feasible is and should be adequate to generate the ~ec~ssury rate of growth
of GDP. Import volume in real terms is projected to increase faster than exports,
thus ,widening the trade gapo As exports consist mainly of a limited range of
agricultural products, this raises special problems in any expansion effort and'
Burundi deserves more ipte~ational support to pro~ote'its expor~ tradQ to sustain
a higher growth rate.

'1'0 attain on aver-age rate of growth of 6 per cent over the decacJe 1980-1990,
Bur~di ~ust grow at 5.75 per cent per annum during i980-1985 and 6028 percent per'
annum during the years 1985-1990.

:rile (pvernment. made some corrections QS far as the perfe .mancc of the Eurundi
economy is concerned. In tnblG 11" th,;;: gro;.[tl·~ ,L.'2'.t.G ::;;:: czr L-l :"9 ,':"~"77 i~ 2 f>9-r Dent
instead of 2.9 per cent ?nd in 1965-77, 3.29 pe. cent instead of 3.67 9cr cent, which
corresponato the growth rate of population of 2,20 p",r cent instead of 2.60 per cent.
In table 12, the agriculturnl growth rate 'was 1.2 per cent instead"of Lo4 per cent in
1970-77; the indus1;:rial output gre>l at 6.2 ·per cent instead of a per cent, and the
servf cc sector 2,1! per cent instead of 3.6 per corrt , FGc· elle ['''doe; 1965-77, the
growth rates of industry and services ~,cre rcspe~tivcJ.y ~.oo 27 one. :: Q 32 'pcz cent
instead of 10.78 and 5.85 peL,cent.. Thus, according to the governm"'1t officials,
the performance of the Burundi economy is sl~ght1y lower than the one provided by
ECA statistics. On the other hand" the G:>ver'nment indicated that the J2~r capita 'GOP
in 1977 at constant 1970 prices was $US 75 Lns t.ead of $US 67 as 51'.0·"" in table 1, and
that the share of saving in GDP is actually 7 per ce~t instead of 5 psr cent. The
epvernment;. also ass~rtod that the Burundi economy is no longer follm,ing the historical
path and the aim"of the G:>vernment is to break ",ith the histori,cal<:n'nd and work for
higher growth rates of'tho economic indicators than 'the ones mentivned in the
historical projections. The Govern1!\ent's five-ye,ex development plan 1978-83 projectu
GDP to gr9w at 5.2 per cent yearly, agriculture 3 to 4 per cent a~d industry 12 per
cent. 'I\s to, the financing of the resulting 1}igh trade end savi.nq gaps, the epvernment
indicates that Burundi is presently being orovided with substantial fo~eign aid which
could help sustain high growth rates of it~ economic indicator's in the coming decade.
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VII.5 CAPS VERDE

Cape Verde is composed of 10 islands in the Atlantic Ocean off shore of Senegal
and Mauritania with a total population of 306,046 inhabitants (1976 estimates). Cape
Verde is in the third subgroup of the African least developed countries with a Eer
~pita GDP of around $US 78 in 1976 (at 1970 prices). Cape Verde is located in a
v0lcanic area and, as a oonsequence, the country has suffered from chronic drought
particularly since 1968.

The performance of Cape Verde over the periods 1965-1977 and 1970-1977 has been
very modest. The over-all growth rate of GDP was negative for both periods being •
~spectively -1.1 per cent and -1.5 per cent. In 1975. the agriculture and industry
accounted for only 36.5 per cent of total GDP while the share of services was 63.5 per
cent. Despite the low share, agriculture and industry are estimated to have grown at
average annual growth rates of 7.3 and 7.7 per cent respectively in the 1965-1977 period.
Services grvw substantiall-y by -4.5 per cent annusLl.y on the c.verage. However, the share of
services in total GDP was still relatively high in 1977 at 54 per cent.

One of the characteristics of the country is the importance of private transfers
by the very important emigrant population working abroad and mainly in the United
States. Thus, total consumption remained constantly higher than GDP at market prices
throughout the 1965-1977 period. The marginal propensities of total and private
consumption are respectively 1.34 and 1.25 for the same period.

Similarly and as a consequence of the consumption pattern, imports represented a
very high proportion of total GDP with an average of 99 per cent. Since exports, mainly
0f hananas - the main export commodity - suffered from the drought conditions, Cape
Verde has constantly had a very large trade deficit estimated to be around 40 per cent
of GDP. This deficit is mainly financed by public aid from abrOad which amounted to
798 million escudOc in 1976 (about 40 per cent of GDP at current prices in 1976).

The performance of investment is relatively satisfactory. The average annual
growth rate over the 1965-1977 period was 4.2 per cent bringing the share of investment
in total GDP to around 18 per cent in 1977. It should be noted that, with respect to
agriculture and industry, the effioienoy of capital in Cape Verde is relatively
s~tisfactory oompared to other oountries of the same subgroup.

Under the assumption of a continuation of the 1965-1977 historical trends for
agriculture, rndust ry , investment and exports and assuming that the share of services
in GDP will drop to around 50 per cent in 1990 and that of consumption to 120 per cent
in 1990, the historical projection gives Cape Verde a growth rate of 2 per cent in
1980-1985 rising slightly to 2.3 per oent in 1985-1990. '.'he oorresponding sectoral
breakdown gives: 3.2 per cent for agrioulture for both periods: 5.4 per cent for industry
for both periods; and 0.5 and 0.75 for services respectively in 1980-1985 and 1985-1990.

Total consumption at constant prices whose share in GDP dropped from 124 per cent
in 1965 to around 123 per cent in 1975 is projected to grow less than GD~ i.e., at 1.8
per cent and 2.1 per cent yearly in 1980-1985 and 1985-1990 respectively. Since invest·
ment is assumed to grow at its historical rate (4.2 percent per annum) the share of the
saVings gap in GDP will rise slightly from around 40 per cent in 1975 to about 43 per
cent in 1990. Similarly, because of the very low growth rate of imports (1.6.per cent



yearly) its share in GDP will drop from 94 per cent in 1975 to 87,1 per cent in 1990.
Therefore the share of the trade gap in GDP is projected to f'a.LL from 42.9 per cent
in 1975 to 33.,7 per cent in .1990.

It is obvious that the above historical projection is very far from the targets
laid down in the various international fora particularly for the Second United Nations
Development Decade (i, e , agricUlture growing at 4 per cent, manufacture at8 per cent,
export ,at 7.per cent, total GDP at 6 per cent, etc,)" It is also obvious that
traditional policy measures are not enough to overcome the very diffioult economic
si t uat.a on in Cape Verde which is reflected in the very big saving and trade gap•. 'I'o
close ,these gaps Cape Verde will need massive assistance from multilateral and bilateral
sources in order to enable the country to exploit its resources and to help in
restructuring its economy through diversification of agricultural and industrial
ac't i vi t i es ,

During a discussion held with the planning officials in Cape Verde about the
planned scenario, it was pointed out that basic structural changes are under way
particularly in agr-i culture , fishing and marine services, For example, the Government
is planning (a) to '.ncreasethe irrigated Lvnd from 2000 hectares in 1978 to 10 000
hectares in the .yea"2000 (b) to increase tHe fishing potentials of the country and
its related activities (refrigerating warehouses, transport infrastructure) and (c) to
f.mpnove the ability of the country in servicing the very heavy traffic in the Atlantic
0cean b0tween the Afr.iean and the American coasts (naval repair and construction stands).
It was therefore observed that an average anilual growth rate of 4 to 4.5 per cent in
the 1980s with agriculture growing in the ~verage ~t 3 io 3 5 per cent yearly is qUite
feasible. .

VII.6 CE11'J:'RAL A]<'RICAN REPUBLIC

The Cent2'al African RepUblic has had a relatively modest performance in the -m
past, Although the country has a good agricultural po,ential with large timber and
forest resource~, agriculture has been growing over the period 1965-1977 at a pace of
only 1.5 perc':'nt per annum. Further, from 1971 to 1977, while agriculture did grow
moderately, industry ieclined from 1973 sharply and the decline has continued SO that
'dllereas between 1965-1970 the rate of increase was 6,5 per cent in '_ndustry, during
1~70-1977 there was a negative trend of -3.53 per cant. This affected also the GDP
growth rate wh i ch st agnat ad.. 'I'he cur-i ous feature of the process j.B that the r-at s of
investment actually grew consistently at 17,6 per cent and rose during 1970-1977
compared to the period 1965-1970. Obviously, for reasons which aie not strictly economic,
tnve st.men t was used. inefficiently or left unused in the period 1965-1970.

For ihe historical projection there are problems of some difficulty as there is a
discontinuity in the rate of industrial production compared to the earlier period.
Lately, it seems 'that things have improved and it is assumed in the projections that
the earlier growth r-at es achieved during 1965-.1970 will prevail. On this assumption,
it may be seen that the agricultural annual rate will continue at ar-ound 103 per cent
while industry wi 11 have a ~maller growth rate of 4,2 per cent in 1980-1985 and 3.8
in 1985-1990, The b~se year for this projection has been ta.~en to be' ~he projected
1975 rather than t he, actUal owing to the vex ] sharp dz-op over 1971·.1975 seen in industry
anu other outpuo figures,
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The historical 'profile giv~s still pe~sistant stagnation in the econo~ with
imports much larger than exports, ~nd the gap between historical exports and imports
assuming big proportions, rising from around CFAF 11 billion in 1975 to CFAF' 25 billion
or more than double in 1990<

An over-all growth rate of 6 per cent requires a 7 per cent growth in industry
against the historical rate of 3,8 per oent eve~ if 'he decline in 1971-1975 is
ignored. It also requires a 405 per cent g~owth rate in agriculture against 1.3 per
cent. Savings is forecast to grow slowly at 3,8 per cent yearly and exports moderately
at 5,8 per cent implying a verJ large savings gap and an even larger trade gap.
Considering the stage of the econo~' it seems that an over-all growth rate of 4.4
per cent of GDP with 305 per cent in agriculture and 5 per cent in industry is a
more feasible target, Such a target will still leave large savings and trade gaps
but the growth rates of the gaps will dece l erat.e over the period although the gaps
in absolute terms will still continue to I/iden"

For any expansion effort, an attempt has to be made to stimulate savings as the
marginal propensity to consume is running 'at 0,98 per cent of the domestic product
and savings therefore are making a very nominal contributi9n toi.nvestment which is
still forecast to g",ow b~ 0'/".' S pe., cent GVo=:-~' year in the 1986s compared to a
savings growth rate of 101 per cent per annum in the same period, Even at this modest
rate' of _growth external inflows, internal curbing of consumption and a stimulation of
exports are all indispensableo

Generally J gl.'vernffien"t of:t:~·:.. ci a.l.s CG!l:i; E~C't ad G:..grct.d ~L th ECA findings for the
performance and prcjections of economic indicatorso They were just puxzled by the
high negative gr-owt h rate given to the performance of the industrial sector during the
period 1970-77, While in fact there has been a fall in the industrial output, parti
cularly in the textile industry, such a fall has not been much higher and it could
range between --1.5 and -1 per cent per annum, The rea-sons given for the low performance
of the agricultural sector are: unexpected weather conditions which distort many
plants, low labour productivity, inefficiency in management particularly for the
state-owned farms, problems of transport and comu.uni cat i on from within and outside the
country,

VII.,7 CHAD

Chad is t~e largest land-locked country in Africa occupying an area of about
1,3 million km , more or less in the centre of Africa. The population is around
4 million only (1976 estimate), giVing a very low population density, About half of
the population is semi·-l1omadic and nomadic herderso

Since independence the country has suffered from chronic problems of drought and
pcl.i,tical instabilitJ' which have generally had unfavourable influences on Chad's
socia-economic development,. The over-call performance of the economy during the base
period 1965-1977 has been very moderate with GDP at factor cost estimated to have
grown at an average annual rate of about 3 p8r cent per annum in this period.
Agriculture, which constitutes nearly 50 1"'-1' cent of GDP, gre;T by 2 per cent yearly
with almost no groWth dci'ing ;;CE' d~Ol'f::1t 8' d mere unet ab Lc period 1970-1977.

•
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Owing in particular to the drougnt, total consumption has been consistently very
high at over 99 pel' cent of GDP, thus Lead.i.ng to an almost ir.zignificant saving ratio.
Consequently, realized Lnvestment s have be'!U.. r-eLat i.veLy low at less than 10 per cent
of total GDP. The difficult climatic cond.i t Lon s also neaessi tated veri b.igh import
levels averaging 30 per cent of GDP, The export performance (mainly J)~ttle) has
fortunately been satisfactory with an average annual growth rate of 8 per cent between
1965 and 1977 and an average share of slightly over 20 per cent of GDP.

Given the past trends and prevailing difficult conditions, the estimated model
parameters were not found reliable enough to give meaningful historical projections
for Chad. Nevertheless a very t entat ive growth scenario was attempted taking into
consideration the likely prcspects of the economy. It is assumed that in the 1980s
no severe droughts will occur like in the past and that the political environment will
improve.

1-1ith these assumptions it is projected that Chad could perhaps achieve an average
annual rate of growth of around 4 per cent in the 1980s. This would require agri
culture and industry to grow by average annual rates of 3.5 per cent and 5 per cent
respectively.· A~ this growth rate, investment would have to grow at a minimum of
9 per 'cent in .real terms between 1980 and 1990•. Obviously given the very high historical
average propensity to consume. this investment growth would result into a very large
saving gap. To reduce this gap to a more manageable level of less than 10 per oent .
it is necessary to have some reduction in the consumption share to around 93 per .c~nt

of GDP. Assuming that the import elastioitywill remain high at a level of around"1.'6,
this implying an average annual growth rate in imports of around 6.5 per cent, exports
would have to maintain the historioal growth rate of around 8 per cent yearly ov~rthe

1980s so as to maintain the trade gap at the level of less than 10 per cent of GDP.
However if the 1970-1977 export growth trend of less than 5 per cent prevails in the 1980s
Chad might have a very large trade deficit unless the import elasticity is drastically
reduced to less than 1 through the expansion in domestic output of both agriculture
and manufacturing Hi th low import content,

Chad Government officials generally agreed with ECA estimations of the economic
indicators and were particularly pleased to find that ECA projection of.GDP for 1980s
mainly coinoides with the one in the Government plan for the period 197~81, that is,
4 per cent per annum, While ECA assumes that such a growth rate would require that
agriculture grow. at 3.5 pe~ cent ~er year and :ndustry 5 per. cent, the Government
projects agriculture to grow at 4.6 per cent and industry at 18 per cent. It was
pointed out that .the Government could then have underestimated GDP growth if such high
sectoral growth rates were to be effective. Since such projection waS made for the
period 197~1, it is possible that they level up with those of ECA during the second
half of the, decade. \-Ihile ECA assumes that to sustain such a growth rate of 4 per
cent in GDP, investments have to grow by 9 per cent, the marginal propensity to consume
has to be vreduced from 99 to 93 per cent, and the import elasticity to. less than 1 so
that theproponiQI'l of trade gap and saving gap in ,GDP falls within reasonable limits,
the Goverl1lllent indicat<t;:that it has no deliberate investment policy, given the
situation that prevails in the country and the resulting uncertainty for foreign and
private investment, It w~s 13ft as a liberal instrume~t of the Government. Thus Chad
economic prospects depend in part on the stability of the country.
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VIL8 HIE Cor'WHO ISLANDS

The Comoros archipelago and t .. " c;"pe Verd" ibiauu.s a.x-e the two least d.eveloped
island countries in Africao Comoros is Locat ed in the northern part -of Mozambique
channel and is composed of f'our- islandE, namely Gronde Comore, Anjouan, l\Iayotte and
Hohe;Li. The population is around 370,000 inha.bitants (1977 estimates) with a very
high density of 356 inhabitants POl' square kilometre. Comoros is one of the African
Least devdoped. 'count r-i e a HHh lO'"eso; GIlP .E.ercapit~ of around $US 75 in 1977 (at 1970
constan, prices). Comoros has a typical tr~pi~al climat0 with occasional cyclones,
wi th however some important differences from one :'sland to anot her ,

Comoros' economy is dependent on agri culture which accounted for around 48.7 per
cent of GDP in 1965-1977, while the respective shares of industry and services in
GDP 24.5 per cent and 26.8 per cent" The main agricultural commodities are essence of
Ylang-Ylang, copra, vanilla, and cloves. Manufacturing and mining are almost non
eXistent, The tourist industry is developing although the infrastructure is still
rudimentary. Politically, the Comoros suffered from its dispute with France over the
status of Mayotte sinceFr~,ce cut all aid leaving the State virtually bankrupto

Over-all the country's performance was relatively poor over the 1965-77 period.
GD? grew only at an aver-age annual rate of 1.8 per cent with agriculture, industry and
services growing respectively at 2,6 per cent, 2,4 per cent and 0"2 per cent. The
poor performance of the services sector is due mainly to the fact that since the
dispute with France, the former colonial power, services dropped sharply because of
the departure of many civi.L servants to ~,ayotte and also because of a decrease in the
activities of smalltraderso en addition an important number of companies ceased
operations after ·'he depar-ture of t he French community. As regards the demand side,
consumption grew o_t a faster rate than GDP at market prtces, leading to a relatively
high rate of saving gap to GDP (25 per cent in 1975), Similarly, since imports were
growing much faster than exports (4,1 percen, and 3 per cent respectively), the trade
gap also increased '0.0 around 25 per cent of GDP, However, bo: .i imports and consumption
were reduced in 1976 bringing ciuvJn sl;'61r~:J bot h tilE: ..:;a~jin5 and ·~he trade gap.

These historical trends were project.ed using either exogenous historical growth
rates or fitted equaticns for some demand variables. The historical projection gives
an over-all average annual erowth rate of GDP of 205 per cent in 1980-1990.

Sa.vings arc expe c.ted to I'iS9 sJ.ightly with an average annual, gr;)wth r-ate of
4.9 per cent in 1980-1985 Rnd 4,5 per cent in 1985-1990, Because of the relatively
high growth rate of imports (409 per cent in 1980-1985 and 404 per cent in 1985-1990)
and. given the historical trend of exports (3,1 per cent), the trade gap will rise to
34 per cent of GDP in 1990, This obviously is very high and cannot be easily overcome
by Comoros, It would therefore ~equire massive capital inflow from-abroad.

As in the other i aland or Land-docked countries, the main development issue
challenging Comoros is a complete restructuring of its economy through greater mobiliza
tion of its resources both numan and natural, The Comoros officials have already
identified certain areas OIl which urgent action is needed,namely,

- the redistribution of unexploi ted lands of largA land·-owners to small farmers;

the expansion of foo~-crop production in order to reduce imports;

the development .of infrastruccure of roads and ports.
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Moreover, there is a need of increasing cultivable land. Because of the tradi
tional farming practice,' there is soil erosion and very little cultivable land remains
available. 'According toFAO estimates, the arable and permanent crop land remained
constant throughout the 1965-19H period.

VII.9 ETHIOPIA

Ethiopia belongs to the fourth 'group of'least developed countries with a ~
capita inoomein1977 at constant 1970p;rices below :no per-annum , Pa;rt of the country
is drought-p;J;'one but it has also considerable potential for both agricultural and
industrial development. 'The presence pf large, ;rich and uncultivated tracts of land
provides the c'oUnfry with an enormous ag;ricultural pot ent.a al., which, if fully exploited
could contribute substantially to raising its per capita income.

~. ~ , , , ,.

To, analyse the major economic Lnd'i cators of the count ry for the period 1965"-77 it,
has to be remembered that" the country pas;sed through a' revolutionary transformation of
HS socio-economic structure during th6'1:cdOs which fundamentally changed its major
instl:tlltlons. In addition i:t expetienc~d a severe droughtdu;ring 1970-1974~hich '
claimed many lives and depressed, agricultur:l1 output. Under such profound changes
past indicators fail as good guidelines for the future. Indeed, ,over 1965-1970 the
rate of growth in Ethiopia was 4 per cent per annum with 3.1 per cent in,'l1g'Ticulture
and 10.8 per cent in industry. Its imports showed a slow decline of'-0.4 per cent with
exports growing at 0.7 per cent and investment increased by 1.6 per cent per annum. It
has marginal propensity to consume 0.88. The economy had thus generally a moderate
growth in l1g'Ticultu.re and industry corresponding to its rate of growth of population
of 2.3 per cent and was just moving ahead with some bias towards industry. But over
the period 1970-77 owing to disturbances and drought practically every indicator showed
a sharp fall. The growth rate of both agriculture and industry declined respectively
to 0.8 and 1.8 per cent compared to previous figures of j.land 10.8. The corresponding
growth rate in GDP at constant 1970 factor costs which was 4 per cent per annum declined
to 2.9 percent per annum respectively. Thedec,line in agriculture results mostly from
the drought situation while that of industry from the security situation in the
northern regions where about 30 per cent of industrial complex is located. This decline
has been associated also with the falling'level of investment in industry which includes
building and construction to -6.8 percent compared to 1.6 in 1965-1970. Exports
increased from 0.7 to 2.5 per cent and imports roseslight1y from -0.4 to -0.2 per cent.
'I'he marg~~ai propensity of consumption increased f'r-om O. 8li 'to 0.93.

Given such a course ofhi.storical development, it is extremely difficult to make
prediction on the basis of historical trends of th~ last se~en to eight years. For
the projection of the historical trends it W/iS, assumed that"the relative stagnation
that occurred during the period 1970-1977 would be overcome and that the impact of
the structural transformation that took place would initially put the eco~omy back on
the trend of 1965-+970 as an introduction to accelerated development in the future.
Under such an assumption the growth rate over the period 1980-,1990 moves around 4.5
per cent per annum, with agriculture moving uniformly at just over 3 per cent and
industry with around 7.5 per cent. ~"vestment would grow at over 7.5 per cent at
constant prices with the 'savings gap widenine from arcund 1 per i cerrt of GDP to about
11 per cent. Exports move more\310wly at around 2.5 per cent yearly whi.Le imports rise
to 3.6 per cent by 1990. The g/iP between the historical trends of imports and exports
however do not grow by more than one per cent per annum during 1980-1990. But the
savang gap corrt i nues to plague the economy and for balancing its national accounts it
will have to resort to increase~ foreign borrowing.
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An over-all target growth rate of 6 per cent to 6,5 per cent over 1980-1990
r3q~ir~s an average annual g~owth rate ,in 'agriculture of around 4 per cent yearly and
Lnduet ry at 10"8 per cent per annum respectively during 1980-1990. Investment will
have to grow at over 6 per cent at constant prices accelerating to 11.8 per cent. in
J990" Correspondingly, imports will have to rise up to 4.97 per cent per annum over
the period. But in view of the greater control over imports taken up by the Govern
ment it is believed that imports will possibly be more restricted leading to a
be t t er balance between savings and i.nvestments by restricting consumption of imported
goods to bring the trade gap to measurable dimensions.

An alternative planned 'projection for Ethiopia has been made not depending,on the
model, mainly from the demand s,ide. According to this projection, a growth rate of
OT!p in real terms of 6,,2 per cent per annum is feasible for the period 1980-1990, ,if
tC'tal consumption is constrained to grow by around 5 per cent per annum and exports,
whioh contribute about 12 per cent'of'c;TIJOj"grow at 5 per cent per annum. This growth
cf GDP requires investment to grow at 15.7 per .cent per annum with a cor-r-eapondang
Lncr-ea.so in the growth rate of imports at 602 per cent per annum. 'l'he share of imports
in GDP is to be,maintained constant at 16.3 per cent over this period while that of
investment would have to Lncrease from 10.3 per cent in 1975 to '20.4 per cent in'1990.
Correspondingly, the share of savings in GDP would have, to amornt to 15 per cent to be
ctLe to finance the increased i.nve s'tmer.t wit;lOut ~"longer inflow of external aid. The
i~pliGation of such a planned projection is that by 1990 both the trade gap and the
saving gap will balance and thhr share in GDP will be less, than 7 per cent,

VII.10 THE GAMBiA"

1he Gambia is in the first group of countries with a relatively high rate of GDP
0f ~US 118 ver capita. But the Gambia is subject to wide fluctuations resUlting from
severe Qrought which makes long-term projections rather difficult. Over the historical
p~riod 1965-1977 the Gambia recorded an average annual growth rate of 5.13 per cent in
GDP with 4.96 per cent in agriculture, 4,,9 per cent in industry and 5.5 per cent in
services, Imports grew at 10 per cent per year and'over 1965-1977 the average share
of ampor-t s was 56036 per cent of GDP at market prices compared with 51.25 per cent for
exports" Import elasticity was much higher at 2.31 against an export elasticity of
L 40 in 1965·~1970. The fitted consumption function 16 in an unusual form giving a
marginal propensity exceeding 1. The form of the function 'was therefore changed to
C "= by in place of'C = a + by giving a marginal prope~sity to consume "at 0.929 onc .. c·the aS3umption that both the average and marginal propensity to consume are equal. On
"he basis of the historical parameters the projections show a growth rate of 5.6 per
cent over the years 1980-1990 with agricultu,re growing at 5.6 per cent and industry
at 6,2 per cent, Since the share of industry is still very small, its growth rate
does not affect the over-all growth rate significantly.

The historical projection of investment shows also an average annual growth rate
"r 6 per cent and the investment-savings gap at this rate of growth rises from 1.7 per
cent of GDP in 1975 tv 801 per cent of GDP in 1990.

Imports have a '.3ndency to grow faster than exports,' being 5.5 per cent yearly in
1985-l990 compared to 3.6 per cent per annum for the historical growth rate of exports
in the same period, This also indicates a growth trade gap.

•
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A growth rate of.6 per cent. as a target requires agriculture to grow at 5.6 per
cent, 1ndustry at 8>pe>:' cent and. services at 5.8 per cent yearly over the period
1980-l990.ConsumptJ.0l1,and particularly government consumption, seems .very high
with a, lo,,/savings. propensity. , The consequence of this is that, under this more
ambitious target, the savings gap expands faster to record 23.7 per cent of GDP in
1980-1985 and 10.5 per cent in 1985-1990. The trade gap is also projeoted to grow
much faster, as imports grow at 5.8 per cent in 1985"'1990 against historical exports
at 3.7 per pent. .'. .

. .
It is obv i ousrt hat a faster growth rate of 8 per cent in industry and 5.9 per

cent in total GDP; which is'feasible, would require a stricter control over the growth
rate of consumption and imports and will be dependent to some extent on favourable
weather conditions.

vrr.a; GUINEA
, ~ 1 •.1 .'

The Eer capita income of Guinea of $US 81 per annum in 1977 ·at: constant 19T'
prices places it below the median position am~ng the least developed countries. It
has several'deposits as yet not developed and reasonably good agricultural prospects.
Hcwever,produqtion, in •.mineral extraction and, in agriculture has so far been poor.
The GDPgrowth rate during 1965-1970 was actually negative (~0.38) although there was
a substan.tial improvement in the 19700:'1977PEiriod during which t~tal GDP grew at 3.13'
per cent per annum. lihile population grew at an average 'annual rate of over 2.5 per
cent, the GDP average annual growth rate amounted to 1.65 during 1965-1977 thus implying
a fall,in per capita income. Agriculture did very badly over the period 1970-1977,
declining by-2.34 per cent per annum, and the net growth rate over 1965-1977 has
beeninegat i veia.Lt hough regist,.,red.industry grew at 6.92 per cent per annum during
1970-1977•• However the performance of agriculture was better during the period
1973-1977, (about '3.2 per cent 'annually in the average). Exports have been growing in
Guinea at the very .Low..z-at e of 2.77 per cent in 1970-1977 wllile imports have been
growing at 6 per, cent, >T!l.i'ch implies. an increasing trade gap. In fact the trade gap
has widened during 1970-1977 to over 3 per cent of GDP. Import elasticity is high
and investment is growing at 5.64 per cent yearly against an average growth rate of
2.48 per cent yearly implying an increasing savings gap.

A qistorical projection of Guinea shows a growth rate of 3.5 per cent in 1915-1980 .
going up to 6 per cent in 1985-1990. Agriculture is assumed to grow at 3 per cent,
>Thich is .almost the same as for the period 1973-1977, but industry should accelerate
frcm 4.41 per cent in 1985-1990. The savings growth rate would seem to stabilize at
about 8.5 per cent >Tith investment growing faster than savings in 1980-1990. The
sav.ingsgap will therefore >Tiden from about 4.5 per oent of GDPin 1975 to 6 per cent
in 1990. The trade gap >Till also widen from 4.5 per cent of GDP to 6 per cent over
t4e. same period. It seems that the trade gap and savings gap go hand in hand, with an
implied export growth rate of 7 per cent.

Since m~st of the variables have a moderate growth rate over the projection pericd
it seems that the historical trends may be achieved with scme effort at increasing
savings and export s, tiith slightly more energetic policies, Guinea could achreve a'
3.5 per cent gr-owth in agriculture and reach an average export growth rate of 7 per cent
by 1990. With such a stimulation Guinea could achieve a more balanced growth rate
between agriculture and industry. This will reduce both the trade gap and the savings
gap slightly and make the path of growth more balanced. This will put Guinea on a stable
path to growth after a long period of economic stagnation particularly in agriculture.
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For 'Guinea officials of planning and statistics the projections result were
found a 'bit' optimistic even for the historical scenarLo, Particularly, it was noted
that agri'culture might not reach a growth rate of 3 pe'r cent given the histori'cal ..
trend. However planning officials in Guinea found the pro'jected growth of industry
reasonable given the mining potential.

'Ali:houghGiiinec:. offici lIs are hot vory optimistic' for agriculture, efforts are
currently teingtnduoin providing equipment to and organizing the rural sector. Hence,
these efforts oombi ned with the industrial potential of the country might lead t" an
over-all average annual growth of 5 to 6'per oent in'thee coming decade.

VII .12 LESOl'HO

The Kingdom of Lesotho is mountainous, small (30,355 km2 ) and completely surrounded
by the Republic of South Africa. Of the total surface area in the country, less than
400,000 pctares (13 per cent of the land area) is arable•

• According to - he 1976 population censis , the ~jure population of Lesotho was<
L2 mil].ion and wac e st imat eu "0 be, increasing at about 2.3 per cent yearly. Over
90 per oent of the population live~ in rural areas on subsistence livestock rearing and'
crop Product,ione The, cocntryt s GDP gives a- 'per capita income of less than 68 rand
($US 95) i~ 1977 at constant 1970 prices"

Agricd'c".re is tho largost productive sector accounting for an average of 38 per
cent of GDP and over 70 per cent of experts in the 1970-1977 period. However, even at
such a share of agric\4tural output in total production, Lesotho is not self-sufficient
in food. A large, part of the cereal requirements (especially maize) is imported. '
About 50 "e1' cent of the agricultural value ad.led comes 'from livestock, comprising
sheep, goats, horses and a small herd of cattle. The crGp sector is limited by the
avadLabf Lf ty of land and onl.l' small quantities of wheat, sorgnum, maize and pulses are
grown, It is-e~timated ttat as little as 30 per cent of the value 'of agricultural
production is monetizedQ

The secondary seotor (inclUding mining and transport) i~ very small with a share
in -total 'Gl)P of -Leas t hcn .1.0 :;Jer cent in the 1970-1977 period. On the other hand,
the tel:t'iary sector :;'s,very highaecounting for over 50 per' cent of total domestic
output, Generally. -the Lesotho economy has a very low absorptive capacity to absorb
resources productivelyo

The total dcmea't'.c product in Lesot.ho is not enough to cover domestio expenditure.
Historicall!, total, consumption has exceeded GDP by an average of about 50 per cent.
Also, often , gross national product is not sufficient to cover t herdomeat Lo expenditure.
Most of the expendi turc is in consumption with investment accounting for only about
10 per cent of GilP" 'I'hi s type of structure highlights Lesotho's high dependence on the
remittance from workers auroad, foreign aid, grants and budgetary assistance. It is
estimated that over 50 per: cent of the total labour force is employed outside the
country, earninga:'",ut as much as Lesotho's GDP although total cash remittances back
to Lesotho 'ar-e t errt a t i.veLy est Lmated b.t about 35 per cent of total earnings•

. '
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Between 1970 and 1971 total GDP increased at an average annual rate of about.
2.4 per cent yearly,

Agriculture showed a modar-at e ::'mp:rov"m,,,,t, r"covel'ing·from the negative grotolth
trend of the 1965-1970 period, Over-all value added in the agricultural sector
increased by about 1 per cent yearly petween 1965-1970,

. The declining eXport growth trend Of J965-l970 was also reversed in the 1970s with
export volume growing by 14,6 per cent yearly between 1970 and 1977. Imports also grew
very fast at an average annual rate of 18,4 per cent between 1970 and 1977. However,
the large trade deficit~that would have been implied by the high rate of imports was, tG
an extent, covered by higher net earnings of Basotho working abroad and ~ an increase
in the receipt of aid, .

Gross fixed investment in real terms increased steadily between 1970 and 1911
by an estimated average annual rate of 8.5 per cento However, the economy continued
to be~~:mstrained by the low absorptive capacity end the low produCtivity•

. The 'economy of Lesotho is. still tied very much to the South African economy wh1ch
absorbs muohof its' labour force at cheap wage rates, Lesotho is a member of the
Customs Union with.South Africa, Its projection, therefore, must be accompanied by
the caution .that South African eoonomyby and large is the major determinant for
Lesotho,. The projecticn of historical growth rate shows a declining rate from 6 to
503 per cent over 1980.;.1990, The decline affects both agrictiltureand industry.
T'he latter 'goes down from 8,:, per cent to 5,,5 per cent in 1990 and the former from
8.3 per cent in 1975-1980 to 5,5 per cent in 1985--1990,

The rate of growth of savings actually is negative, while investment at constant
prices grows very slowly at 1, 1 per cent yearly by 1990, Exports shoW: a slightly
better growth rate of 3d7per cent yearly ill 1985-1990 against an import growth rate
of 8.;' per cent, thus implying an a.ncr'eaai.ng trade gap;

In view' of the . dependence . of Leaot ho ' s economy on South Africa, no attempt . was
made to make projections pn .the basis of the targets contained in the Strategy for
the Second Development Decade, particularly since it is believed that the'growth rates
projected on the basis of historical trends give a better indication of the likely
prospectsfo;<, Leaotho for the period 1980-19900

It should benot.ed that according to various offioials in Lesotho, the projected'
performance in the ·coming deoade will depend to some extent qn the economic and
political deveLopmenra in southern Africa. Lesotho is. influenced by many jlllcertain
factors like. migrant labour income and the Customs Union revenue whic~ are olosely
linked to, the deveLopnerrt s -Ln the South Afri.can economy, In addi t i on, some officials
noted that due to· the unpredictable climatic conditions in Lesotho, agricultural
output is erratic and might not grow relatively as fast as in the last few years when
weather conditions have been favourable, Thus the average annual growth rate. for
agriculture during the 1980s might be only around 3 per cent.yearly. ,However, it is
believed, that an over-all average growth rate of CDP of 6 per cent during .1980-1990
can be achieved.
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VIIo 13 lilALA\H

Although at present Malawi is in the middl~ rane~ among least developed countries,
ite performance oVer the past decade has been very good and it seems to be forging
ahead with a healthy economy. The hsstcrical rate of growth of Malawi has been 8.21

." per cent yearly over 197Q..·1977 with agrioultu.I'e growing at 6.14 per cent and industry
at 10.8 per cent., The over-all average growth rate in GDP during 1965-1977 was 6.58
per 'cent' per annum, It is thus already ahead of the over-all Second Development
Decade target of 6 per cent. It had a marginal propensity to oonsume of 0.75 in
1965-1977 and 0.67 for the private marginal propensity to consume. There is thus a
reasonable level of savings in the sccnomy., Ilith a share of investment averaeing
l7~96 per cent of GDP, at market prices and saVings at 13045 per cent, the savings gap
iS~l.'elatively small. The tendency of the gap is to narrow down, showing that the
country is increasingly financing its own investments, With exports growing at 10.7

'per cent over 1965-1977 and imports at 7.2 per cent, the trade gap also seems to be
under control.

Using the historical trends in the growth rate Malawi can achieve average growth
rates of 6.9 per cent in 1980-1985 and 7,83 per, cent an 1985-1990 in GDP, with

• ,_.• agriculture growing at about 4,4 and 5,8 per cent per year in 1980-1985 and 1985-1990
respectively•. Industry may grow at the rate of 8.8 and 8.~ per cent to 8.3 per cent
during 1980-1990. SaVings show a growth rate of 7.5 to 7.9 per cent. The savings
gap thus remains at a slightly lower rate of growth of 9 per cent as against 10.9 per
cent during 1975-1980, Imports are rising from 6.2 per cent in 1980-1985 to 7~O per
cent in 1985-90 as against a'historical export growth rate of 8 to 8.6 per cent over
the period. The trade gap ,thus seems to be growing owing to the higher growth rate
of imports but as a percentage of GDP in 1990 the gap is around 0.87 per cent, which
is quite~acceptable.

From past performance it seems that Malawi can manage a more ambitious target of
7.6 per cent in 1985-1990, rising to 8.4 per cent in 1985-1990 by adopting a higher
industrial growth target of 10 per cent. This will leave a savings gap of 6.7 per cent
of GDP at market prices and a trade gap of only 2.6 per cent of' GDP in 1990. Malawi
may therefore shift to a higher growth targe, without seriously endangering stability
either in internal savings-investment or in the balance of the trade account. This
will also help to diversitJ its economy and SUbstantially reduce dependence on imports
by gradually introducing import substitution in domestic consumer goods and generating
more employment.

The planning officials expressed agreement with the parameters estimated for
Malawi's economy for the period 1965-1977. It was, however, cautioned that while
Malawi has had a very good growth performance in the past years, a 7.6 per cent growth
rate in the 1980-1985 period might be optimistic unleSS there is some real improvement
in (a) the marginal land which is now being brought under cultivation, (b) the avail
ability of market for commodities like tobacco, and (c) the availability and prices of
agricultural inputs. Over-all, a target average growth rate in GDP of 6 per cent
yearly and a target rate of 10 per cent in industry were believed attainable in the
19806. '

The officials also made special note of the necessity for some specific policies
in the coming decade. These include (a) export stabilization for commodities produced
by the least developer' countries, (b) extensive improvement of internal and regional
transport networks,and (c) more capital injection in agriculture.

•

•
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VII.14 MALI

Mali ranks very low among the least developed group with a per capita. GDPof only
SUS 59. per annum in 1977 at 1970 constant prices. It is land-locked and is seve~ly

drought pr-ones. Considering .these severe handicaps it is no wonder that Mali ha.da'
GDP growth rate of about .3 per cent as against a populatiqn growth rate of over 2.5
per cent per annum. Value added growth rate declined sharply from 3.6 per cent during
1965-1970 to 1.4 per cent over 1970-:.1977 owing to contim,lingdrought. Industry did
better but its base is. still too weak to sustain a high growth rate. Imports, are
constricted by droughts and fell from 8.6,'per 'cent per annum during 1965-1970 to 6.2
per cent inl970-1977 with a share of, 30 per cent of GDP in 1970-1977 as c,ompared to
20.7 pe;- cent in 1965-1970. Investment. also fell from 5.4 per cent to 0.8 per cent in
the second half of the pe;-iod. The gap between expor-t s and imports as a percentage of
GDP rolle from. 6 per cent to nearly 8 per cent. Marginal propensity to consume over
the period,as a whole was 83 per cent, of which ovez- 21 per cent resulted from
government consumption which tended to grow over the period.

Caution has to be taken in projecting for Mali owing both to uncertainties of
weather and drought aS,well as. the problem of the rising trade gap.

The proje6tion of historical trends shows M.ali .gro",ing from 2.6 per cent in . , "
1975-198Cl'to 3.1 per cent in 1980-1985 and 3.3 per cent in 1985-1990. Agriculture"
hovers between 2,7 per cent ~o 2.9 per cent while industry can just about exceed
3,6 to 3.7 per cent over the decade. Even with such a low growth rate Mali has a
saving gap ~hich however declines from 5.96 per cent of GDP at market prices to
1.3 per cent in 1990. The trade gap also slowly decreases over the period 1980-1990.
All in all, the historical growth rate is pr-obabky jachi.evab.Ie provided the weather
conditions are not too unfavourable.

The Second Development Decade target growth rate of around,,6.0 per cent in
1980..1990 makes it necessary tc have a 4.5 per cent ,growth rate in agriculture and
about an e pe;- cent growth rate in industry. The savings gap remains low and stab.le
at between 2 percent and 0.7 per cent of GDP. Assuming an over-all annua), growth
rate of 7.5 per cent for exports the trade gap slowly decreases from 7 per cent in
1980 to 4.3 per cent of GDP in 1985 as against the current one of 9.3 per cent· in
1975. In view of the proneness to drought it seems that a 4.5 per cellt growth rate
in agriculture is on the optimistic side as is the 8 per cent growth rate in industry.
Financing the trade gap also seems to be a difficult problem as exports seem
constrained by the unfavourable weather conditions.' A medium target of around 4.6
per cent of GDP over the decade with 3.5 per cent in agriculture and 6 per cent in
industry seems more feasi~le. Such a growth rate will alijo keep the savings gap iow.
More important, at' a 4.6 per cent growth rate the trade gap wili be relatively low by
1990 falling from 9.3 per cent of GDP in 1975 to 3.1 per cent of GDP in 1990, provided
that expor-t.s could grow at an average annual rate of about 7 per cent in the coming
decade.

The. performance of Mali in spite of adverse factors indicates that such a target
is within' the c~p~city of the country given normal conditions.

.....
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VII.15 THE NIGER

The Niger i.s,a_QQJmtry in the second group of least ,developed countries with 'l;.

per cagi't-aGDP of $US 106 in 1977 at 1910 constant prices. ,Historicalperformaride'
was modest with an average annual growth rateof}.5 per cent over'1965-1977, wi,h
2.} peI' cent in agriculture, 6'.1 percent in industry and 4.5 per cent in service's.
On j:he,assumpti,on of-a continuation of the historical growth rate intel' the next ,
decade, '1980-1990, t~,r agricultural sector should be 'able to grow a1 2.911er 'cent
during 1980-1985 and ~.9 per' cent in 1985'-1990. Industry will have to grow around
8 per cent in 1980 and 8.6 'per bent during 1985-1990. This leads toa savingsga:~ "
growing!from }.}per'cerrt of GDP to5k5 per cent during 1985-1990. The implie~

exportsr,that' wilJ equate the trade gap to the savings gap have' to grow at an average ".
annual 'rate of 6.6 pel' cent during 1985'-1990 compared to },I:I percent in 1975-1980.'
It may be seen that historical exports are lagging further behind, growing at only'
4.7 per cent in 1985'-1990 against the implied export growth rate of 6,6 per cent it..
t he same pexi od., " '

With a target of 6 per cent yaarly for'GDP growth in agriculture has to rise tb
6.4 per cent as against 3.8 per cent, 'which is the historical rate;' a big push is also'
needed in the industrial sector up to I} per cent per year in 1980-1985 tapering off
to 9.} per'centper annum in 1985'-1990, the corresponding Ngure' for 'the 'histortcai,
rate being around 8 ,er cent. The savings gap will grow 'faster than GD~ gi'owth rate;' \
namely at 8 per cent yearly and the balancing expor-t groltth:tatewilI' ha~e to be , ' ,
almost double the historical at 8 per bent yearly as <lg'ainst ,the hisliotfca14.'7 .' ,-
per cent. Considering the fairly large expanai on reqirfred in industf.Y.:'asalso .in the'
expoJrt eff-ort it seems that a more feasi bletargetwould be as per ""nt 'growth i:ate • '
of GDP, instead of the 6 per cent yearly. This will ease off the 'implied growth 'of "
exports of 7.2 per cent yearly against 4.7 per cent yea1'ly ill "the"coining'decade. '

The average annual growth rates in real investment remains at'8.5 per"cent .
throughout 19/30-19QO while the savings gro,,;th rat-e rises from 5.6' to' u yearlY 'during ~

this period. 'l'he savings gap thus shows a (lec"line as does the gap between historical
exports and imports. There is, however, a smaller gap between' imports and historj:cal
exports which isto be covE¢edby foreign inflow. 'F'or the Niger the performance' in
agricultural growth rate ana industrial growth rates should makath~ transition to a
5 per cent target feasible. '

~wanda is one of the I~~st. ),l~veloped grouJ;l,with a low per capita income. Ii; is
small, is densely populated and land-19cked. Its industrial base i? weak; forming less,
than, 5 p~r cent of GDP,and sUbs~stence:~ricultureis still substantiai_ Naturally,
therefore, its growth has depended on favourable weather and industrial development
has been rather slow particularly during 1970-1977, although it did have a high growth
rate for the period 1965-1970. During 1970-1977 its GDP grew at around 2.93 per cent
yearlyagain~t a population growth, rate .of 2,[< per cent yearly. ' Indeed per capita
income over this period rema~ned almosv stagnant. Industry has grown at 9nly 1.4 per
cent yearly over 1970-1977, Exports have shown some growth because of coffee but
corresponding to an import rate of 8 per cent yearly in 1970-1977 the export growth
rate has been over 4 per cent.

•
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marginaL. propensity to consume hshown, to be .796 during 197Q-197Y but', this
does r.ot tc.ke account of the':subsistence production which would have made it
In fact over' the whole period 1965-1977 the marginal propensity to consUme
over 93.7'~er cent of GDP at market prices~

Iii th the share of exports in GDP 'growing more slowly, imports exceed experts by
OV8r 6 per cent of GDPo

The elasticity of consumption is close to 1 while elasticity of imports, is
over 1(.2.....

"''I.'h9 incremental capa.t a.L output ratio seems to be f,].uctuating Widely between 0051
aJ1d3.80 and canl10t ])e relied. upon.

All the above factors indicate that the growth rate is botfnQ.,to be moderate.'. A
pr-o jecti onvof" the h,istori.cal growth rate shows a growth rate 'o:('GDPat:ound 4.8 per,
cent ye~7lyover 1980-1990 .with agriculture growing at OVer 5. per cert yearly while
industry end services grow at around 4 to 4.4 per cent. As there has been some
industrial. development and hence capital formation, the savings gap seems to'be
widening and in 1990 will be 13.7 p~r cent of GDP at market pric~s a<;ainst 5.8 per cent
in 19750 Thus, there is a serious and Lncreasang vshor-t age of resources for development.

Projected imports incr~ase from 19.5 per cent to GDP at market prices in 1975 to
2703 per cent in 1990 a<sainst .thecorresponding figure of ·expo;'ts rising from 12.3 to
17 08 1'".' cent of GDP.The trade gap thus is also widening fairly fast.

Achievement of the Second United Nations Development Decade target of 6 per oent
i« vo-:y implauSible. AgriouHureis already growing quite fast and there is no
possibility of raising it significantly. The only possible way of attaining a faster
e:,:,owtll rate is by pushing up industrial development which, howe"er, is also constrained
Dy tile sOlaJ.l local market and,le,ck of direct connexion with por-e s out saderthe count:!'.)'•.
Assuming optimistioally a grqwth rate of 8 per cent over'1980-l990 in indus~ry.an4
1,,6 per' cent in agriculture, the .over-all growth rate could attain 5.2 per cent.
eluring 1986-l99Q., But the immediate, consequence of that is a large savings gap.
",noullt'ing to nearly 14 per cent of GDP at market prices, which is also the case in the
l;.~~to~ical"'p:rojectfqn.. - . ~

CCho h'ade gap also grows to 17 per. cant 'of' GDP at this growth rate. This
otvi,,:<,cly points to the conclusion that a moderate growth rate of around 5 percent
may" be 11 reasonable target,.. for the·co\Ultry. But even this groi<thrate will imply
l~.rgercL"pital inflow from abr-oad and stability in export earnings from coffee.

R.wnda officia],s generally agreed with the parameters e stimat ed rand the projec.·
Hons made by ECAoHowever, they indicated that the projections 'based on the
hisGc.'lcd trends .are not likely to occur in Rwanda. The ,Gov'ernment,in: ~.the prepara.tion
for tl,,, eocond five-year plan of economic, oocial andcult'ura:l deve.Lopment (1977-1981 t,
projects GDP to grow by 5.9 per cent annually.'Co:r'respbnding to this growtil,
arrricultural out put ,is projected to grow at an ,average rate of 5. per cen~t per year
(although the cereal prodllotion is assumed to grow'at 3.8 per oent), and ind~try

and sp:ririces at /Ill average annual rate of 7.1 per cent and 7.2 per cent, respectively.
Tho pro~ecti.ons on the demand side are ad follows: total consumption 505 per cent
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per year; investments 5.9 per cent (same as GDP growth), exports 12.6 per cent and
imports 7.5 per cent., These government proj$ctions actua.l Iy correspond with EGA 's
projections for the scenario 2. It alsc seems t~t EGA fear for the reduction of
saving and trade gaps can be dispressed in view of the fact that several developed
countries and international organizations pledged to help Rwanda sustain a higher
growth rate of its economy for the coming years.

VII.17 SOMALIA

Somalia is around the median group with a per capita GDP of $US 102 in 1977 at
1970 constant prices. It is also a country with semi-arid tracts subject to occasion.a.l
drought and partially within the area designated as drought-prone. As a consequence.
Somalia is subject to the vagaries of weather and it.s agriculture and exports are
accordingly subject to large fluctuations. This was particularly evident in part
of the period 1970-1977. As a result, performance over 1965-1977 and particularly
1970-1977 was very modest. There was a growth rate of only 1.21 per cent yearly over
1965-1977 in agriculture and 4.13 per cent in GDP with a population growth rate of
around 2.5 per cent per annum, leading to a_ very slow growth rate in per capita food
production. But industry in Somalia continued growing although the rate recorded
during 1970-1977 was 6.74 per cent as compared to 9.5 per cent in 1965-1970. The result
was a rising import growth rate of 10.3 per cent yearly as'imports of both consumer
and capital goods increased. Imports grew to a share of 28.3 per cent of GDP at
market prices against 14.9 per cent in export share and a serious trade gap emerged,
which has led to stricter import controls and a deliberate attempt at producing more
food to reduce food imports after 1975. The consumption function of the usual type
gives Somalia a marginal propensity to consume of over 1 and, as this has not been
used for projection in view of the import control over incremental consumer's gcods,
a function was fitted in the term G = bY giving a marginal propensity to consume of
0.92, which now equals the average propensity to,consume.

The projecticn of historical trends gives Somalia a growth rate of 5.4 per cent
yearly in 1980-1985 rising to 6.1 in 1985-1990. The corresponding breakdown gives
only L2 - 1.3 per cent growth in agriculture with.industry growing by 7 per cent
in 1980-1985 and 8.1 per cent in 1985-1990. , ,This growth rate shows a rate of growth
of savings of 5.4 per cent yearly in 1985-1990 and 6 per cent in 1985-1990 against
a corresponding growth rate of investment in real terms of 6.9 per cent in 1980-1985
and 7.3 per cent yearly in 1985-1990. The investment savings gap therefore widens up
to 1990 by an average annual rate of 7.9 per cent.

The picture is bleak as regards the trade,gap. Exports are projected to grow at 
1.8 per cent yearly over 1981~1990 with imports growing at over 6 per cent.

The historical projection nearly coincides with the, target growth rate of GDP
for the Seoond Development Decade of 6 per cent Ysarly 'and ina.\' therefore be recom
mended as the obvious target. In vi'ew of the fact that agriculture is highly
fluctuating' and there' is a gro,hngimp'ort gap, h.owever, it is difficult to achieve
a higher-growth rate than the historical one~hioh already includes policy measures
of the Government. Even in achieving the historical growth rate the country has to
adopt strict measures for curbing imports and consumption and close the savings gap
and the trade gap to some extent as both of th~m are qUite high. For Somalia the
historical rate may be 'recommended as sufficiently close to the target and as a
feasible growth rate for the economy under favourable circumstances.
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In general, government officials accepted with some reservations such a
historical projection of 6 per cent growth of their economy and were even surprised
to sea that a high growth of 4.2 per cent in GDP in real terms was reached during
the period 1970-77 in spite of disastrous drought of 1973-74, oil crises and other
impending internal and external elements of development that affected the most import
sectors of the economy: agriculture,livestock and part of the agro-industries. Up to

, now no national accounts of the country have yet been finalized and published in order
t" na'-s a comparison with ECA's estimations about the magni t ude and growth of the
gross domestic product in real terms and its components. However, government
offiCials believe that the country's per capita'income estimated to $US 102 in
1977 (see table 1) is a little bit higher than the one estimated by the Government
which is SUS 82 in 1976 at constant 19TO priDes. They also indicated that with
tho new programme for irrigation of th19areas along the 5habelle river .and the Juba
valley, agricultural output should increase by more than 1.3 per cent per year as
projected by ECA. Indeed the government agricultural target is to be self-sufficient
in food by 1990.

VII.18 THE SUDAN

The Sudan is a country in the higher per capita income group of the least
developed group. Historical performance in the Sudan points to an average annual
growthrat€ of GDP of 3.5 per cent with a meagre yearly gro.rth of 0.3 per cent in
agriculture and 5.1 per cent in industry. If this continues the' economy may grow
around 4.5 per cent, yearly during 1980-1985 and 5.5 during 1985-1990, with agriculture
growing by around 1.2 per cent yearly in 1980-85 and 1.4 per cent in 1985-90. The
corresponding industrial growth rate will be 7.6 an~ 8.5 per cent. The savings
investment gap derived from the model is expected to grow up to 1980-1985 rising to
around 12,4 per cent of GDP and thereafter decline slightly during 1985~1990 to 11.1
per cent. It thus seems that along this historical growth path the Sudan is on the
way to a declining savings-investment gap. As regards the trade gap the Sudan may
actually achieve a surplus on export account as the historical export growth is
prog1assively growing more than the equilibrium import growth on the same path. This
has been largely due to the export diversification policy of the Sudanese Government
which has had a beneficial effect from 1975 onwards. This indicates that the Sudan
can try to achieve a higher growth rate without facing a serious trade gap,

The Sudan's major problem is the very poor performance in agriculture. Investment
may be directed to improving agriculture performance which has great potential. The
Sudan should aim at a 4 per cent average annual growth rate in agriculture compared to
the histcrical 1.4 per cent. This will bring up the ove~all growth rate of GDP to
6.5 per cent yearly; it will expand the investment-savings gap but the trade gap will
still be .ithin manageableproporti'ono' To keep the' investment-savings gap uilder
control serious effort should be made to keep the marginal propensity to consume to
around 86 per cent from the 'current one of 88.7 per cent. Curbing consumption and
expanding domestic savings is essential for the Sudan.

As the trade gaP is not a major bottle-neck for the Sudan control on consumption
will easily keep the Sudan ona growth path of 6 per cent or win more on a self
reliant basis. But the bottle-neck of agriculture has to be seriously attended to,
The partial elasticity of acreage to growth of GDP in agriculture is very high and
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attempts should be made to bring more acreage effectively under cultivation to
stimulate agricultural growth.

Under the Second United nations Development Decade growth target of 6 per cent
yearly it seems that the Sudan will initially have to stress agriculture and services
between 1980-1985 and industry in the second phase of 1985-1990 which represents a
reasonable approach to the growth path.

VII .19 UGAnDA

Uganda is a lana-locked country. with a population of 11.3 million (1976 estimate)
and a per capita GDP estimated at around $US 110. 'I'he country's main resources are
agricultural and over 80 per cent of the population derives its income directly from
small peasant farming. Agricultural output contributes an average of over 55 per
cent of total GDP and agricultural exports - mainly coffee, cotton and ~ea - account.
for over 85 per cent of the country's total export earnings.

A particularly important feature of the Uganqan economy in the peri cd 1965-1977
was the negative economic downturn during the period after 1972 mainly as a result
of political instability and mismanagement in the country. Prior to 1972, GDP waS
estimated to have grown at an average·annliii.l rate of about 4 per cent yearly between
1965 and 1972. However, between 1972 and 1977 total output dec,lined by an average
annual rate of about 0.1 per cent. The main s~ctors that were affected by this
over-all decline were the industrial and service sectors which are estimated to
have declined by about 7.5 per cent and 3 per cent yearly respectiv~ly between
1972 and 1977. .

Although real,total output showed a decline, total eonsumption showed a positive
growth of around 1 per cent yearly between 1972 and 1977. Consequently in the. same
period the share of total consumption in GDP rose from the 1965-1972 average of
86 per cent to an average of 91 per cent, thus implying a substantial decline in
the average saving rate. Investments slumped in the post-1972 period and are estimated
to have declined substantially by an average annual rate of 8.8 per cent between 1972
and 1977. Similarly total exports ~n real terms registered a consistent decline over
the same period mainly owing to a decline in ceffee exports and a general shift from
commercial to subsistence agriculture.

Owing to the sharp discontinuity in the economic performance and structure
between the two periods 1965-1972 and 1972-1977, no realistic parameters could be
obtained to be used as a basis for meaningful projections for the 1980-1990 decade.
However, an attempt was made generally to derive a very tentative picture of the
possibilities of growth in Ugandall eoonomy for tile coming ten years.

In this tentative picture, it is ass~ed that Uganda will be able to reverse
the declining trends and to return.to thepre-1972 growth pattern and momentum by
the early 1980s. This assumption; given the present conditions of the Ugandan
economy, naturally implies a very heavy over--alI investment outlay to enable the
rehabilitation and reconstruction of both the productive units and the economic
infrastructure.
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The agricultural sector is projected to grow at around 3 per cent between
1980-1985 and a.t about 3,'{ per cent for the latter half cf the decade. At this
rate and assuming a recovery in indu.strial output, the share of agrioulture irt
total output ehoul.d doclinefrom the 58 per cent"av'erage of the 1972-'1977 period
to around 54 percent by 1990 as compared to the 1965-1972 average share of 51 'pel'"
cerrt , Service~ a.:e projected to grow relatively fast in the first half of the 198<Js
and then moderately at 4 pel' cent during 1985-199°, by which time their share in
total outp.rt .;ould have "re+'urned to the 1965-1970 average of 28 per cent. 'If invest
msnt TesoU?C,)S co:ct be mobilized, the industrial sector is projeoted to pick up as
soon as the rehabilitation ~~d reconstruction programme are completed in the early'
1980s o, '

The ovar-val L average annual growth of GDP at factor cost is projected at around
4.6 p~r cent over tile: 1980.,1990 period, while GDP at market prices is projected to,
increase by .abcut 4,,21'8r cent yearly assuming that some stability in price levels
will be,achieved a.nd"t,hat tho, share of indirect taxes less subsidies will return to
the 19Q5~1970'averageoI' 12 per cent of total output. 'I'o achieve this growth,
investments would have to grow at an average rate of over 10 per cent per annum in
the early part of the decade- However, domestic savings are riot projected to increase
very fast as the share of consumption in GDP is projected to fall only slightly from
the 1972-1977 average of 91 per cent to 90 per cent over the pez-i od., At this saving
rate, a savings gap of, about 7 per cent of GDP is forecast for the period. However,
the most dominant constraint is projected to be the tr~de 'gap which is forecast to
reach a level of about 12 per cent of GDP assuming that exports will grow at over
3 per cent yearl,Y over theperiodps compared to the historical 2 per cent growth in
real exports i~ 1965~1970, This clearly indicates that for Uganda to return to the
historical growth path of 1965-1970, it will need higher growth of exports and savings
and an inc~aased inflow of resources of ' the order of over 10 per cent of the
country's JDP...

While the above-outlined prospects are believed possible for Uganda in the long
run, the Ugandan government officials are less optimistic in the short ,run, It is
now estimated that due to the adverse effects of the war, the country Will have to
spend a la.r:-g2 part of its effort s and ,resources in reconstructing and rehabilitating
the economy Mel the LikeLy overall average growth ofGDP could only be around 2 - 3
per cent yearly f~r, at least, the first half of the coming decade,

VIIv20 :UNI1'ED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA

The United Republic of Tanzania is a relatively large countr,yofabout 950,000 km2

with a popuLat xon of 16,,5 million (1977 estimate). Most of the' population - over 80
per cent - is"rural and is mainly engaged in subsistence agricultural production,
At 1970 oonstant prices the per capita GDP was estimated to have been just over
$US 100 by 1977 "hich place a the United Republic of Tanzania in the low income group
of countries in Afrioa and' among the least developed countries in the world.

Agriculturs is the foundation of the aconoriiy accounting for about 40 per cent
of the total output with the ext'ensive subsistence production accoUnting for over
50 per cent of the over--a.H agricultural output. The main agricultural 1-£oducts
include: '(a) the majorexpoIt crops namely coffee, cotton, sisal, tea, cashewnuts,
tobacco ,and pyrethrulIl, and, (b) a variety of food crops the most important of which
are sllgar, oereals, cassava and bananas, '
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The over-all crowth performance of the Tanzanian economy in the 1970s has been
moderate. GDP at' factor cost grew at an average annual rate of about 4.6 per cent
between 1970 and 1977 while GDP at market prices grew at around 4.8 percent per
annum implying an average annual increase of around 2 per cent in per capita
Lncome,

Agriculture grew moderately at around 2.7 per cent yearly. At this moderate'
~ate, there w€re freque~t shortfalls in the production of basic food crops accentuated
by the adverse climatic conditions that affected agricultural output in the early
part of the 1970s. Some of the major constraints to increased output in agriculture
over the 1970-1971 period have included low productivity of both land and labour.

The secondary and service sectors on the other hand grew relatively fast at the
estimated average annual rates of 5.2 per cent and 6 per cent respectively. Exports,
being mainly agricultural, showed a decline in volume in the 1970-1977 period as
compared to the 1960so , In the '1970-1977 period exports grew at around 4.8 per cent
compound while imports, in line with policy, declined in real terms at an average
rat e of about 1 per cent.

In this period, investment in real terms grew at around 3 per cent per annum
although its share in total GDP rose from an average of 16 per cent in 1965-1970 to
an average of 19.5 in 1970-1977. However domestic savings remained relatively small
at around 17 per cent of total GDP.

Wi th the assumption of a continuation of historical parameters the forecast
shows a growth rate of 4.8 per cent a year 'during the 1980s with agriculture,
industry and other serviCes growing by about 3.5, 5.8 and 5.2 per cent yearly
respectively. The share of agriculture in total GDP would fall from the 1970-1977
average of 38.4 per cent to around 31 per cent by 1990 while that of services and
industry would rise from the 1970-1977 averages of 34.3 and 27.3 per cent to 36 and
32.6 per cent respectively. 'The share of total consumption is projected to remain
relatively stable at around 80 per cent of total income, implying a share of domestic
savings of around 19-4 per cent. The share of investments in total GDP is forecast
to reach around 20.6 per cent by 1990 thus implying a saving gap of about 1,6 per
cent of GDP.

~xpo~ts are, on the basis of the historical trends, forecast to grow at an
average rate of about 3.7 per cent in 1980-1985 and 1.9 per cent per annum in
1985-1990. Their share in total GDP would subsequently decline to about 17 per
cent by 1990 compared to the share of imports which is forecast to stabilize at
around 18.2 per cent by 1990. This would imply that the trade gap in the United
Republic of Tanzania will be of the order of 0.9 per cent of GDP by 1990.

Generally, the two resource gaps are relatively small given the relatively low
forecast growth rate in total output. Increased imports coupled with some increase
in savings would be beneficial as these would imply a growth rate relatively higher
than the forecast 5 per cent per annum. The Tanzanian economy is projected to be
able to achieve a 6.2 per cent growth rate during 1980-1985 and 7.5 in 1985-1990 in
total output with agricultural output expanding by an average annual rate of 4.5
per cent over the period 1980-1990, the industrial sector growing at around 7.5
per cent yearly during 1980-1985 and 9 per cent during 1985-1990 and the service
sector maintaining the same historical expansion trend with respect to the output
in agriculture and industry.

•
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For, growth in agricult.ure to reach a.) per cent yearly implies either an increasR
of about 1.5 per cent a year in the total· acreage ,under permanent crops or an
improvement. in the over-all output per acre now underoultivation•

. For the ind;"stria l sect or aa-a .whole c. 7.5 per cent, growth could be achieved
if the currently high incremental· capit e,l/output .natLos could be lowered to an
average of" say,· 5to L 'l'his woul.d necessitate a reduction in investments in
those sectors wit.h particularly high lCORs or an ovar--a.lI improvement in the
effi ci ency. capital.·

A target growth of over 6 per cent in the 1960s implies .. heavy investment
outlay reaching to over 26 per cent of total GDP and a much higher savings gap of
over ·10 per cent of GDP along with an implicit need for higher inflows of foreign
:t"e~ourcese

At 6 per' cent, ,imports i>-re' projected to maintain the slow growthwi.th a share.
in total GDP of 18.2 per cent. Also, if most of the increase in agricultural output
isass\lmed to be in food':products for meeting the domestic demand, thus leaving the
agricultural exports out of -the .historical trends, the projections show that the
share.Df. exports in t0talGDP would fall slightly to about 1503 per cent by 1990.

It seems very likely that the United RepUblic of Tanzania can. achieve a quick
rate of 6 per cent'and over in the period 1980-1990. But to attain this, agriculture
would have to grow at a higher rate than the 1970-1977 trend of 2.7 per cent yearly".
The estimated desirable rate is about 4.5 per cent over the period 1980-1990 as a
wholeo .:' I -.:

The.industrial sector.would'have to grow.at. anagg:regat~ rate of Over 7.5 per
cent yearly in the first half and 9 Per cent. in , the.second ha.Lf and sance this would.
call for relatively high levels of investment the most important policy in this area
rel..te!'l to an improvement in capit~l efficiency.

Vll.21 THE UPPEli VOLTA

The Upper Volta is a lW1d-locked, drought-prone country with one of the lowest
~er capita incomes among the least developed African countries - only $US 49 in 1977
at 1970 constant prices according to UNCTAD estimates. Although drought-prone, it
is comparatively heavily populated, with arable land ]LeI' capi~ at 1.7 acree, which
is one of the lowest among drought-prone areas. Recent explorations have led to good
mining prospects in several minerals, but their exploitation involves large invest
ment in both skill and transport and a fairly long gestation period,

The performance over 1965-1977 and particularly over 1970-1977 shows high
fluctuations owing to adverse weather conditions. Thus the year!'l 1965-1977 regi!'ltered
a growth rate of GDP of 2.5 per cent yearly with a sharp deceleration from the 702
per cent year'ly achieved during 1965-1970 to a negative growth rate of -0.65 per oent
during 1970-1977. The sharp deceleration is due to the decline in agricultural
production which shows a negative rate of -3.2 over 1970-1977. This sharp decline
during 1970-1977 had its impact on consumption which declined by -2.2 per cent yearly
wrrd a rise in imports of 9.8 per cent yearly. Imports account for a large share of
GDP at market price~ being 22.5 per cent in 1970-1977.
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The 'marginal propensity to consume is 0.8 with an elasticity close to 0.8.
The Upper Volta thus shares all the handicaps of the least developed African
countries and its growth rate is naturally constrained by these handicaps. The
historical trends of GDP growth rate extended to 1980-1985 and 1985-1990 point to
an average ranging between 1.8 to 3.1 per cent yearly respectively with agriculture
recovering from decline only in 1985-1990 to: register a rate of ).1 per cent yearly.
Industry actually shows some decline Over the period with services rising. Savings
rise a, the moderate rate of 4 per cent yearly against the historical trend in
investment growth rate of 4.5 per cent yearly in 1985-1990. Imports are seen to be
grmdng at 4.7 per cent yearly aGainst the same historical growth rate of exports.
This still leaves a modest trade gap of around 3 per cent of the GDP by 1990.

Considering the various adverse factors it seems that a larger growth rate of
GDP at 5.5 per cent yearly in 1985-1990 from 4.03 per cent in 1980-1985 seems feasibleo
Even this will necessitate a large growth in industry, including mining, at over 805
per cent yearly in 1980-1985 and 7.4 per cent yearly in 1985-1990•.

SaVings, according to the model, wculd grow at 6 per cent yearly in 1985-1990
and investment at 7 per cent. This will widen the saving gap to over 6 per cent
of GDP at market prices.pointing to the need for greater foreign capital inflow.
If good weather prevails, exports may be projected to grow by 7.4 per cent per annum
in 1980-1985 and 8.4 per cent in 1985-1990. The trade gap will then be around 3 per
cent of GDP at market. prices in 1990. The gap between re~ired exports and
hi st orical export s should be modest .m 1990.

To attain this modest growth rate two preconditions have to be fulfilled:
(a) reasonably favourable weather; and (b) a continuing inflow cf foreign capital
for development purposes. As the country has several projects under contemplation
if these two conditions are fulfilled, the Upper Volta may break out from its
stagnation in the next decade.

•

•
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EGA PROJECTIONS T:oblL 12.
COUNTRY: BENIN

SCENARIO: HISTORICAL

VALUES IN IULLION LOCAL CURRENCY AVERAGE AllliUAL ORO'IiTH
VARIiJ3LES .1970 CONSTANT PRICES SlL'illES (PER CENT) RATES

In') 1980 198). 1990 1975 1980 198) 1990 1975- 1980- 1935~

1980 198') 1990-
GDP f"ctor Gost 76642.0 87430.8 104145.6 123922·9 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 ~~" 7 3·5 ., r:------- ~.~

Agricultu1'0 29520,,0 j3973,2 39098.2 44996.4 38,5 38,8 37.5 36,3 2.8 2,8 2.8

fndustry- 16473,0 18901,1 23142.2 2835905 2L5 21,6 22.2 r,,', 0 2,8 !jcl 401L.L,/

Other scr-vi ces 3GS49,0 34506.5 ':~1905" 2 50567.0 40•0 39.6 40.2 40.,8 2.) 3·9 o 8
J';;

GDP ,,,o.rket prices 37118 0 97541,1 116122.2 138173.9 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 2.3 3·5 3·5

Totd connu.apt i on 789120 37738·7 103348.6 121873.9 90.6 90.0 39.0 88.2 2.1 3.3 3·4

Pr-Lv.rt s ccn su.npt Lon 69013.0 76295.3 9084505 108113.2 79,2 78.2 1'3.2 78.2 2.0 3,5 3,5

Government concurnpt i.on 9394,0 11443." 12503.1 13760.7 11,4 11.8 10,8 10,0 2·9 2.0 2,0

Savings 32060 9802.4 12773.7 16300.0 9,4 10,0 11,0 11,8 3,6 5·4 5.,0

Investments 11.165. 0 14103.8 17349·9 21343" 2 13.2 14,,4 15,0 15·4 4.2 4.2 4,2
Investments mi nus

scvi.ngs 332)9,0 4301.4 4576,2 5043,2 3,8 1).·4 4.0 3,6 5·7 102 2,0

Imports 21590,0 28178.3 32899.13 38503.1 24.8 28.9 28,3 27.3 5,4 3.1 302

Exports (implied) 13331,0 23876,8 28323.5 33459.8 2100 24. ') 24.3 24,2 5.4 3,5 3.4
Imports minus exports 4391.0 3256.4 -3212.8 -13825.2 5·0 3.3. 6.0
Exports (histOloica.l ) 17199,0 2L),921. 9 36112.6 52328,3 19,7 25·5 31,1 37,9 7.7 7,1 7.7
Implied cxpor-t s -

Historical ..xpor-t.r: 1132.0 -1045·1 -7789,1 -18868,4 1.,2
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COUNTRY: BENHi

SCE.l"ARIO: PLAi'lNED 6 PE.R CENT GRO"TH Rl,TE
'!iCA PROJECTIONS

VALUES IN MILLION LOCP~ CUJl~CY

VI0.lIABLES ~ .::.l"'_97J..:<!_ CONSTANT PRI""C=:E:::..S . SHARES (PER CENT)
AVEJL~GE MnnJAL GROUTH

RLTES------

....._- ._~,. -->-----

60
50
7.0

605
6,0
5·3

6 °
3,6
709b l
120~
18.5
6,0
6,1
6,0

5 0
7·,0
6,6
6,1
5.8
(;,1
") "

..J' .:..

8.5\1
12,(~/
18,5-
133
3,0

30,0

1980-8'21990

100.0
35,0
235
4~"5

100,0
87,3
78,2
9.1

12,7
26,0
13,]
40,0

26.7
13,3

----

22,5

',/1 ,......
eLf- 0 .J

13,3
!,.O,O
26,7
13,3

41,7
100,0
38.4
7,3, 2
10,2
11,6

1985

100,0
363

2405

1980

100,0
38,3
2L6
39,6

100,0
90,0
78,2
llS
10.0
14,4
4,4

23.9

1290

158020, .'
55338,6
37181,1
65500,6

176192,6
153813,°
137884,1
15928,9
22579,6
4587).2
23495,6
70477: o
46981,4
2}C:8J~6

1285

117718.8
43359,4
26509,7
478~9,8

131256, '1·
116062.6
102696,~

13366,2
15193,8
32708,°
17514,5
52502, 6
34988.1
175L.)·, 5

3/;606 .. 5
97541, 1
8773''L7
76295.2
11443,4

9802 .~

14103,8
43°1,/f

28178.3
23876,8
43°1,,:

1980

87480.8
33973·2
18901,1

£DP~£L.c9si
Ae;ricnlturs
In:lustry
Other sorvi( e s
GDP ffi2.rket '~-jI'i~

Total consunrpt i.on
p•-Lvat e conr.umpt i.on
Governrnent consumption
Savings
Investments
Irrverrtmont.e mi nu.s S8,Virigc

Impor-t 8 Q/I

Exports (implied)
Import G minus .;:qJQ:....t S

d Impo.r t s c,t 2, higher GDP gro;"'th rate of .6 per cent are projected on basis of a higher elc.sticity to import. Th,"

mar-gi.na.l rate of import usee. is 0, if for 1980-1;;S!0.

'!21 'I'her.e e.r e ,o,v~c·:.ge rat ee over ..l3~n-1990 'rho Y'et'ls vrouLd naturally nave to be higher in the earlier period to

achieve~, 7 per Qont i~crc~s; in induetricl outPut~
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Tc,ble 2&
P:--:.gG J

.- ~.'-

1DP f['c-i,',or .-os't
._.>-----_.---~~-~=-,....--

f', ~T':i-cu].ture

.. nduct ry
,:J-~her S8rVlres

'2pp lJl.F~~~~L 21~~.C:~..~
~0ta] cO;:~G~,;d.'t~OI1

T'riv2,te consr·..mpt i c n
Government coneum t i.c.:

Sc:..vings
Investf!l'3'nts

savings
Impor-t e
T:xports (impl r.ed)
.Lii1ports minus ex:)C':~'t8

f,xports (hL:toricc,l)
~mplied exports -

historical exports

19751980
"'-' ~-.... ~ ..~,."'....__._-----.~.-

11:0.2 ;··53,6

33.9 4Ll
38,,4 59,7
3904 5208

161,8 218·9
127.3 16406
9708 ]24.6
29·5 elO.O
34 r; 54.3_ -=.-J

39. 2 57,1

4,7 2.8
89.1 154·9
84.4 J59·1
.38,5 46.6
50.6 108.3

33.8 43.8

,_04_"· .,.,.......---.••. ,-.

i X\i:8R..\GE '\n~lt:..L .e-~cJ',~'I·H

.8

.. ~~~-:::.L-"- .; __. _:: .c,~;::_;,,:;, __ '.•.~:}~~:.~~ __.;.:_',; t~~J~_~' ~:z.. ~' ': .. ,1:1.29~, .~ .l972'.-'2 ~:)~, ,._~ i2,~:--S ~2 ..) ~~l:j_~"}.

~~',_'.):CJ 26~:,:) 10'~' ~ )QO :_OC. ];~.J~O 6D6. (,0 S,J

5-' 0 (~ 5 : :) 0 '. 'J " 2l;-
0 Ad 6 3 c.) ~ ,~ L;. ~. I '-' i' ;.~)

0 , ., -)! ) 0 38 1:;6 ~ 0 9"2 ,100 8 Jf c-'00 J. 'oJ
~ • < co ~ .

i . co ;'-:') .. " 45,J _~, i} l,i ,,'::). ~~·"4 6, 0 6~1 /~ <j~ ,
289'oA :;63.L:. l'~'~;"

, -, 0 OO~ ) 1{)0,0 69 2
..
5,7 -:

.,,- 2 :3. ) 'I( ;, fOe ) '( -: 6 ); ., 6. 0 , ..
(".,- ~ ,u, J

J.(;4" 5 266. ,c he ,: ... ~ 0 56 56,3 J" 0 5 I ,,
55,6 71,9 12, ", is. 2 19 lQ.8 6. • 6.3 50 3.)

69.4 0') i 21, .3 24 2' I) 9~
0

5° 4,2. .: ~+
~

3301 1~Oo9
')J. '/60 , 22-

,
23, 3 ;,8 7,8 ", ,3L'-i'" L ,

13-, 'i Y)o8 2 r . 3 0 ),9 -1100 37.4 , ".~ • 0 .). •_...L ", L .

2r.;rQ~2 2G?~ 3 c:::- ~ '"I o,6 'iL', 72. 2 l1o:J 6~o ii.,3~.J" .'.

193. <; 2~'6, 5 "'j 52, 2 b?~ 5 66, " 62. 1 12. 5 .1,9 3. 'J- , J .

54~ 2 8ff. ,. 23.8 2:~ ~ 3 18,. 23. 1 3·9 ') 1 e, 2.) 0 '_ 7'

153.0 1~"
, L 31, 3 10 ·5 52,C 49, 0 16,,4 7· 2 1;IJ ~' - " , .1.

40. 5 48. 3 20,9 20.0 13. 13, 3
.- . .. ·c·, - ~ •-
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ECA PROJECTIONS

COUNTRY: BOTSHAN<\

SCENARIO: 6,5 PER CENT GROHTH 1980-199J1

VA.'lliELES
VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY

1970 CONSTAJ~T PRICES
.liVER.~GE jNNU.AL

GROHTH RATES

GDP [Gctor cost
Az,"cicul t ur-o
Industry
Other ser';icec
GDP market prices
Total concuipt i on
Private consumption
Government consunpt i on
Savi.ng's

Investments
Investment minus

savings
Ir:lports
Exports (i8plied)
Imports minus exports
Exports (historic~l)

Implied exports -
Hi storie,"l oxporvts

1930

153,6
41.1

59·7
52.8

218,9
16i,.6
124,6
40,0

54.3
5701

2,8
15409
15201
46.6

108,3

207,2
51,2
84,6
71,4
295~3

224,7
167,8
56~9

70,6
8708

17,2
211,6

19404
5800

153,0

41.1

1990

285,0
65,6

121,1
98,3

400,0
307,1
227,1
80,0
92,9

135·2

42,3

20905
24102
11.3

11802

69,0

1930

100,0

26,3

38,9
45~3

100,0

75,2
'57 0
13,2
24,8
26,1

1,3
7008
69.5
21. 3
49,5

20.0

100,0

2,:,7
36,0
~~." 3

100,0

76,1
56,8
19,2
2,:,0

29,7

53
11~6

65,8
19,8
51,8

1990

100,0

23,0

!f2,5

34~ 5
100,0

767
56,3
20 .. 0
23,2
33,8

1006
72,4
61,8
27.8
44,')5

1980·-8'5

6.2

7,2
6,2

6~2

6,4
6,1
7,3

9,0

43.8
6,4
5·03
4·7
7,2

-1. 3

128 5--90

66
4,8
7,4
6,6
6,3

602
7,0

5,6
9 0

19,7
6,)

~., 9
1306

3.1

]} Thi:J grm.';·th sc cnar-Lo is bs.sed on Lncr-eaned output me-inly in the industrie-l sector durLng 198·~.'.1:::;(j0 ...-- "'..- per~oc"
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COUNTRY: BURUNDI
SCENARIO: DD2 T.J.1.GET

EGA PROJECTIONS

GDP CRO" rTH H:J.Tl:~ 6 Pl~R CE';JJT

VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY
1970 CONSTANT PRICES

1985 1990

.'l.VEH}..GE LNTlULL GIlO',:TH
SHARES (PER CENT) Rf.TES

1980 193> 1990 1980-85 198')-90

100.0 100.0 100.0 5.8
59 3 50.5 47·0 4.2 4.3
31Q? 25.1 28.6 9 ' 9.1.,+

24,5' 24.4 24·4 5,8 6,3
100.0 100.0 100.0 4,6 5·2
95·5 95.6 95,6 4.6 5,2
89.9 90~5 90·9 4·7 5~3

5.5 5. 1 4.6 2,7 3,4
4·5 4,5 4.4 4,2 4·9

1l.2 15.9 18. ~ 12.1 8.5
6.7 lL4 14.2 1604 9.8

16.8 16.8 16,8 4,7 '),2
10,1 5·4 2.6 -7 ·9 -8,8

3.. 6 5,2 4,1 16.4 9.8
13.2 lL6 10.1 L8 2,4

3.1 6,2 7·5

39392.0
18519.4
11250·9
962L7

48878.1
46735,8
44468.4

2267,4
2142,3
9058.5
6916,2
8199.3
1283.6
1988.1
4328.1

2349,7

29250.5
14660.5
7294,2
7095,8

37964,9
36275.1
34356,1
1918.9
1689.8
6024.3
4334. )
6368.9
2034·5
1984.7
4384.2

1930

-938,8

21962.9
11935·5
4662.9
5364.5

30340.1
28966,5
27290,9
1675,S
1373.7
3399·3
2025,6
5089,9
3064.3
1086,8
4003.1

GDP factor cost
Agricultur0
Industry
Other services
GDP market prices
Toto,l consuipt i.on
Private con2umption
Government consUfaption
Savings
Investment s
Investments minus savings
Lnport s
Exports (iwJlied)
Imports minus exports
Exports (historicGl)
Iillplied exports -

historical exports

V.\.RbBLES



COUNTRY: CAPE VERDE

SCENARIO: HISTORICAL
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VALUES III MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY ;,VERLGE Li'iYlHI, GRO':TTH
V1JUA13LES 1970 CONSTANT PRICES SHARES (PER CENT) RA'rES

1975 1980 1$85 1990 197) 1980 198) 1990 1975··80 1980-85 1985-90

GDP factor cost 593.,0 636,5 702.6 737.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1~43 2.0 2.3
Agriculture 144.7 169.4 198.3 232.1 24Q~- 26.6 28Q2 29·5 3.2 3.2 3n'2
Endue t ry 72.1 93,5 121,4 157.5 1201 14· 7 17·3 20.0 5·4 5,~ 5·4
Other services 376.2 373.6 2.32.9 397·5 63.5 53.7 55·5 50,5 -0.1 0·5 0"" ..J

GDP m.rrket pric~ 645,0 697.1 769.3 861,9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 104 2) 0 2 ... J

Total consu.cpt i.on 791,9 850·5 930.8 1034·3 122,8 122.0 121,0 120.0 1.4 L8 2.1
Privi2te consumption 585.7 599·5 630.8 672.3 91~C 86.0 8?0 78.0 0,5 LO L3
Government concunpt i.on 205·2 251,0 300.0 362.0 31,8 36.0 39,0 42,0 4.1 3,,6 3.8
Savings -146.9 -153.4 -161,5 ..172.4
Investments 108.3 133.1 163.6 201.0 16.8 19·1 21,3 23.3 4.2 4·2 4.2
Investments minus

aavi.ngs 255·2 286·5 324,5 3D./i 39.6 41,1 l~2o 2 43.3 2.3 2·5 z.9
Imports 606.6 642. I; 689.9 750·9 94.0 92.1 89.7 87.1 1,2 1.4 1,7
Exports (i",plied) 351.4 355·9 365.4 377·5 54·5 5100 47·5 43.8 0 0 3 0·5 0·7
Impor-t s minus exports

(pi.storico.1) 276.9 273.9 21S.0 290.6 42.9 39.3 36,,1 33·7 -0.2 o 3 0·9
Exports (historical) 329·7 368.5 411.9 460.3 51,1 52.9 ~3. 5 53.4 2.3 2.3 2d3
Lnplied exports -

historic?l 'xpcr-t s 21,1 ,..12.6 -46.5 -82 .8
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SCENARIO: HISTORICAL

__ _ . .....__"_~_b~__. ..__.. .~~,,-.
•----~---' ._- ~ 'VALUES_ IN MTJ_·LIO~T L:""~;''.'i., C·..:~..Illi?';8J LVER,"J;':.~ ILNI-JU1\L m:nT [T'E

I}[U.~~Ei ,',' §,." 4-~ "_._._~.",. .. 1970 £.qNRr.r!~.:::;;~~..~ ~_~~T' 1i~ _(~ ~11_'~ .. I~'.L ,__ _. l~." '~~~ _~_,~ _

JB5 2-1_ 198~_~_,*,.l2S5. ~_~l2.29~--lj_'75__ ~· 2~2~ .1.~: -.~_ +29.2-~.21j:-.§1.__~_~J_..2§~)._?~,-l~:.l.~':.:~l.9.
GJ'?' f'ac t or- cc s't
,----~~ .......-~----~~-- ...-~
Ag-::.; ::ulture
Industry
Other servi CBS

GDP ~r~"L.PY~~~,

TotGl consump;ion
Privat e cor i.umpt i 0"

Goverrunent
consumpt i on

Savings
Investments
Investmen-t s minus

savings
Imports
Exports (i:clyli ec1.)
Imports minus exports
Exports (historical)
Implied exports -

histc.ric' ,1 .:.:;::poJ.-'ts

4S6YJ~ 0
1')727, °
9537,0

19066,0
5~505,0

52624c 0
42142~ 0

10,;82,°
881

10~·79o°
9598

18519.°
8921,0

10827,0
769J~ 0

1226,0

. 67713,9
21011,8
18713,1
2793),0
74959 3
70460,0
54090,4

16369,7
4499,3

11558,3

7059,0
23215,6
16156,6
16224.4
6991,2

9165,4

-1":903,,3
22330,3
22990,2
32613,3
86328,1
81100,0
62300.,8

19399,2
4628,1

1274.8,7

8120,7
27056.6
18935.9
20704·,8

6351.8

8921'(,2
231'37,8
2770' ,')

37671,S
9876304
5399l j. " lj.
'71231,4

22713.1
4768.9

14061,7

9292,'3
31257·9
21965,0
25/1.87.°
5710.9

16194.1

l C 1, 0

40~6

20,2
39·,2

100,0
93,4
78.8

19,6
1,6

19,6

17·9
34,6
16,7
2002

2,3

- J,O

1 °
~'7" 6
': 1 ')1-; __ 0..J

100,0
94? 0
72,2

21,3
6.0

901:.
30,9
21,5
21,6
9,3

12,,2

10(" ~

28.(
28 :
~L3

100.0
9406
12 2

9,4
313
21,9
24,0
7·4

26,7
BIJJ

100,0
9~, 6

5,4
iLl, 2

9,4
B1,6

3,0
},27
4Q5
3,3
3.0
3,2
3 .. 0

1;,,20

3,0
2,9

3. °
'2.8

2,3
3,1
3.2
5,6

-1,.9

, .. 80

2,7
2,3
2,7

') 0
'-.' ./

3,0
4,03

_1 9

--------------------'----'--_._--,-~,--------------

iY' Thir< is not a very .repr(lsentative year and hence man;y of the var-Lablos co' projected from an adjusted boose,

!'.I Some 197')-1980 r-at es are based on the values of projected 1976 base,
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VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY
1970 CONSTANT PRICES

AVERAGE iJll'lUAL GROITTH
RATES

198'5-90
4·4
3,5
5·0
4,7
4,4
4.6
4, ::.
5,1
101
5. 0
6.4
4,7
3·5
6.4

1980-'-85
4,4
3,5
5,0
4.8
4. ,~

4.6
4,5
5,3
0·9
7·1

10,4

1990
104815,7

29639,1
30481,4
44695,2

116030,9
111066,3
.8375109

27314-,,4
4964,6

20807,9
15843,3
370910 7
21243,4
15843,3

1985
34292,5
24955,4
23883,1
35454
933110 7
33604,5
67344,3
21260,2
·n07,2

1630},5
11596,3
29416,0
17819,6
11596,3

0PLt.:£?~r ::ost
;lh"Ticul turc,
Industry
Other servi oe s
9.DP m"rket price.?
Total consccoption
Private consumption
Government consumption
SavinGs
Lnves tmerrt s
Investments minus 8~vings

Lnpor t s
Exports (ii,Jplied)
Imports minus exports

1J This target gro;,rth necessitates a very drastic jump in export. grotrth rates from the negative
historical trend.
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EGA PROJECTIONS

COUNTRY: CHAD

TENTATIVE SCEN!illIO: GDP 1,"<] PERCENT

VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY AVERAGE iulllUAL GRO;,iTH

YMillJ3LES 1210 CONST"\NT PRICES . -: ...SHARES (PER CENT) RATES

_--l.2§0 1985 1'190 . 1980 198) 1990 1080 8 1285-2 0..I ..-.)

GDP f'act or- coot 111158,2 135240.9 16"~.;,~ 1_ 2 100.0 100,0 100.0 4,0 4,0
Agriculture 54245·,2 6"'.426,3 7S)18.2 43,8 47,6 ~6. 5 3,5 3,5
Industry 14005,9 17875,5 22814,1 12,6 13,2 IJ~9 5·0 5.,0
Other services 4:2907 ' 1 5293902 65208·9 38.6 39,1 39,6 4,3 4,3
GDP mar-kat l?!i2~E2E. 1222L:. 0 1",.8165,0 18°995.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 4-00 4.0
Tote,l consumption 121907.2 1)8351,5 168325.7 99·7 9300 93.0 2~6 4.0
Pr-Lvat e consumption l012L:'~09 120202,1 146244.3 82,8 80,8 30.8 3·5 4,0
Government

consumption 2066:.3 1811,9,3 22081.L;. 16,9 12,2 12.2 -2~6 400
Savings 336.8 10413,5 12669.7 0,3 7·0 7,0 98.6 40
Investments 12227·4 2380204 28959.3 10.0 16,0 16.0 14.3 4,0
Investments minus

aavi.ngs 11890,6 13388.9 16289.6 9·7 9,0 9·0 2.4 4,0
Lnports 39996.9 54799,2 75079,6 32,7 36,8 41,5 6,5 6,5
Exports (i';1plie'l) 28106.3 41410,3 58790,° 23,0 27,8 32,5 8,1 7-.3
Lnports minus exports

(implied) 10694.3 12H8.S 14669.4· 9.7 9,0 9,0 ' r 2·9J.J

Exports (historical)



COUNTRY: ETHIOPIA

SCENAllIO: HISTOnIC1~ TRENDS

ECA PROJECTIONS

•

, ,

. 9r:g_~.1~~~12~~~C!..s':,G.
.A.gricul-~lH'f;

OthE-r services
921 mG~l~et ~riG8S

Gover-nracrrt

consumption
S<;:.ving~~

Investmeats
Investments minus

savings
Import s
Exports (implied)
Lrpor-t s minus

exports
Exports (~llstQrical)

I'apliec!- exports 
~Li::::·l;-=-'~.·ic, 1 exports

605,1 659,) -j .·\,l ' -I 1059,7 11.2 10,7 10,7 10,7
252,5 597,4 7: . j 960,3 4,7 . 9,,7 9,7 Sio1I . .' ..'

304, ;, 43(;,7 ::<~7 0 90002 5,6 7,1 8,0 9·1

51.,3 -1607 L.'J 'c -60,1 O.,? 2,6 1.6' 0,6
692,9 668.9 '(J~ ,; 936,0 12.8 10,1 10,1 9·4
641.2 289, 6 SIC;, () , 996,1 11.9 13~4 11.7 10.0

51.8 5·0 j6 C 224'.1 o " ' 0.1 i , 2 2,3'7

641.2 663,9 ,;a7. ') 711.9 11.9 10, " 83. 7·2

0,0 165,7 ) 284,2 0.0 2,7 2.8 2,9
..... ."".-. - , .-~ _.~--_. _.....

4:6
4.6
7·5

-25,4
-0.7

5,3

4,3
4,B

7 5

'3.1
7,5
4',4

4,9
4·9
75

15,9
3.6
1.3



•

Anr..':

T2.bL Tc ECA PROJECTIONS
P::-G'c J.:.

COm~TRYz ETHIOPIA

SCENARIO, DD2 TlL'1GET 6 PER CENT GDP GROIITH

198c-85 1985..90
6,0 6,5
4,0 4,,0

10,3 10,8
0.. 0 6,5
6.4 6,6
6.4 6,6
6·,4 6.. 6
6,4 6.6
6,,4- 6,6

10.8 10,8

.:\VERAGE .ANl;T.Ji\1 dHOHTH
ill'TES .

VAWES IN MILLION LOCAL CURI1ENCY
1970 CONSTANT' PRICES

1985 . 1990
7847.4 10734.9
3472.1 4224.3
1726.9 2883,8
2648.4 '3626,8
84)9.3 11656,6
7642.5 10530.5
6740.6 9287;8
901.9 1242.7
811,3 1126.2
729,3 1217,8

-160.7 -83,0 91.6 2.6 1.0 0.8 12,8
668.9 830.6 1058.3 10,8 9.8 9,1 4.4 L;·,9
829.6 913.6 966.7 13,4 10.8 g,3 2.1 1.1

5,0 143.1 346,4 0.1 1.7 2~9 19,6
663.9 681.5 111.9 10,7 .1 6.1 0,7 0,7

165.7 231.1 254.8 2.7 .7 2.2

1980
5066,0
2B53.8
1034,1
1978,1
6183,8
5586.4
4927·1
659.3
597·4
436,7

GDP factor.~

Agriculture
Industry
Other services
GDP m~rket price~

Tote.l consumption
Private consumption
Government conswnption
S\.tvings
Investments
Investments minus

savings
Imports
Exports (implied)
Imports minus exports
Exports (historical)
Implied.exports -

historicQl exports

. - V:'lRI1\BLES_:=""- ~..........J..:::...=:.:::.,;.:~~=~----__::==:::::....;.:,.:::~=J.-.,----:__-----



COUNTRY, ETHIOPIA

ECA PROJECTIONS

ECA/CONF/LDCs/3
Annex

Table 7e
Page 13

SCENARIO,CONSUMPTION AIlD EXPORTS GROIITH: 5 PER CENT TO BALANCE SAVING 'GAP AND TRADE GAP BY 1990

VALUESIN~lILLION LOCAL CURRENCY AVERP.GE lU'lNUAL GRO',lTH
VARIPJ3LES 1970 CONSTANT PRICES SHARES (PER CENT) RATES

1980 1985 1990 1980 1985 1990 1980-85 1935-90
GDP fdctor cost 5866,0 78!:·7,4 10734.9 100.0 100,0 100.0 6,0 6.5
Agrieulture 2853.8 3472.1 4 ~.: 2i;. "3 48.6 44,2 3904 4,0 11.0 a
Industry 1034·1 1726.9 :~(}'3 3.,3 17,6 22~O 26.9 10,,8 10.3
Other services 1978.1 2848.4 ~~6~)S,,3' 33.7 33·7 33.3 6.0 6.5
GDP market lY'ices 728L4 9841.2 13,l00.6 100,0 100.0 100.0 6,2 6,2
?otc:.l consumption 6553,3 8534.3 11305·5 90,0 86.7 85,0 5·4 5,8
Frivate consumption 5897.9 7872.9 icS.~_o, :> 8LO 80.0 80,0 5·9 6.2
Covernment consumption 655,3 661, 3 665,0 9,0 6,,7 01 0.2 0.1
Sa.vings 728,1 1306.9 1995,1 10,0 13.3 15.0 12.4 8.8
lnve stment s 630,9 1308,4 2713.3 8.7 13,3 20·4 15·7 15·7
Investments minus savi.ngs 124,4 298.9 718.2 1,7 3,0 5·4 19,2 19·2
Imports 1013·5 1482.3 2168.0 13.9 15,1 16.3 7·9 7.9
Exports (inrpli ec~) 889·1 1183.4 1449· 7 12,2 12,,0 10·9 5.9 4.1
Imports minus exports 17L9 37707 718.2 2.4 3,8 5·4 17.2 13.7
Exports (historical) 84L6 1104.6 1449·7 11,6 11,2 10·9 5.6 5.6
Implieci expor-ts .t-.

historical exports 47·5 18.8 0.0 0.6 0.8 0,0
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COUNTRY: GAMBIl,
SCENARIO: IITSTCRICAL

y:!ffiIfIBLES

!ill!: feotor cost

,'\grio"ltu,"
lp.dustry
Other s er'vi c e s
GnP lilQ,:i:'lcet .rri.c es

'I'otd oonslli,;pho; Ei
Priv(:;Le CUi-::-:.:;.urnptiol1F -I
$?vings
Investments
Investments minus

t2~ving8

lmports E/
Exports (i",plied)
Imports ,71inus.::pc,'", I

Exports (historio~l) 2/
}mplied exports -

historic~l ex,orts

EGA PROJECTIONS

-V,u'UES IN!'IILLION LOCAL CURRENCY AVERAGE .~UNUlu' GROFTH

1970 CONSTAI~T PRICES SHJI.RES (PER CENT) R.iTES

lYl'L__13.80 193'5 1990 1,975 1980 1.23 , 1920 127'5·-80 1.290-35 198.'5-90
122,6 15~·1 202,6 266~5 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 L!d 6 5.6 5·6
72,) 90.1 118.2 lS5·1 59.1 58,5 53.3 53,2 4~'4 5;6 5,6
109 131 17·7 2-) o 8.9 8.5 8.7 8,9 3.8 6 ." 6.2~.-, • L

3).2 5009 667 87,) 4-2,0 lf3. o 43~O 42,9 5,4 5,6 5·6
126,2 I 158,2 205·· 7 26808 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 4.6 ),4 5·5
116. a:j 147·0 191.1 249·7 91.9 92, 9 92,9 92·9 4.8 5~4- 5·5

-,r.: 0"" la.S 158.4- 206,9 76,2 71..0 77,0 77.0 4.9 5~4 5·5>,)"

10,2 11.2 1,: .. 6 19.1 8.1 7,1 7.1 7·1 1.9 5,4 5·5
11.)1 11- ') 20,3 27,2 9,4- 9.6 9·') 10,1 5. 0 6.0 6.0Joe

1.7 i.O 5,7 8,1 1.3 2,5 2,8 3,0 18.2 7.7 7,3
32,5 109.8 126.2 164.9 66,2 69.4 61.3 61.3 5·6 2.8 5,5
91.8 105.8 120.5 156.8 72·7 66,S' 58.5 58.3 2·9 2.6 5·4

-10.1 -0.6 -6,0 6,6 -8.0 -O,/j. -~2 .. 9 2,4
9305 110.4- 132.2 158.3 74.2 69.8 64.5 58.9 3,4 3,6 3,6

-1.8 -50..1 -11. 7 -1.5 -1.5 -2,9 -6.0 -0.6

~ AdjusteC for particularly lov 1975 consumption figures (ECA).

!lI Derived from an ad juatsd ec;udion of the form C - b YD';'
c

s/ Based on a historical groundnut grotrlh of 306 "JJC:"" c e..1i: tJ:1C: fJl1-'.Tc of gl-'8'i.Ll~~l1Ut8 of 60 ~)._r· C-::i:t ill tot2..1
expor-t s ,



EGA. PROJECTIONS

COUNTRY: GAMBIA

ECli,/CC],J"F/Lue ;3/3
Jl...nnc.x

Table 3b
. Page. IS.

SCENARIO: 6 PER CEnT T!JlGET GROHTH

VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY
1970 CONSTANT pRICES

1985 1990
205.1 273.4
118.3 155,4
19,3 28,3
67.5 89.7

209.8 278.9
194.9 259·1
165.5 214.8

33.4 44,3
14.9 19,8
26.5 38.9
11.6 19.1

128.7 171.1
117.1 152.0
-3.0 13.4

131.7 157.7

-
3·7

),9

5.6
8.0
5.8
5·9
5·8
5·4
5.8
5·9
8.0

10·5
5·8
5,3

198')-90
5,9
5,6
8.0
5.8
5,8
5.8
6.3
5.8
5.9

11. 7
23.7
3.2
2.2

1980-85

LVERAGE jJ,NULI, GROWTH
.. RLTF'..5

1980 1985 1990
160,6 100,0 ioo,o

59.1 57.1 56.8
8.9 9,4 10,3

42.0 43,5 42.2
100.0 100.0 100.0

92,9 92,9 92·9
77.0 78.9 77.0
15.9 14,0 15.0

7·1 7.1 7.1
9.6 12,6 13.9
2.5 5.5 6.8

69.4 61.3 61.3
66.9 55.8 54.5
-0.4 -1.4 4.8
69.8 62.8 56.5

....... slW\ES.(PER CENT)

-13.4-3.0

1980
154:1

90,1
13,1
50,9

153,2
147,0
121.8

25,2
11.2
15,2
4,0

109.8
105.8
-0.6

110.4

GDP factor cost
Agriculture
Industry
Othcr services
ODP market prioes d
Total oonsumption
Private oonsumption
Government consumption
Savings
Investments
Investments minus savings
Imports
Exports (i,nplied)
Imports minus exports
Imports (historical)
Implied exports -
historic~l exports

VARII\BLES

d The declining trend ~f indirect t axas .1ess subsid;ies .is projec:teJito revers.e in this ecenari,o, Thus
indirect taxes less subsidies are projected to grow at 3 per cont p,a.
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ECA PROJECTIOnS

COUNTRY: COMOROS

SCENARIO: HISTORICAL

r; 11
C. Q '+

2,5
;1·5
2,2
2.3
1.9
4·5
3·5
2·7
4·4
5,2

1985-90

2·5
2.)

203
1,9 .

3. 3 ~.

2.2

4·9
64

2·5
-,2·5 

2,2

1930-8)

2,5
2·5
2,1;

iWEFL,GI: .Al~mJAL GRO:!TH
RLTES

1990

100,0
47.7
22.3
30,,0

100.0
86,4
78,2
8,2

13,6
27,7
15·3
46.1
30,7

100,0
47,~

22·5
30,0

100.0
37.6
79-·1
8.5

100,0
47.6
22,4

30.0
lCO,O
88,9
80,2

8,7
11.0
26,6
15.6
41.0
25,4

),1

27-8
24,7
33..,9
14,2

100,0
4'),4
21.6
330

100.0
96,9
84.3
,:.6

1990

SC~:I, c;
.17> J

11083.4
5292.1
2466,3
3325,0

11925.7

10302.8
9321.0

981,8

VALUES m MILLION LOCAL (,'URREl~CY

1970 conSTANT PRICES
1975 -- 1980 1985

8047,0 8685,2 9811.3
~J .• () 4134,2 4677,4
1728,0 1945,5 2190,5
2665,0 2605,5 2943,4
3830,0 934),3 10556,9
8561.0 ·8313,1 9248,;)
7441,0 7499,0 8354.5
1120,0 814,1 894.4

269 1032,-2 13080 L ... 0

2453,0 2487,9 2928.9 )'7~)

2l8~,0 14~)5.7 1620.9 uee
3435,0 3834.8 4866,3
1251,0 2379.1 3245,4

.cat ) 2184 2377·5 3168,7
:-05~" ) 24_7 25·4 30,0 34,0 1 7 5,9 5·1

,) 1251~O 1457,3 169706 1717 6 14~2 15,6 16.1 16.6 3dl 3" ~ 3.1

~s - - 0.-0 ----9al·, a- --- . ·14710-1 ---2197";1 0,0 9· 9 - 13·9 18,4

CDr ri .ct or- cost
-~-. , . ----

Agriculture.
Induat ry

Other servic es
GDP market .=,..~~
Tot&.l conout.pt i.on
Private concumpt i.on
C-overnment con~umption

Savin&8
Investmente
Invoe-tmerrts: minus savings
Imports

Exports (i,"plied)
Imports minus

exports (histo:
Export s (historic
Irnp'l i ed exports .

..b.istoric:'.l 0xpr

VARI1\BLES



COUNTRY I GUINEA

SCENARIO: HISTORICAL

ECA PROJECTIONS

ECA/CONF/LDCs/3
Annex

Table lOa
Page 17

VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY
VARI.A,BLES 1970 CONSTAl~T RRICES SHARES (PER CENT) AVERAGE ANNUAL GROHTH RATES

1975 1980 °1985 1990 1975 1980 1285 1990 1975.-80 1980-85 1285-20
'clip f3.ctor cost' 8543.7 ' 10121.3 13221.1, L7.694.,6 ,.100.0100.0100.0100.0 4.0 5·5 6.0
-... ~--

Agricul ture 1876.8 2115·7 2522.3 2924.0 22.5 21.5 19.1 16.5 3.0 3~O 3.0
Induntry 3110·9 3860.6 5300.1 7480.9 37.3 38,1 40.1 li 2. 3 4.4 6.5 7.1,
GDP ','arket iJrices 8866,3 11140.0 14543.2 19464.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 4·7 5·5 6.0
Tot,:,l coneumption 8455. 2 10404.0 13414·2 17767.0 95·4 93.4 92,2 91.3 4.2 5·2 5.8
Pr-ivat o consumption 6589.5 8415.3 11333.0 15552.1 74.3 75·5 7709 79·9 5·0 6.1 6,5
Government consumption 1865.7 1988.7 2081.2 2214.9 21.1 17 9 14.3 11.4 1.3 0.9 1.3
Savings 411.1 736.0 1129·0 1691.1 4.6 6.6 7.8 8.7 12·4 8.9 8.5
Investments 81Ll 1130.4 1836·9 2858.6 9·1 10.1 12.6 14·7 6.9 10.2 9,3
Investments minus

savings 400.0 394.4 708.0 1161.5 4.5 3.4 4·9 6.3 -0,3 12.4 10·4
Imports 2386.5 3342.1 4798.5 65>04.6 26.9 30,0 33.0 35·5 7,0 7·5 7,6
Exports (implied) 1986,5 2941.7 4090.6 5143.1 22.4 26.5 28.1 29·5 8,2 6.8 1.0
Imports minus exports

(historical) 400,0 619.8 1258.0 2153.3 4,5 5,6 8.6 11.7 9·2 15·2 11.4
Exports (historical) 1986.5 2122.3 3540.0 4151. 2 22.4 24·4 24.3 24.4 6.5 5·4 6.1
Implied exports -

historical exports 0.0 225·4 550.6 991.9 0.0 2.0 3.8 5·1 19.6 12.1
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COUNTRY: GUlNEj.

SCENARIO, flGRICULTURE GROl;ING AT 3.5 PER CE."IT AND EXPORT AT 1 PER CENT

------~---
.

VALUES IN lULLION LOCAL CURRENCY

VA1Wl!iLEiL _ .-.1970_CON'§.TANT PRICES SHARES (PER _CpIT) AVERAGE 'J'lNUAL GROHTH RATES
---~

19}) 1"8' 1.990 1Q80 1985 1990 1980-85 1985-90~-)

GDP fo.ctor cost 10127, .3 13331.5 17968·9 100,0 100.0 100,0 5.1 602
Industry 2175,7 2584.1 3069,1 ~:l., 5 19,1/ 17.1 3.5 3.5
Industry 3860,6 5302~O 7494·1 38.1 39·8 41.7 6.6 7.2
Other services 4091., ° 5445·4 1405·1 40·4 408 ;;1. 2 5·9 6.3
GDP ma,rket or i ces 11140.0 14664.6 19165.3 100.0 100.0 100,0 5 1 6.2c~_____

Tote.l cousumpt i on 10404.0 13521.1 18033,8 93,4 92~2 91.2 5.4 5.9
Pri.va't e consumption 841';.3 11431,2 15810,1 75,5 78,0 80.0 6,3 6.1
Oovernment

corisunpt i on 1938,1 ?OG4,) 2223,1 17.9 14,2 11.2 0,9 1.3
Savings 736,0 11~2, 9 1732,0 6,6 7,8 8,8
Investments 1130.4 n8S7,7 2916,1 10.1 12.7 14,8 10,4 9,4
Investment,; minus

savi.ngs 394··,4 114·7 1184,8 3·5 4,9 6,0 12.6 10,6
Imports 3342,1 4850,5 1033,1 30.0 33,1 35.6 1,7 7,7
ExportE (implied) 2941.1 4135· 7 5849,0 26,5 28,2 29.6
Imports minus exports

(historic"l) 619.8 1032.3 1678.4 5.~ 7.0 8,5 10.1 10.2
Exports (::istorical) 2122.3 3818.2 5355,2 24,4,·· .26 ... 0 .. 27.1. 7,0 7.0
Implied. exports -.

hLst.orLca'l exports 225.4 317·5 433,8 2.0 2.2 2·5 1.1 9·2
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COUNTRY: LESOTHO

S0ENARIO, HIS'rGRICAL

Ll

)" ),~

7,7
8.2
9,5
7,7
3,7

6 6
7,3
7,3
6,0

-..0, .3

j 0
, -
0,.5

7,,4
7,5

S,O

4,3
5,6

5,,9
--9,2
La

-703

2,0

5·6
21.7
2~O

6,0
8,3
5,1
4,6
67
,,1- 8

5 °
2,6

-U3

AVERAGE ANNUAL GRO''TH
RATES----_._-,

0.3

72,6

72,(,
105,0

39·7
10,3
50,0

100.0
167,3
l5LO
10.8

6';,0

97 Q 3
2cL 3
69,0
5·1

3~:-~4

10,6
50,0

l00,0
16',,1
lid, 1

lLl

100,0 100.0

0,2

6], ~J)

86,6
23,3

63,3
5,9

10(1:0 .

39 7
10,3
50,0

100,0
15'::-·,·4
l56,('
11./<

0,0

79,4
9L5
12.1
79,4
12,1

53,1.1·
10C,O
163,7
154,9
1},3

100., o
35,8
10.3

14iL 1

214.l
66.0

148,1

9,l

102.4
-10,7
lO·5
')L 2

203,9

34L2
3l9,1

22.1

,-l27-3
10.0

79·2
3L2
8Q4

39.6
L'18,.3

l02.3

1<14.3
42,0

102.3
7.6

~403fr

223,·,9

16~5

--92.l
lO.2

94·5
25·i].
69,l

6.5

62.2

24,7
G.4

.:iLL
10:;, 1

163.5
l56.l
12~!;.

-59,4
'),7

0.0

62,G

721
9,5

62,6

<.6.;
16 6

2/1,3

76.::>
133 0
1220J

10 .. 9

---~--,~---,--------------------,---------~-"-...--..,

S(-:~ling3

LTJ"Gstillcnts
Investment f:: ;ni:l1cJ.s

sL'..vings
Ir.l)orts
Exports (il'lpliGc1, )

lluports minus exports
Exports (historical)
Implied exports -

Historical exports

Agricul'\urc

Irdustry
Otn.er 2,er7ic"e:::'

GD~~~_.Ef.i.~-.:-::~.
T,.ted C0nGUI.~)tion

Pr-i,vat c consum; ~ i on
GC7ernmeE-:, coneu.apt Lcn

VALUES IN HILLION LeCAL CURRENCY

:T:,I1IABLES 1310...:C..;;0"'N;;;.ST;:.:M:=;.:!T;.....:.P.:.;RI::.C;:.:E"'S"- ..S:;.;;HARB=S(PERCENT)-,:"",,'-

,127'5 1980 198) 1990 12]5 13l!0' 1285" J22Q. :127,5.-30

GDP f2~GLo" cost
~.-..---- .~------..
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ECA PROJECTION"

CCllNTRY: MALA,II

SCi':NARIO:' HISTOEICAL

.
VljLUES IN MILLION WCAL CURRENCY AVEB~lGE AIINULL GRO:ITIl

1970 CONSTAiVT PRIQ.~ SHARES (nR CEN'lL_ RATES ------'-.J17" __1980_ 1~ 1);0 1975...:__J28O 198', 1990 '1975-80 1)80-8'; 198;-20
,-)d)., S 483.6 676,0 972. 0 100,0 J.:JO~O 100.0 100.0 !~. 04 0,9 7·5
15J"S 172J, 21,';..1 :::34-Q 2 4°,) 3-),7 31, 7 nr, C. 1 6 ' , ',.8C-;; 4"<"r
127.1 178.8 27.?.'~ 3 412,7 32.6 ::'700 4°" 42.1 71 3 ,- 8 5</
103. ,0 132,,/:- 188,6 275,1 ,")r ~ 27.l:- 27 . . 28. 3 ~. ~ 1 7,3 7.8r...O,)

393 / 493,2 68'1,5 99L5 100.0 1(X), c 100,C) 100,0 4.6 6 ') 7,)
336,8 42,~-,,4 ':J30,9 847. 1 85.6 I' / ('\ 3),7 85,,; - 7 6.8 7 "O\),v

" .)

292, :; 375.6 534·~3 779,7 7·~c; 75.1 tt.: 78.6 )01 7.3 7.'3
(3, ;-.' 4.8 .8 )6.1 67.4 lL2 q C' 8, :: 6.3 2,,1 2,8 3 7/.~

c; ': ry 688 93.6 14/iJ, L:. 4 1)·9 l.~_, 3 14 ,; ,+.,0 7,5 7 ;;~v I ~
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COUNTRY: !.\ALA~TI Table 12b
SCENARIO: VALUE ADDED IN INllUSTRY GROIVING AT 10 PER CENT Page 21

.
VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY AVERAGE ANUUAL GRO\'lTH

VARIABLES 1970 CONSTANT PRICES sHilREs (PER CENT) RATES
1980 1985 1920 1980 1985 1990 1980-85 1985-90

GDP factor cost 483,6 696,7 1044,2 100,0 100.0 100.0 7.6 8.4
Agricultur·. 172.4 214,1 284.2 35· 7 30.7 27,2 4·4 5.8
Endus t ry 178.8 288.0 463.8 37,0 41.3 44.4 10.0 10.0
Other services 132.L;· 194.6 296.2 27,4 27·9 28.4 8.0 8,[3
GDP market prices 493.2 110.7 1065,1 100,0 100,0 100.0 7,6 8.4
Totel conswilption !,24.4 608,8 909,5 86.0 85,7 85.4 7·5 8,L)
Private consumption 375,6 552,0 839.4 76,1 11.7 78.8 3.0 8,7
Goverllffient consumption 48.8 57,0 70.1 9,9 8.0 8,6 3.1 4.3
Savings 68,8 101.8 155·5 13·9 14.3 14,6 8.2 8.8
Investments 9'f, 3 146.2 227·0 19·7 20,6 21.3 8.5 9·2
Investments minus S2.VingE 28.5 44,4 71.5 5.8 6.2 6,7 9·3 10.0
Imports 147·7 205.4 299·4 29,9 28.9 28,1 6,8 7.8
Exports (implie~) 119·2 161.0 227,9 24.2 22,6 21.4 6,2 7.2
Imports minus exports(Hist.) 25·5 25·4 28.1 5·1 3,6 2.6 0.0 2.1
Exports (Historical) 122.3 180.0 271.3 24.8 25,3 25·5 8.0 8.6
Implied exports -

Historical exports -3.1 -19,0 -43.3
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COUNTRY: MALI

SCENARIO: HISTORICAL

ECA PROJECTIONS

•

VfillIARLES
VALUES IN MILLION LOC,1L CURRENCY

1970 CONSTANT PRICES
1975 1980 1985 1990

SHilRES (PER CENT)

1975 1980 1985

AVERAGE ANNU,1L GROlrlTH

RATES
1990 1975-80-19""""8-0-3-::-5-1-9""'"8-5--9-0

GDP facto, co sf 161230.0 1832Yf.0 213890.0 251511.0 100.° 100.0 100.0 100,0 2,6 3,1 3.3
Agriculture 69609.0 79713.0 91138,0 105004.0 43.2 43·5 42.6 41,7 2,8 2,7 2,9
Industl-"y 38357.0 4220t~~ 0 50353.0 60509,0 21,0 23.0 23.5 24.1 4,5 3,6 3.7
Other services 57764. 0 61318,0 72399.0 85998.0 ' 35.8 33·5 33.8 34.2 1,2 34 3,5
GDP market nrices 176764. 0 205222,0 239557.0 281692.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 3.1 3,1 3.3---
Total consumption 167592,0 184942.0 212904,0 247219·0 94,8 90.1 88.9 87.8 2.0 2·9 3,1
Pr-i.vat e consumpt i.on 138413.0 148001.0 170528.0 192182.0 78,3 72,1 71. 2 68.2 1.4 2,9 3,,1
Government

consumption 29179.0 36940.0 42375,0 ',7599·0 16.5 18.0 17,7 19.6 6.8 2.8 3.0
Scvings 9172.0 20280.0 26653,0 y;473. 0 5,2 9,9 11.1 12.2 17.2 5.6 5,3
Investments 19716,0 24570,0 30618,0 38155.0 11.2 12,0 12.8 13·5 4~-5 4,5 4,5
Investments ini.nuc

savings l054(~~0 4289.0 3965.0 3682.0 6,0 2.1 1.6 1,,} -16,) -1.6 -1,5
Imports sf 60076.0 61566,6 71867,1 84507,6 34,0 30,0 30.0 30,0 0,5 3.1 3.3
Exports (i"plieJ.) 49532,0 57276.0 67902,1 80825.6 28,0 27·9 2803 28,7 J~O 3,5 ' 3.6
Lupor-t s minus exports

(Historic',l) 16519, ° ._ 14507.6 12852.1 10091.6. 9·3 7,1 ) .'1 3.6 -2,6 -204 -4,7
, , . Q -.,..

Exports (Historical) 43537.0 47059·0 59015·0 74416,0 24.6 22·9 24-6 26.4 1.6 4.6 4,8
Implied exports -

Historical exports 5975,0 10217.0 8887.1 6409.6 3,4 5·0 3.7 203

sf The ratio of Imports to GDP is projected 1;0 remain at 30 per- ccrrt (,.vcrc'_g" enur-e 1970-17).
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COUNTRY : ~L'lLI

SCENARIO: DD2 TARGETS :Y

ECA PROJECTIONS
Annex

T"',b18 13b
P2.gc 23

AVERAGE ANNU,'lL' GROi"TH
(PEl1 C,:;;'EN:;.';,:;Ts;) __~ RATES
1;8\, \91P 19SO::S"5 1285-90 ,-'

I.'

SHAR,ES

1980

VALUES IN MILLION LOC"~ CURRENCY
.=~=:::.... ~...=..1.91Q.. CONST.!U'ITPRICES

1980 1985 -- 1290
ViJUABLES

328865.0 100,0 100.0 100.0
1237;)0.0 4~5 40·5 37,6
91114·0 23.0 2'\.3 27·7

11396LO j) r. 34.1 - 34.7.J..JGj

358329.0 100.0 100,0 100.0
317776.0 90.1 37;9 86.3
255017·4 72.1 70·5 69,2
62758.6 18.0 17.4 17,1
50553.0 9.9 12.1 13.7
530,;4.° 1;' 0 12,'2 14.4

ODP facter eost
A:sricu1tu:~' .;;
Industry
Other e ei-v i ces

ODP mark8t Drice~

Tncal consuuption
PiLvat e consumption
Governmsi1t concumpt i on

Sc.vings
.Irrve s'trnerrt a

Investments minus

Lnport s
Exports (ilplie<l)
Lnpor-t s minus exports

(Historical)
Exports (historical)
Implied exports 
Historic~l exports

1332~.0 244988,0
79713.0 99336.0
42204·0 62011.0
61318,° 83640 °

205222.0 274386.6
13";942,0 241269.0
1:,8001.4 193380.4

36940,6 47888,6
20280.0 33111.0
2"~570. 0 36101.0

4239.0 2883.0
61556,6 79440.7
')7276.° 76456.7

14507.6 1181.7
47059,0 67559.0

10217.0 8891.7

2491.0
10250~;. 0
100013.0

5515·0
96989.0

2.1 1.1 0.7
30,0 28.9 27.8
27·9 2709 21·1

7,07 4.3 1.5

5. 0

6,0 6.0 .-

4~5 4,5
8.0 300
6,6 6 .',"<

6,0 6-,1
5·5 5,7
5,5 5·7
5,3 5.6

10.3 8.8
8.0 8.0

-7.0 -3.6
5,2 5,,2
6,0 5.6

-3·9 -14,,2

.r'··. ~ ,".

f:! Composite scenario "ith exogenous gr-owth rates on agriculture, industry and exports.
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CQ!;lTJ1Y : ~lhLI

JlW!8LE SCENARIO:V

!!::.=.\BLES

• l'8.ctor cost
AgriCCl1 ture
Jaiustr';l
«he.r services
lOP nJ,I'"ct or-i.c ca- --Yotd consumpt i.on
~v,,-te consumpt ron
tovsrnment consumption

lhv8sboent s
lnvc8tments minus

.PO'·~S

Ikports (iup1ied)
"ports r;,!nus exports
(historical)
~rts ,historical)
~1ied exports 

~:rtoric2.1 exports

ECA PROJECTIONS

VALUES IN MILLI()N UlCAL CURRENCY ·AVERAGE fllJNUALGRO'!ITH

1970 CONS~ANT PRICES SHARES (PER ClSNT) RATES
1980 19&5 1990 1980 1985 1990 191}0-'85 F'8'- -0(' )-)1

183234,0 229020,0 28616,4 . 100,0 . 100,0 100,0 . 4,6 Lf.6
79713,0 94674.0 112443.0 43·5 41. .3 39·2 3·5 3,,5
~_220L:,,, 0 5641B.o 15580.0 2300 24·7 26,4 6,0 6,0
61318,0 7786B,0 98742.0 33.5 34,0 }-'.6 4.9 ~,9

205222.0 256502,0 321176.0 100.0 100.0 100.,0 ,11;-u 6 4,,6
18·1-942.0 226104,0 279375.0 90,1 88,4 87,0 jI "-, 4,,3;. ~ t:..

148001.,; 181646,8 224080,0 72; 1 70,8 6).8 ..'t" 2 4,3
369£;·0.6 45057,2 55295,0 18,0 17,6 17,2 ,:~_ ~ 1 i.}, 2
20280.0 29798.0 41801.0 9·9 11.6 13~ 0 8.0 7,0
2,-~-:)70~0 3;'880.° 44000.0 12.0 1:2~ 3 ,13,7 6,0 6,0

4289.0 3081.0 2199·U 2.1 1.2 C,7 -6.4 -6.5
61566,6 79440.7 102504.0 3000 31.0 31.9 5 0 5,2, c,

57276.0 76358,7 100305·0 27.9 29.3 ~1.2 5·9 5,6

14507. 6 13438,1 9933,0 7,1 c ? Jo1 -1.5 -5,8.J.-

(f7059·0 66002.0 92571.0 22,9 2:>07 ;\3,8 7,0 70

10217·0 10356,7 7734. 0 5.0 4,0 2.4

f •

~ Second composite scenario with different growth rates for the same variables.
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COUNTRY: NIGER

SCENARIO: HISTORICAL TRENDS

ECA PROJECTIONS

ECA/CONF/LllCs/3
iU1ll8X

Table 14a
Page 25

VALUES nr MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH
VI.:1.IABLES 1970 CONSTANT PRICES SHARES (PER' CENT) '--RATES

1975 1980 1985 1990 1975 1980 1985 1990 1975-80 1980-85 1985-90

GDP fact 01' cost 100892,0 114295,9 134993,5 168999,3 100,0 100,0 100.,0 100.0 'J r; 3.7 ~,7L.)

Agriculture 4982100 54362,3 624110 3 75169.4 49·4 47.6 46.2 44·5 108 2,8 3.3
Industry ;'0042.0 27680.5 38228.3 56326,2 19·9 24,2 28,3 33,3 6,7 8',,1 ' 8';6 '
Other service~j 30978,0 32253,1 34353,9 37503,7 30,7 28.2 25,5 22,2 0,8 103 108
GDP market prices 112549,0 132066,3 164893.8 215918.4 100,0 100,0 100.0 100,0 3,2 4,5 5,5
Total consunpt i.on 106839.0 125366,1 156528,2 204964,1 94,9 94·9 94,9 94·9 3,2 4·5 5·5
Private consumption 92279,0 108381,2 135321,2 177195·2 82.0 82.1 82.1 82,1 3.2 4·5 ' '5:5
Government

consumption 14560,0 16984·9 21206,8 27768,9 12,9 12,9 12·9 12,9 3.2 4·5 5,5
Savings 5710,0 6700,2 8365,6 10954.3 5,1 5,1 5,1 5,~ 3.2 405 5,5
Investments 9804,0 14210.6 2059107 29837,9 8,7 10,8 12·5 13,8 7.7 7.7 7,7
Investments minus

savings 4097,° 7510·5 12226,0 18883.6 3.6 5,7 7·4 8.7 12,9 10,2 9,1
Impor-t s 29983,0 38355,1 51425·2 72785.4 26.6 22.0 3L2 33.7 4·9 6.3 7·9
Exports (implied) 25886.0 30844,7 39199.1 5390108 23,0 23.4 23,8 24·9 3,6 ~,9 6,6
Lnports minus exports 6766,0 8979.5 1469109 26546,4 6,0 6.8 8,9 12.3 5,8 10,3 12,5
Exports (historical) 23217·0 29375·7 36733,2 46239.1 20.6 22.2 22,3 2104 4,5 4.6 4·7
Implied exports -

Historical exports 2669.0 1469.° 2465,9 7662.7 2.4 101 105 3·5

... ~," ~ -~. . . ' ... ",
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COUHTRY:: :UIGER

SCENfJUO: GDF GROFTH R"~TE 5 PER CENT

ECA PROJECTIONS

VARIlJ3LES
VALUES m MILLION LOCAL CURF.ENCY

1970 CONSTJ~T PRICES SHARES (PER CENT)
'AVERAGE ,UlJIJULL GROrlTH

RATES

1980 198'5 1990 1980-85 1985-90

GDP f",ctar cost
Agriculture
Industry
Other servic-Gs
GDP m2.rket :JI'ices
~ot2..1 consumptd on
Pr-i.vat o coneumpt i on
Government consumption
Savings
:::nvestment 8

:nvestments .rd.nus

aav i nge
J:il1ports

Import.s (iin~lied.)

Imports minus exports
;,xp~rts (hi.starical)
Implied exports -

Historiccll exports

114295. 9
:54362,3
:'7680,5
2~~25 3~ 1

132066,)
125366,1
108.381 2
170S!;.,2
6700.2

142iO.6

7510,5
38.355.1
3084/f.7
8979,5

29375 7

153828.9
69084,8
49192,,5
34951.6

176378.3
170236.8
148868,5

21368, .3
6141. 5
2106Q:'

15385.°
4945L 7
3.+066,8
12768,5
36733,2

-2666.5

203504.0
90848.7
73705.1
38950.2

236314,0
22810.4
199506.7

28636,8
8230.6

32368,4

24137.8
72265.1
48127,3
26026.0
46239.1

1888,2

100,0
47.6
24,2
28.2

100,,0
94.9
82.1
12.9

10,3

),7

:'9,0

6.8

1,1

100.0
44,9
32,4
92·7

100.0
94.9
82,1
12·9

5·1
12,2

8,7
28.0
19·3
7.2

20,8

1.5

100,0
44.6
36,2
19,2

100.0
94,9
82,1
12·9

5,1
13· 7

10.2
30.6
20,4
11,0
19.6

0.8

4·9
409

12,5
1.6
5.6
5,6
5·6
5,6
5.6
8,5

9.8
8,2
7·5
75
9.8

2.2
6,0
6,0
6,0
6.0
6.0
8' r;,J

9,4
7·9
7.2
702

9"4



COUNTRY: NIGER

SCENARIO: GDP GRm.rTH RATE 6 PER CENT

ECA PROJECTIONS

ECA/CONF/LDCs/3
Annex

Table 14c
Page 21

VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL.CURRENCY AVERAGE' ANNUAL' GRO"ITH
VARIf,BLES 1970 CONSTANT PRICES SHARES (PER CENT)' RATES

1930 ~1985 1990 198:) lQ85 1990 122°-8') 1985-90
GDP at·fc,ctQr oost 114295,9 1')8101,3 218520,6 100,0 100,0 100,0 5·7 6,1
AgriculturQ 54362,3 71793,3 97761i" 1 47,6 45,2 ·14.7 5·1 6,4
Industry 27630,5 51333,9 80230,9 24~ 2 32,4 36,7 13,2 9,3
Other services 32253,1 35575,1 40525,6 28,2 22,4 18,6 1,9 2~6

GDP market prices 132066,3 182195,0 251196,9 100,0 100,0 100,0 6~2 6,6
Total consumption 125366,1 175850,9 242450,3 94,9 94,9 94,9 6,2 6,6
Private consumption 108381, 2 153778,0 212017,7 .82,1 82,1 82,1 6,2 6,6
Government

consumpt i.on 1703,],2 22072,9 30432,6 12,9 12,9 12,9 6?L 6.6
Savings 6700,2 6341-1-,1 8746,7 5.,1 5,1 5,1 6,2 6,6
Irrvos'trnerrt :'0 14210,,6 20938,2 30165,1 10,8 11,5 12,2 8,0 8,0
Inv0stments minUB

savings 1510,5 14594,2 22018,4 5,7 8,0 8,8 8,8 8,6
Lnpor-t s 38355,1 51663,5 77901,5 29,0 28,'1· 31,0 8,9 8,6
Exports (i,nplied) 30844,7 37069,4 55883,1 23,4 20,3 22,2 9,0 8,6
Import s minus exports 8979,5 1493003 31662,4 6,8 8.,2 12,6 8
Exports (historicd) 29375,7 36733,2 46239,1 22,2 90,2 18,4 ' 4,6 407
LJplied exports -
Historical exports 1469, ° 336,2 9644,0 1,1 0,2 3,8
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COUNTRY:

ECA PROJECTIONS

SCENiJlIO: HISTORICJU,

VfJlIl\1lLES
VALUES IN MILLION LOCAL G1niRENCY

),970 CONST;WTPlUCE" . SHARES (PER C)ENT) ....

1975 1280 1985 ... .:.. .....::;1);.:,,'9::.;0~..;,..::.1""9.L.7): _ ),.{8o- 1985 1990

AVERAGT~ AlJImAL>GH(JWTH
RNI'EZ"--

1975-80 1980-851985-90

[,6585,9
35830.8
3342,2
7412.9

42960.5
4523),.3

L:.231)2·5
2888,8.
4729,2

11555,,8
6826.6

13572.1
6745,5,;

6,~

7,1
7.6

4,9
5,1
4,4
4,2

4,5
4,3

4,2
1,9

5,7
8,0
8,9
6.6
4,7

404
·4-,,0·· .

403

'. i~·~4
'8,0

4~4

4,9
L).,6

. 9,8.

.605·
3·9
4,5
4.6
3.1

-2.6

100,0
76,9
7·2

15·9
100.0
90,5
8'f. 8
5·7
9.5

23.1
13,7
27. 2
13,5

20~4

11,8

25,0
13.3

9104
84.9
6.3
8,6

100,0
76,2
7,3

16·.5
100,0·

9,6
12;9

100.0 100.0
76.!; 75.3
7,77,5

15,9 17.2
100.0· 100.0
89,5 92,4
82.0 85.2
7,)·7,2

10,5· 7,6
16.5 17.1
5·8 9,5

19,5 22~5

13,7 13,0

4658.0 •
8914,1·

36715.6
27970·5
2694.9
6050,2

;0189,2
3672~" 6
34139.8
2584.8
3464.6
8191.6
4727.0

10058,6
5331. 6

3120.2
4200.0

28991.3
218.3-'1·,5
2172.8
i~933~9

32573.6
3009/,.6
27746.7
2347,9
2479·0
5570,4
3091.4
7320.3'
4.228.9

1953. 3
3312 • .:,

·381.7

228),5·3
17428,2

),]52,0
3635.1

26961.0
24132. 6
22112·9
2019,7
2828Jf
4400.0
1571.6
5265.6
3694,0

GDP frwtor COLt
Agricu),t1ll'C
Industry
OtheT servicas
;;:G~DP~m~i1:;:;,r;:;;.ke,,",·~_..price~
Tot~l consumption
Private consumption
Goverrunent consumption
S&.vings

Investmen-ts
Invest:nents minus savings

Import"
Exports (implieo.)
Lnports minus exports
(historic".l )

Exports (historical)
Impli eel export s .
Historic~l export"

.. . -.. - .' ~- .... -_. -- ." .... - , ...

Note: Industry is asslli~ed to grow at the recent trend of 1974-1977: 4.4 per cent.
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EGA PROJECTIONS

COUNTRY: Rl-IANDA

l'EASIBLE SCI:Nl\RIO: INDUSTRY GRo\{TIlG AT 8 PER CENT

ECA/COIlF/LLCs/3
Ani18X

T&ble 15b
Pcoge 29

VARIABLES
VALUES TIl MILLION LOCAL CURRENCY

1970 CONSTllNT PRICES SHARES (PER CENT)
1980 1985 1990

AVERAGE ANNUAL GRO.JTH
RATES

1980-85 1985-90

GDP fact or cost
llgTicuLt ur 0

Indust:cy
Other services
GDP market Vr"'ices
Total consliroption
Private consumption
GoverWJ8nt conslli~ption

52-vines
Investments
Invest;,1ents minus savings
Imports
Exports (impliecl)
Imports minus exports

(historic&l)
Exporte (historical)
Implied exports 

Historical exports

~3991"3

~133," 5
0172·9
,.,)33·9

3257 J. 6
3009,:,6
27746,7

23L;7,j
2479,0
5570.4
3091.4
7320.3
:,223.9

3120.2
4200.0

37293,2
27970·5
3192,7
6130.0

40821./[
37275·0
};l670,5
2604.5
35·'·~6 ~ {~

836'J·,7
·i818,3

10285,9
5467.6

!,106.1
6179·8

-712.2

48150,8
35830.8
,~691. 0
7629.0

51638,7
4669204
43751.3

2941.1
4946.3

12071. 9
7125,5

1.,975,5
7049,9

5261.4
89lLi,1

100.0
75,3
7·5

17.2
100.0
92,[,
85. 2
7.2
7.6

17.1
9·5

22·5
13.0

100.0
75.0
8,6

16,4
100,0
91.3
349
6,4
8,7

20·5
11.8
25.2
13·4

100.0
74.4
9,7

14·7
100.0
90,4
84·7
5·7
9,6

23,4
13,8
27·5
13.6

io. 2

5,2 5·2

8.0 8,0
4. 2 4·5
4.6 /;'08

4,4 I~" 6
4,6 4,,8
2.1 2,5

8.5 7,6
9·3 8,1
7,0 6,6
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T:'blc 16 ECA PROJECTIONS

COUNTRY: SOlIiiLIA

S(;ENARIO: ;nSTORICLL TRENDS

fi'ERf.GE ANNUAL GROHTH
RATES

-------------V-AL-UE-S-I-N-m:c:-:L~L ....IO-N-LC-C::-AL..- ....CURREN.........=C::'Y~,------;-------------------

:z:.:==::::.......;..o-'- -"- --=1"'9c.L1:::-O..,C""Q!lSTilNT PRI£ES _a_'_,___ ~R.:_l1T'_"S_...:('_r_,"R_C_El_"_r:...) :...:..::.::..:. _.Vs:lRIA.BLES

1915 1980 1985 1990 1915 1980 1985 1990 1915-80 1980~5 1985-90

9-D]' fa,-c~2.."! 1911·0 2618,8 3')51,5 4650.2 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 6,9 5, ':. 6,1

Ag.riculturc 603,0 608,9 645,0 687,4 3L5 22,7 18·,7 14,8 1~9 L,2 1,3
Industry 548,0 10n,0 lL~42 ~ 1 2124,5 2i.L5 37,7 41,8 45,7 13,0 7,5 8,1
Other ;s(~rvi c 88 766,0 1058,9 136L~ Q L:_ 1838,3 40.0 39,6 39 5 39,5 6,1 5~~. 6,1
£D], C,,, l'kej. .u:A.cec; 2289,0 8153,6 4051,5 5423,6 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 6,6 5Q4 6,0
Total :.:()nsun~ption 216200 29°1,4 3132,9 Lf989,8 9',,5 )2~O 92,0 92,0 6,1 5,4 6,0
Private. consumpt.i.on 1563,0 2323, 5 2289,5 3996,° 68,,3 1301 1307 73,7 ,3,2 5,4 6,0
GoverY2.rn.ent consumpt i.on 599,0 571,9 74'3,5 :)93,8 26,,2 18,3 18,3 18,9 -0,6 5,4 6,0
St~vings 127,0 252 Q2 324Q5 433,8 5,6 1,9 7,9 1,9 1[,,7 5.4 6,0
lnvest.,:ents 491,0 156,1 10,;6,8 lL189,,4 21,1' 23,9 25,8 27 Q 5 8,8 69 1,3
Investmerrt 8 ;ninus Sewings 370,° 503,9 722,2 1055,6 16,2 15,9 11,8 19,5 60<1 7,6 1
tr,ports 695,0 997,1 1336,0 1841.3 30,~, 31.6 32,) 34.1 7,S G,.:2 6
llxports (' l' ') 325,0 493·9 613,8 191,7 1/),2 15,1 1).~ 14,9 8,1 4,6 5l.l~.p_l.e(t

L"lports minus exports 310,0 642,4 941,5 1420,6 16,2 20.4 23,4 1,: c n,5 8,1 -3()

Exports (hi otoricc.l) 325·0 355·3 388.5 426.7 140:2 11,3 9.6 7,9 1,3 1,9 1
!mplie<i exports _.

Historical exports 0.0 ~33-•.6 22.5- 3- . 36.5-.0 . .0. 4·4 5.6 .6,.1 8.0 8
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COUNTRY: SUDAN
ECA PROJECTIONS rr:',;Jl:' 17-:,

:F- '6'2 -:",1

SCEJ'U..BIC: IIISTORICAL 'rflliND

).)
1.4
i1 c'
0' )

6,4
c ,
s , J

!;." 9
<-,9
6,9
". 3
7.3

lL3

73
),2

15.8
58

/~, 3

3,9
6 3
3."
6 6

7 .)
.~

':,7

L~D4

6.6

b •

, -,
.)" :>

3,8
:{ )' \
~'';

j,2

0<'')

)·7
.i.o
'3~ 1

-3,/'~

12·7
5-·2

AVEr,AGE MrrmAL GRO"ITH

20~9

10.2
2).7
15,5

0,7
26,5

100,0
?3,6
24,1

52.3
100.0
39.3
66.3

10,2

67.7
2L,l
lL2

18~9

7.8
.~{L -+
15.·6

50~ ;~

100,0

100,0
28,8
ei .o

21.0

1).6

/~8., 0

100,0

883
69~O

19·3
lL7
17,1

100.0
33)J
18.2

100,0
67,9
10 , 2

17.7
12. ]

15.6
'>; C_,J

1~,o7

15·,5
6.1

25·,1

1QO.• O
:,7 (j

16.1

-io. 2
3L:-},1

-2]',9.

-101.9

132,1 170>3
108,1 le.6,7
-1,2,5 -3':)'09
17<.6 205·1

-66,5 "~78 ,,;.

Investi;-!e:ntf:'. rrinuu

S~:vings

Irive s t.nerrt 8

Im:pOl'f. to·

E·" ort r: (J.'''',,1 J.',.., ).....J.J '- _ .... ',-_ -..u.

Impcr-t si.ui.nue oxport s
"'''')Ort, (11J.' dO~J.· r"l)J-i"'~_ ..:'.~" -:. _,,,,

Lllplic''':_ 8XPOJ."'ts --
Hist 'J:cic~",l s:;::?o:rt s

Pr i.ve.t e .con sunjrt i on
GOV8rur,1Cnt c onnunptLo.;

AgI'icul"tur-(

IndustI'J
Other 8 Dl"'vi ( .: s

GDP mOT:;:~:.L2:j.~C22

--~--yjll,trES IN iULLIONLoCJl1 CURRENCY-

VIL.'UADLES~ __,__~., ..J.210 C,pNSTA!'IT_l'!l.:[:CE§ ....._-""........ '-_.....::S:.:Hi:;;:~ (PERJ@fT)

. }27~ 198b .1.;L\li-....132.0_ 197') •..:::.1:.L.l:::.8"'0..........;12:..<.-.:::.3,.1.')_-'1:..:9;..:9;;:.0.....1""'7'-!'7-"'J'--:::.80::-:.1'"'9~80~ -3 ) 198')-90

635,3 70,3 927,'3, 121:
237,8 251.) 267,1 286.2
102"1 18,.9 194.9 2)2.9
295.1 356.9 465.9 635.3
6>:;5,7 S10,A 1001,:) 12%.6
612.3 713.7 889.2 1155.9
/88,9 559.3 677,1i 858.9
123.3 156.4 211.8 297.0
8:~:~ 9<·.7 112.1 1~8.7

108,,;. 133.3 1;)0.1 270,6
2.~>O <.;.],5 78 0 131~9

2}~.,4 3320;;
156.~;20LO

•. ,~ .' .- .~~ .• _.~.~:; .•. $" ,," ,.~ '" , +l. "N' " ,
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p,:gc 32

ECA PROJECTIONS

COUNTRY :
SCENARIO:

SUD:.l)
DD2 T;lRGET 6 PER CENT GDP GROl,TH PER 1INNUI1

AVERAGE ANNUAL GRmlTH
RATES

1980-85 1285-1990

89
7·9
G~~.

6,5
58
8.1
5,3
9·2

18.1
9,1

13.8
27.7
5·2

4.2
6,7
5,0

).2

1,8
3 8
5.1
95
8.3
6.6

0.8

3.5
2(~ 3

18,6
53.2

100,0
89,9
65.6
24 ')
8 7

20,2
11.5
219

100.0

67,3

19·7
1.4

21~9

11.0
17·7
6.. G

9·7

1.2,80

100.0
33,8
18.2
,If). °

100,,0
88,3
69.0
19.3
11.7
17 1

5· ':'
21.0
15.6
5·4

25·3

VALOES D, MILLION LOCAL CUR.T1ENCY
..1910 CONSTANT PB.!.Cg..:::;,S__

1980 1985 1990

7,~·3.3 96'1.5 1351,1
251, 5 308,5 382,4
134,9 165.'~ 252.1
356.9 493.6 722.6
810.4 1036.3 1410,)
715.7 922.2 126,;.1
559·3 697.° 924. 9
156.4 227.6 345·6
9t,.7 114.1 122.6

138.3 182,9 28,'.2
43.5 68.7 161.6

170.3 272.9 392.8
126.7 204.3 353.9
43.5 11.,.6 49.7

205.2 258.3 343.1

VARH13LES

GDP factor~
"t:;'l.'iculturc
Endust ry
Other 88rvicGs
9DP market price~

Total consUBption
Private consumption
Government consurJption
S;:,vings

Invcctuorrt s
Investments minus sQvings
Imports
Exports (i2plied)
Laport s minus exports
Exports (historical)
Lnpliecl exports -

Historical exports
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COill'!TRY: UGANDA

SCENARIO: TENTATIVn

VlillIABLES

•

LeA P~10J"'"~CTIOH3

VALUES ill MILLION 10CAL C1JRREl!"QY"
1970 CONSTANT PRICES

• •

ECA/COl'<'F/LDCs/C'

T::.bL 18

,~.6 4.6
3,0 3.7
9,0 9~O.

GDP.factor cost

Ag-hcul ture
Industry

.Other services
.ill2£.Jj@rket. ;1rj.~

Tot81 consumption
PrLvac e ooncumpt i.on
Covor-nmorrt consumption
Savings
Investments
Inveet.nent s minus savings
Import s
Exports (ir.lplied)
Impo ,..ts minus exports

(Historical)
Exports (historical)
Implied exports 

Historical exports

J,2§0
964).,1
5860",:
1065,0
2720. 0

10802,8
9992. 6
8/;.31),2
11:58, 1)

810.2
12~.2, 3
432,1

2052,5
1620.4

270.0

12011,5.
6960,0
1645,4
3472,1

1361;·7.,6
12419,3
10372 2

2047, 1
1228,3
1989,5
76102

3412,0
2650,7

1846,5
1565,5

1085,2

1990
I51?), O

8346.5
25~c2.0

4234.5
1739105
15809.0
13217,5

259105
1582,5
2782,6
1200.1
4000. 0
3799,9

1996,0
200,~, 0

1795· 5

100.0 100.0
60,8 57,7
1100 13,S'
28,2 28,7

100,0 100.0
92,5 9100
79,0 76,0
13,5 15,0
7.5 9,0

1105 It.6
4.0 5.6

19;0 25.0
15,0 19·,4

8,0

100.0
')5. 2
16,8
28.0

100,0
90,9
76,0
L';,9
9,1

16.0
6,9

'23~O

21.8

1105
11.5

.i. °
7,0
8,7
9,:;;

12.0
10·7
10.3

32;1

1;.,0

:~ ,>
5., °
5·,2
6,:7
9,5
3,2
7,)

1.6
5,1

10,6
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~,cC '(C'O"ID (LDCc- !~.L... i- ,c' ..' ,-. I -'

_umc~

T::..blc 1)0

Page 34

COUNTRY: UNITED REPUBLIC OF T,INUJUA

EGA PROJECTIONS

~.' . SCENARIO: HIS'roRIC;\L
.

15'90

5 3
4,3
7,2
5·8
55
L]

5·1
5·4

)0")

5.3
5·1
5·1

3.8

76
5.8
5,6
3,7
51
5,389

3~O

6.6
3,,5
il ')
(>.3
33
7.1
1;·7
5.3

-23·7

LO
17.3

100.0
3L3
32.6
3G.l

100.0
80.6
60.5
20.1
19~ -:1

20.6
1,2

18.2
17.0

63.0
18 2
13.8
20.2

L5
18,3
] 6.8

::,LO

35·7
100,0

100.0100.0
3)6
29·':
35. 0

100.0
81.8
65.6
16.2
13,1
19,7
1.6

I£L 2
16 .. 6

100.8
37.6
26.z
36.1

100.0
82,0

67·,6
Ii»
13.0
19.1

7·7
2L2
13~6

19810.8
6198.1
6452.0
7160·7

23311; •S
lSGOL 3
14105·1
4696.2
'313. ')
4810~ :.:

-187-.2 . ··-11,2· '",,-4,2 ..• -2.3

396.0
2015.0

GDP f':'i~<?..t..2E co~t

Agri culture
Induatry
Other LcrvicGs
GDP market prices
'I'ot t.I consumpt i.on
Priv~te conswnptior.
Government con~umption

Savings
Investments
Invcstmcnt.e minus
Imports
Exports (iwpliecl)
Imports minus exports

(historic'"l)
Exports (historical)
Lnplied exports ..

"(Historical exports)
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COUNTRY: UiHT?;n ?.BPUELlC OF TAHZJ,]UA

SCENARIO: to PEH CEt'iT GROl,'rH

ECA PROJECTICirS

ECA!COKF/LDCS!3
Acne:::

fable 19b
Page 35

7 r;
, 0

5~!~

9,1
7.9
7,6
7,4

1985-90

6,2
4,5
7,5
6,7
6,3
6,1

9,2 10,6
7,1 3.6

i i. 0 9,1

AVERAGE ANrWALGROWTH
, RATES

1980-85
SHARES (FEll~)

1380 _JJJ32-.. 12,20

100,0 100,0 100,0
35·6 32~ 9 29·8
29.4 31.4 33.7
35·0 35.8 36.5

100.0 100,0 100,0
82,0 81.1 80,2
67,6 62, Lt 58.8
11)·,,4 18.7 21 __ 4-
18,0 18.9 19·8
19·1 2!!_<> 5 26.2

,v!\LUES IN IIILLIOll LOCAL CURRElICY
____, 1370 GONSTA]'IT PRICES ----7'='""-'

)..280 " 1.98) 1990

12358,6 16670,4 2:;93'),0
,:-395,;1 5477:4 7133;0
36<.2,3 5229,,0 8069 ')
~:·320, 9 596!;.0 3732,i
1~139.8 19168,6 2768j.·~

11573 6 155!;EU 22211.0
;)~'7i!,,2 11969,5 16290,2
2299,5 3578.7 5920,8
"66.: 3,620,4 5H3A
:7~1 • ,1.695.1 7246.0

Governrnerrt ccnsumpt ion
Sc,vings
Investments

aDP ~!2.r,,,:c2_'1.

Af:,-riGultur-e
Induat.rv
Other services

gJ~~.li;:Fl~8_t.-J:)lj..sE:.E.

Tot",l consucpt i on
P:."iv8,te conuumpt.Lcn

---------_._,_."--~"-------------.-----

1L5
~ _ r-
t!.~. J

5,6 6~4

25,0 25,0
15LI.!- li:L6

8.2 907
16,8 15.3

2,6 3~3

L6
2L2
13.6

921, 2

1772,6
692L 1
5143,5

26)3.8
4227·3

1563,2
3229,0

107,0,,1
£1792,2
3717,5r, -, " , (l

L.))L.l)

-)::1,6
2673~6

225·2
"578.0

Irrves'tmerrt s minus
savings

Irnport c y
Exports (illpliccl)
Import s minus expor-t s

(historicd)
ExportD (historical)
Impl i ed exports 
Historical exports

!I A higher averaze import rate of 0,25 is projected as compared to the historical marginal import rate of
0,18 and an average of 0,238,
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Annex
Tablt: 20c~

Fags 36

COUNTRY: UPPER VOLTA

SCENARIO: HISTORICAL 'TREi'1DS

ECA PROJECUONS

• •

GDF factor 1)0;::;1:; 76628,0 79707,2 856600 100152,2 100.0 100,0 100.0 10000
Agricul tu.c',.::; 33693 0 287089 27035, :- 31493,8 4400 36,0 31.6 3L5
Ind.ustry 1')195,0 259i.;.2" 2 3189';,3 37851, 9 25·1 32,6 37,2 37,8
Ot hoi- servi.ces 237'0, ° 25056.2 267}0,5 30806,6 30.9 31,,4 .~l., 2 30,7
gDP market_2.]:i.c.e~": 91566,0 98712.2 109992,2 131206,8 100,0 100,0 100,0 100.0
Total conr.u.apt i.on 313:22~O 93010,3 103,182.3 123282 .. 6 88.8 9402 94"1 94,0
Pr-i.vz.t e consunpt i on P31~.o0 82983,2 9232002 10997,;" 3 7900 34,0 3309 83,8
Oovernmen; consumpt i on 9008 00 10027·1 1116:, 1 13308,2 9.8 10,2 10,2 10,2
SavinG'S 1024,~. o 576L9 6509,9 1921~o 2 11,2 5,8 5,9 600
Lnvestment s 1675,:,,0 15832.4 18050.,; 22419 97 18.3 16,0 16~4 11.1
Investments rr:inus

savings 6510,0 10070,5 11540,6 14495.6 7,1 10,2 10·5 ILl
IrllpOr'GS 19'1,,,8, ° 21406,7 24105 8 2920" ~; 21.8 21.7 21.9 22,3
Exports ( L'1pliocl) UD8,0 11336,3 12565.3 J47U,6 1/),7 1105 1L,4 1L2
Imports minus exports 1060:),° 9219,8 6966.4 36V,4 11,6 9,3 63 2,7
Exports (hi sto:cic,'~l) 9~/:-4~. 0 12186,9 17139·'; 2.55 SiL:- J~ 10,2 12,3 15,6 19,5
Impliet.'. exports -

Histori(::-.l exports /;-094~0 -8Jo,6 -4574,,1 -1088L; 4,5 L9 0,57 LC

AVERAGE Ai,NUliL GR01JTH
RATES'

1975-80 1980-35 1985,-90

0,8 L8 3,1
-3,6 -O~.:1·) J,1
6,2 L;,l 3,5
Ll L6 2,9

L5 2.5 3,6
2.8 204 3,6
2 8 204 3.6
2,2 2,4 3.6

-10,9 2,8 4,0
-Ll 3,0 " c

'-i"~)

9~1 3,2 1,,7
L4 2,7 3,,9

-304 2~3 3,~

-20<3 -505 -12·,3
5~6 7,4
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r.r,"blc .~'(,~;

P"-e:' 37

,;.° 5,')
-: ,° /;_6
3~6 7 '~ --,

J}G (. ')

" rv :5-r ., L

-~ ,2 ';" JCo
~ n

J 3";.,, .:

It ~
~ 5, 3c:

4,~ 6,0
5·0 7,0
5u':; 7,6
{~, 3 59

;: <.2
1., i~ o C'./

7.1; 3 '• --j-

36~O 31,9
32.,[; 3908
:)1,( 30.3

100,0 100,0
9l;_o 2 )'3,9
J.< ° 8,; 1
1002 10.1
s8 c; A

16,0 16,6
10.2 10,8
21. 7 2:),2

11 ~:; 11.L~

9021 3,1
12.3 lL: .1

0.86 2.7

-, OilSUr.~~-,tion

In·~-:..:.-:tj.1el1t ;
ITJ'2;;t;-tlent,~. ~:iinu.s ',vinc;;

Im::::,~):·t :.;;
Exy!o~:.'ts (i'Jlf'] ied)
L'11po~-·ts min",--ls experts
Expo:;.~ts (hici;oric~..i)
ImpliGd exportG -
Hi8torica~ Gxport~

To ';l cons',', vti 0:,

PY':' r>t e CO?:':.;!.li'.1pt 2. )i""

In:",,: t ry
OtiL-~ ser"vi,-,,-s

GDc' -.,eto'- "Jst
-~.. ,. ~-'--'-- .

,I

I
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EO • /cons 'LDC ~ hll.j J. JJ / "-'J _~

Annox
'E"b1 e 20e ECA PROJECTIONS

f,::.ge: j8

COUNT.7Y: UPPER VOLT;;

SCElIi:lIIO: GD? GROHTH RATE 6 PER CENT

15J80_-<?2 1,935'"90
r'": ~ <. Q" ~~

~.O ,'~ ~ 6
., 6 9,17

3·9 5,6
4, ~) 5,,9
/:.? 5 5~9

-: ,. ;, S<}
4,:) ,- ('\

J<l
c ... 6.7/"~

" 7 7.7
i' , 3.4-, ~

),1 605
5,7 ;:.08
202 3,9
7,8 8~ ~

I~':vestmC:lt"3 :T~U1U,J i::;~vil1t:3

L1?Orts
E::::TJorte

Totc,l CClJ.2u,.~pti()il

r):'ivrcGc ;;G~:::_'U1l1-Y:;iQn

Gmlef....nmC-:;.lt consu.r!lp t,ion

GDP fClCl.~_O..Ej.

Agricul iUl' C

I::ldu~~tr:r

O.!I~hET ;:;cI'viCGS

GDF m::rkd :",ice,'
.~ ----............. -"-'.-....---~

---------="==-:::~=~~~=~:__---------'7.'::::;:::_;;;::_::_:,-="=_==~-
, . VALUES Dl lULLION LOCAL CURRENCY AVIRAGE 'AbMALGRo\rTH

y!:J!1!iP..L""E""S'-- ':"_0::-; 1970 CONST}NT PRICES. ' ._ i3l~':!'ES(~R *C;ENTl_. -..:ql,~~TE::c.~S-----

1980 1.985 1990 _..1:2§J?.__1-,235 1990
79707.2 103063.7 1~~937,7 100.J 100~,~0--1~DwOo~O---------~~

28708,) 31696,1 39726,~ 36,0 3',1 27
259(2.2 41063", 65334,9 32,6 ,.,0,5 ~,5,1

25056.2 J0309a2 39C76u4 31a4 ;7.4 ?1,5
98772,2 123323,9 16:035,1 100.0 100,0 100,0
93010,3 115852.3 143306.6 9,;,2 93.9 93.5
3~:>33.2 102366,2 1563.~-401 8i1_aC. W)~O 32 .. 5
llJ027.1 12L~.s9 7 16635.~' 10,2 10.1 10 1
576L'j 7!;~L7 10267.8 5,d 6.0 6,;>
1S832,~ 19919.) 23890,9 16.0 16.2 17::
lema, 5 12':·77 ,8 13623.0 10.2 10.1 11 3
21;06,7 27':25,2 37557,3 ~L7 2,',2 22,7
11336.3 1!;949,'~ lS93-:·,? 11.5 U.1 1L5
]:.'19.8 10285.3 11962.5 9,3 3,3 7,3

12186,7 17139.,:· 2559!;.3 12.3 1>9 15,5

!
I
I

I
I,
I

1

I
I

I;;lfJliel~_ expor-t c -

hiJtorical expO~GS ....,35°,6 -2191.6 -6660,6 1.3 (,0

I

I
!
!


